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BINGO! 
High-tech computerized 
bingo terminals are 
coming to 
Terrace\NEWS A3 
Challenger 
Alexis Ahrens isn't letting 
her wheelchair get in the 
way of hitting the 
trails\SPORTS B5 
A community mourns 
Residents and 
emergency crews 
mark Sept. 11 
attack\COMMUNITY B I  
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Loggers picket TD bank over SC! 
Anger over unpaid bills starts to boil over into blockades, boycotts 
By JEFF NAGEL side the bank. sawmill and log yards here Sa- that should have seen all con- 
FURIOUS loggers began a They were emblazoned with turday. . • tractors get paid before SCI's 
ampaign of direct action t- slogans like "T.D. stole my Logging, road-building, silvi- line of credit ran out - a plan 
arday to force either the ' : money" and "Shame on T.D." culture and other contractors that went off the rails when the 
,ank or Victoria to pay Ske, a The huge loaders could like- are owed millions since the TD stopped cooperating. 
;ellulose's bills, ly only be moved by cranes, courts granted SCI protection Contractors say Skeena Cel- 
It started at an emergency and serve as a heavy metal from its creditors Sept. 5. iulose officials assured them 
aeeting that morning with talk picket line. Government officials say money was there to cover all 
,y some contractors of blocking "These are going to be they had to seek protection work done up to Aug. 10, and in 
ny shipments of lumber or logs parked here until we all get after the TD bank demanded some cases up to Aug. 31. 
,ut of SCI's yards, paid," vowed Halbauer, who is payment of all SCI debts total- "It appears to me the TD 
By that afternoon, contractor owed nearly $100,000. ling $350 million and began started turning cheques back 
Iryan Halbauer parked Other loggers began to bouncing SCIcheques. even thoughthecashwas UNPAl~preSSnnUereOntheTDBan~Saturday 
aassive front-end Ioader~ blockade entrances to SCI's They say they had a plan Continued Pg. A14 
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SENIORS were shaken but 
safe after a small fire 
smoked up the Willows 
apartment complex Thurs- 
day afternoon. 
Firefighters cleared the 
building of smoke and 
helped residents outside -
carrying some to safety. 
"The fire was contained 
to one apartment in the 
kitchen area," said fire 
chief Randy Smith. 
The occupant . . . .  the 
apartment had inserted a 
tray of food into the oven 
which had a foam liner on 
it, he said. 
The liner caught fire 
creating a small fire and 
lots of smoke, Smith said. 
The Kalum St. complex 
has doors that close at var- 
ious points when the fire 
alarm goes off, so the 
smoke was contained fair- 
ly well, he added. 
Firefighters did remove 
two residents out of their 
ground floor apartments by 
lifting them up and over 
balcony railings. 
Both of those residents 
were taken to Mills Mem- 
orial Hospital. 
"My understanding is at 
this time they are both 
okay," Smith said. 
Smith estimated the 
damages at $2,000. 
FIREFIGHTER Peter Weeber lowers a resident of the Willows apartments into the arms of 
paramedics, Seniors there were smoked out after a Sept. 13 cooking fire in one apartment. 
JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
Mourners comfort local U.S. citizens 
ing a small American flag 
protectively in her hands. 
Merrill is a' 57-year-old 
U.S. citizen who now lives 
in Terrace with her Cana- 
dian husband Larry. 
Her four children and 
one stepson live in the 
States. 
"They're all safe," she 
said. 
But she was stricken by 
the sight of her former 
country under attack. 
She could do little more 
than helplessly watch the 
tragic events unfold on her 
television screen for four 
days straight last week. 
It made her feel a long 
way from home indeed. 
"That's my country. 
That's where my children 
were born." 
She ventured out on 
Friday to attend the 
mourning event at the Ce- 
notaph at city hall. 
"I was comforted to 
hear that Canadians were 
grieving, too." 
So was Northwest Com- 
munity College student 
Barbara Hammer, who was 
born and raised in Virginia. 
Hammer said she once 
worked for the U.S, depart- 
ment of defence in Wash- 
ington, D.C., although not 
in the Pentagon itself. 
"I'm really comforted 
by this service because 
I'm so used to being criti- 
cized," the 42-year-old Ki- 
timat resident said. 
"I was really surprised 
by this." 
She said it's a shame 
Palestinian and Arab 
Americans are now being 
targeted by some as sca- 
pegoats. 
"I know how they feel," 
she said, explaining Amer- 
icans living in north- 
western B.C. face discri- 
mination from their Cana- 
dian neighbours, too. 
"Americans are very 
afraid to say they're Amer- 
icans because people say 
mean things," Hammer 
said. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TWO AMERICAN ex- 
patriates were surprised 
and touched to hear hun- 
dreds of Terrace residents 
singing the Star Spangled 
Banner Friday. 
Both the American and 
the Canadian anthems 
were sung after speakers 
remembered the victims of 
the Sept. 11 terrorist at- 
tacks on the World Trade 
Centre and the Pentagon, 
and pledged solidarity with 
the U.S. 
Lorraine Merrill wiped 
tears from her eyes during 
the moment of silence. 
"I feel extreme grief," 
she later said, still clasp- 
Flyers will face more baggage checks 
Airport Society president 
Frank Hamilton said. 
"And there may be an 
increased check on carry- 
on baggage." 
But otherwise air pas- 
sengers here may notice 
few changes to security 
measures here. 
A spokesman for local• 
airline Hawkair i Aviatibn 
"The security intention 
is to remove anything from 
carry-on that can be used 
as a weapon," said Haw- 
kair co-owner Dave Men- 
zies. 
Airlines have always 
been required to check a 
certain amount of carry-on 
baggage. That percentage 
has now increased. 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
MORE AIR travellers can 
now expect to have their 
carry-on luggage searched 
before they board a plane 
at the Terrace airport. 
Transpor t Canada is- 
sued increased security 
measures for airports in the 
wake of the Sept. 11 ter- 
rorist air attacks in the said the biggest change However, for security 
O.S. . flyers will noticed is in '  reasons, officials~i are not 
The present practices creased scrutiny, of the i r  i Saying exactlywhat per- 
regarding security will carry-on baggage and a're, centage of bags will now in stride.. 
continue," Terrace.:Kitimat s rtction on certaln hems. be checked, Continued page,~. 
• . . . .  
"We received direction 
to remove from all passen- 
gers, and for that matter 
flight crew members, any 
knife or knife-like object," 
Menzies aid. 
Swiss army knives, lea- 
thermen, razor blades and 
butane lighter efill contai- 
ners are also no longer' 
permitted in carry-on bag- 
gage. 
So far, passengers are 
taking the random checks 
descend 
i i':::'. 
? ' / i  
on Skeena 
Mercer International is a scavenger 
with Vancouver roots, analyst Says 
By JEEF NAGEL 
THE FRONTRUNN~.R to buy 
Skeena Cellulose is a scavenging 
specialist hat picked over pulp 
and paper companies in the for- 
mer East Germany after the col- 
lapse of communism there. 
And Swiss-based Mercer Inter- 
national is now poised to do much 
the same in northwestern B.C. 
Parallels'abound between Mer- 
cer's potential purchase of Skeena 
Cellulose and how it acquired for- 
mer East German mills in the 
early 1990s. 
As with the B.C. government 
today, German officials were re: 
portedly "desperate" to sell gov- 
ernment-owned companies to pri- 
vate buyers. 
In particular, reported the Fi- 
nancial Times of London in 1993, 
the government privatization 
agency was frantic to unload sta- 
te-owned Dresden Papier, oone'of I 
East Germany's biggest paper'l~i0~ ,~ 
ducers that was suffering lhiige: 
losses because its main market 
- the Soviet un ion-  collapsed. ~ 
As with the B.C. NDP's appro- 
' , . . .  
More inside ~ 
• Mayor fears Mercer is. 
another Repap, A5 
• Loggers pressure 
Skeena MLA, A5 
val of a $110 million capital up- 
grade for Skeena Cellulose, the 
Treuhand privatization agency in-, 
vested I00 million marks (equal' 
to Cdn $126 million) to install • 
new equipment at Dresden "to 
prepare it for privatization." 
Continued Pg. A5 
SOLACE SEEKER: Lorraine Merrill holds an American flag as she listens to 
her national anthem being sung at a day of mourning event In Terrace. 
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Summer declared extinct F +++++  
I 
son to demand a full refund on Summer It s becoming increasingly apparent 
Clouds, rain and cooler-than-normal on weather patterns,' Jackson said. I "~t~:.~ ~ will be held 
summer temperatures in July and August "It's hard to prove, but the change Wednesdoy September 26, 2001 
put a damper on summer here and else- we're seeing is consistent with what's 
where in the north, going to happen in global warming." commencing at 6:30 PM. 
"We had eight days of summer," joked 
University of Northern B.C. environmental 
studies professor Peter Jackson. 
The climate expert said we're not 
alone in our misery. 
"Generally, across the north, we have 
had lousy weather this summer." 
Terrace fared badly in terms of sunny, 
warm weather in July and August, ac- 
cording to Environment Canada data. 
Terracites received a paltry 222 hours 
of sunshine from July 11 to Sept, 5. We 
enjoyed just four days of over-28-degree 
temperatures (Aug. 12 to 14, remember'/). 
We endured more than three weeks - 
24 days - when temperatures hovered in 
the low to mid-teens, including two days 
when it dropped to just 10 degrees. 
In all, we spent 29 days huddling for 
warmth as the mercury stubbornly drop- 
ped below 18 degrees - and stayed there. 
The simple explanation is the position 
of the jet stream, a narrow stream of high- 
velocity westerly winds. Its location this 
summer ensured northern B.C. was conti- 
nually assaulted by weather systems. 
But Jackson said it's not known why 
While summer in northern B,C. was 
wet, the southern half of the province n- 
joyed one of its driest summers in years. 
Vancouver got nearly double the 
amount of sunshine Terrace did in July 
and August. 
Vancouverites njoyed 39 days of plus- 
20-degree t mperatures. We had just 18. 
Jackson holds out a ray of hope for 
northern communities over the next three 
months. 
Environment Canada's long-range fore- 
cast for September to November calls for 
above normal temperatures and a normal 
amount of precipitation across northern 
B.C. 
Still, it's touch and go: Terrace and 
Prince George, he noted, are just about 
sitting on Environment Canada's dividing 
line between "north" and "south". 
Jackson also warned that long-range 
forecasts are only between zero and 45 
per cent accurate. "Plan for rain," he 
cautioned. "If it's sunny, it's a bonus." 
Still, he hopes there's better weather 
ahead for northern B.C., considering the 
summer we've just had. "We deserve it." 
Normal flights resume 
of Terrace. 
Its passenger service re- 
sumed Sept. 13 with a 7:40 
p.m. flight to Vancouver. 
Hawkair was scheduled 
to make two flights to 
Vancouver that same day 
but mechanical problems 
with their Dash-8 preven- 
ted them from getting into 
the air until 8:30 p.m. 
They • resumed regular 
service Sept. 14. 
Mean 
REGULAR FHGHTS to 
and from Terrace resumed 
Friday, three days after all 
air traffic in North Ameri- 
ca was grounded. 
A no-fly ban had been 
issued after hijacked 
planes crashed into the 
World Trade Centre in 
New York City and the 
Pentagon in Washington, 
D.C. 
As events unfolded, it 
was difficult for airlines to 
have been really under- 
standing," he said. 
Anywhere from 300 to 
600 passengers fly in and 
out of the Terrace airport 
in a normal week, he said. 
Stranded travellers anx- 
iously waiting for when air 
travel would resume were 
also in need of reassur- 
ance, he added. 
His agency didn't take 
any new bookings last 
week, but 
predict when the ban while, last "If you live your some Ter- 
would be lifted, week was 
But both Air Canada probably one life under s rook, race resi- dents did 
and Hawkair worked to of the worst t/leo tile terrorists decide to 
keep their passengers up- weeks travel t ru ly  h~lve won,"  cancel up- 
to-date on an hour-by-hour agents have coming he- 
basis, ever had to liday travel 
"It's been very impres- deal with, Elan Travel plans for November and 
sive how calm and patient owner George Clark says. the Christmas eason. 
everybody has been since The situation took a toll "We're trying to on- 
• th+s s+[~+(io~ ,ocqvrr~d, ~iere, too. :coUrage lJeople t0+wait and 
' : " . . . .  : ': ' ' . . . . . .  " " '  " . . . . . . . . .  "f' see how things develop; ~'sa~d Dave Menz~es, ow- It s been a very d~ il- 
l ~ ~ " . . . .  ner'0'pdraf~>~" of~Ha~l~hit. .... ~ul~ '~e'ek" for 'roy"staff, he said. 
Transport Canada gave Clark said Friday, as flight "I think the best way to 
~the okay for all passenger schedules for Terrace were take a victory away from 
flights to resume at 11 a.m. returning to normal, terrorists is to try and live 
,--Eastern Standard Time, Agents in Terrace had your life as normally as 
'. Sept. 13. to help rearrange flight you can," said Clark, who 
I By that evening Terrace plans for people stranded lived in London for many 
, passengers were once here while their flights years when the IRA bom- 
,,<agam on their way to Van- were delayed, and for bings were taking place. 
All parents and guardians are welcome to come in with 
their teen(s) to find out more about this excellent 
opportunity for youth aged 12 to 18 years old. 
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING WILL ALSO BE 
HELD THE SAME NIGHT COMMENCING AT 7 PM. 
The Air Cadet Ha(( is located at the Terrace/Kitimat Airport 
For further information please call 635-3086 
or attend any Wednesday night parade, y 
i 
- -  i 
KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
4724 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC 
ANNUAL GENF, RAL 
MEETING 
September 25,  2001 
7:O0 p.m. 
EVERYONE WELCOME 
For more information, please call 635-2373 
ATTENTION 
COMMUNITY 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Any non-profit organizations wishing 
financial assistance from the City of 
Terrace in the year 2002 are to make 
application before October 15th, 
2001 in order to have the grant 
request considered for the 2002 City 
Budget. For information on the grants 
Policy and the application require- 
ments, please call the Director of 
Finance at 638-4725. 
'::couver. those trying to return "If you live your Life 
• ;"' Air Canada was forced home. under a rock, then the ter- 
to cancel eight flights out "On the whole, people rorists truly have won." 
• Sushi & Tea Sets 
From fro.nt . Sel+<, ons 
 -u -terminal is affected too *Tableware&Kitchenware I • Girls Baskets wilh 
' SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 22 '= .+++,. , .+o.  Menzies said he is im- go into specifics of what's that terminal. 
pressed with how under- changing at the South Ter- Menzies said he doesn't I ~lflllUllUfl ~IOll01M| 
think that will change now. 
Security measures at 
specific airports and termi- 
nals a~e determined based 
on the level of risk 
Transport Canada thinks 
they face, Menzies said. 
"What we're really re- 
quired to do with security 
is we're supposed to put 
forward our best effort," he 
added. 
"You're not going to be 
able to defend against I00 
per cent of all conceivable 
situations." 
standing travellers have 
been since the attacks oc- 
curred. 
Terrace residents re- 
turning from Vancouver 
will also see increased se- 
curity at the South Termi- 
nal. 
Transport Canada has 
issued an extensive list of 
increased security mea- 
sures for airports to meet. 
But Alexandra Hansel, 
spokesperson for the Van- 
couver. International Air- 
port Authority, declined to 
minal 
Menzies, meanwhile, 
expects to see more secur- 
ity personnel manning the 
south terminal. 
"People that go through 
the South Terminal think 
there isn't any security, 
but they are quite wrong 
about hat," Menzies said. 
"They have an eagle 
eye on what goes on on 
that ramp out there." 
There are currently no 
X-ray machines or passen- 
ger screening equipment in
1:800 O-Canada, Tal 
Do you have questions about child 
safety, jobs, parental benefits, passports 
or pensions? Our informatior~ office- + 
can help. 
Find out about the hundreds of servi 
available from the Government of C+ 
For. more information on 
]overnment services: 
.".+. +~+~++ ,,:i + 
l.+ m +r ,+.,.+, ~+;+ . . . .  ., . ++,+, ~.+.: 
'"  + i ++Yili:+ +++ 
+..+, + : +~;i:++;, I+ I++P ,,,i 
+ % '+ :+: ,+~+~ .,,'+'p,~;+!'++J'4 ,p, ?,-' 
Call 1 800 O-Canada during regular 
business hours and a real person ~ 
answer your call. 
V 
High-tech 
bingo to 
hook new 
players 
By JEFF NAGEL 
COMPUTERIZED BINGO termi- 
nals here have been okayed by 
city council even though some 
councillors fear the new gaming 
technology may be too addictive. 
B.C. Lotteries Corporation re- 
gional manager Fred Feddema 
told council last week the car- 
l poration plans to spend $600,000 
on  new. equzpment at the Lucky 
Do l la r  Bingo Palace in the 
months ahead to offer "Starship" 
bingo. 
He said the computerized ter- 
minals will allow bingo players to 
play electronic bingo networked 
with other communities for bigger 
jackpots. 
The larger payoffs may be 
more attractive, he said, but the 
use  of '  technology will also 
change the face and tone of bingo. 
Regular bingo - with paper and 
bingo dabbers - will continue to 
be offered. 
:But Feddema said the hope is 
the move to electronic bingo will 
bring in new, younger customers 
raised on computers and video 
ga es. 
'Electronic play encourages 
new players into the hall," he 
said. "The new generations are 
ones brought up on technology•" 
TRADIT IONAL bingo - with paper and a dabber as demonstrated by New Aiyansh player Erma 
Swift - may fade to the background as halls add computerized bingo. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
The typical bingo player now is 
50 to 55 years old, he said. 
In towns where electronic 
bingo is introduced, that falls to 
40-45, Feddema said. 
The techno- 
logy also tends 
to attract more 
men to a pas- 
time that is 
tradit ional ly 
about 80 per 
cent female, 
he said. 
Councillor 
David Hull and mayor Jack Tal- 
stra expressed concerns the com- 
puterized bingo stations are simi- 
lar to highly addictive video lot- 
tery terminals (VLTs) - which the 
city has in the past fought o keep 
out, 
"This is essentially a video lot- 
tery terminal," suggested council- 
lor David Hull: 
Feddema as- 
sured city coun- 
"Electronic play encour- oil the terminals 
ages new players into the have on ly  been 
hall. The new generations approved for 
bingo use. 
are ones brought up on "Today it 's 
technology." bingo but some 
people might 
think tomorrow 
it's something else," Talstra said. 
Feddema said there is no such 
plan, and noted portable lectro- 
nic bingo is already offered 
through devices called blue boys. 
But he did concede the same 
computer terminals are used to 
offer other games outside B.C. and 
there was no guarantee policy 
might not change in the future. 
Feddema lso said there are no 
plans to expand the hours of 
operation of bingo halls, which 
are provincially regulated. 
Council voted unanimously 
that it has no objections to Star- 
ship bingo, provided machines are 
used only for bingo. 
The upgrade will involve new 
tables, chairs, computer termi- 
nals, data centre, and a general 
face lift. 
• Feddema said Starship bingo 
should also generate more rave- 
• nue for local charities. 
Gas gouging rumours spark panic 
Motorists frantic to ~ood stores and gas stations. Const. Jack Hundial said police Most of the drivers had heard 
gas prices were going to skyrocket 
to anywhere from $1.50 - $3.00 per 
litre. 
Many had received phone calls 
from friends or family while others 
said they received phone calls 
from the Okanagan and Kamloops 
where prices had supposedly 
soared to over $2.50 per litre. 
Prices in Kamloops were 79.9 
cents per litre when the rumours 
started to fly. 
Bob Lavoioe sai~.,F~Pm,0urs of 
, "' "'; ' " . . ,~  I i '~ ,~ '~,~; : .  pump pnGcs..uououng or trnptmg 
are unfounded, hi~, ,,; 
"If it does go up it'll only go up 
by a few cents," he said. 
"I was really frustrated last 
night because there was this panic 
and nobody wanted to believe that 
the prices weren't going up." 
Lavoie said gas sales more 
than tripled that night. So much 
gas was sold that the tanks at 
Coppers,de Two had to be refilled 
at 3 a.m. after the rush subsided. 
Local RCMP spent about two 
hours controlling traffic on High- 
way 16 as motorists tried to get to 
fill up at pumps 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
BUMPER TO BUMPER traffic 
filled Terrace streets Thursday 
night amid rumours that gas 
prices were going to triple the 
following day. 
Motor i s ts  were lined up for 
blocks as they scrambled to get to 
the pumps to fill vehicles, motor 
homes and jerry cans. ""  "~:ff:l'~ the~'Kttsumkalum Tempo station. :';,~%,~,.:*.- :• , ;  . :~, , ' ;  ! '.';~ ........ ,,-:',.v.,, ,, : " .-, " • It started right around suppeY, '~',~-:That l ineup budt up as. far as 
,t]me,~.ana• baszcally lasted ~until the :!~'chako North Coast yard on 
one in the morning, saidBob La- the east s~de of the Kalum River 
vole, who operates the Coppers,de bridge. 
were directing traffic because the 
bridge is so restricted. He added 
motorists in Kit,mat and Ter/ace 
were the only places in the north- 
west reacting to the rumours so 
intensely. 
At I0 p.m. the Shell station on 
Kalum St. had an average wait of 
30 minutes but motorists aid they 
didn't mind the time if prices 
were indeed to triple the following 
day. 
"I don't even know the validity 
of it,' said Derick Kennedy who 
sat in line to fill his car. "I some- 
how think it's more of a scare 
than anything else." 
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News In Brief 
More than 200 jobs 
THE PROVINCIAL government's student summer 
works program subsidized 239 jobs in the north- 
west, reports Northwest Community College which 
manages the program here. 
That figure is nine more jobs than what was first 
set out as a goal by the program. 
All told, $354,108.65 was spent in providing sub- 
sidies for students from the Queen Charlottes to 
Houston/Granisle. 
The target job number in Terrace was 64 and 58 
jobs was the final figure reached. Prince Rupert's 
target was 54 jobs but 63 were ultimately created• 
Wary eye in Stewart 
CANADIAN CUSTOMS officials working the bor- 
der between Stewart and Hyder are paying special 
attention to people entering the country in light of 
last week's terrorist attacks in the United States. 
"Our first priority is protecting the border and our 
people are being very cautious. They are asking 
more questions and are taking a second look at 
people," said Dan McGrath of the Canada Cus- 
toms and Revenue Agency last week. 
Although there are no immigration officials in 
Stewart, customs officers are direct access to them 
when required, he said. 
That same heightened alert is not in evidence on 
the American side of the Stewart-Hyder border 
crossing. 
There is no permanent American border patrol 
presence in Hyder and American officials said the 
crossing is too remote and out of the way. 
No blood clinic here 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital doesn't have the fa- 
cilities or the people to conduct a blood donor cli- 
nic, says Dieter Kuntz of the Terrace Area Health 
Council• 
He made the comment in relation to last week's 
terrorist attacks in the United States and from a. 
groundswell which resulted, of people who wanted 
to donate blood. 
Blood donations are handled by the Canadian 
Blood Services Agency and its closest outlet is 
Prince George. 
Blood donor clinics used to be a regular occur- •
rence here but the last one was held more than 10 
years ago. "It got to be very expensive," said 
Kuntz. 
At the same time, the rise of Hepatitis C and the 
HIV virus brought in the need for specialized 
equipment for screening and processing, he said. 
Kuntz said blood required at Mills is obtained 
from the blood services agency. But he did note; 
that in an extreme mergency, Mills would take, 
donations. 
Help for the U.S. 
ALL MAJOR banks are accepting donations to the I
Canadian Red Cross to assist the 'American Red 
~,,Cro~s aqd,its re!ief, qfforts iq, th~.U;S,, the Cana-. 
dian Bankers Association announced Sept. 13. 
Getting through off-season is tough. But we can help. Stop by during the Arctic Blast ~" 
sales event and you'll get a great deal on a new 2002 Arctic CaP snowmobile. 
Purchase a sled by October 31,2001 and you can get up to $400 ~1K'11£ fa r  
in Cat Cash T~ good toward genuine Arcticwear ~ and accessories.®~,~7",,~7,~7,]'~',t~ " 
BLOWOUT PRICES! 
On Remaining Non-Current Models 
J 'I DSWN. NIl m,  ENTS FIIll 6,11NTHS ' 
~ 0 $I~£ ,, AM/FM/(:O st ereo s',/stem 
I . . f~  • Standard ual air bogs i 
, . .  0~16,195- ,m, .  
V Secunly oepom J l~ i l~ .~ ~ ~ i l  cruise control, power door ' 
~ : ~  0 $ /a~i~ Iocks, windov~nndmir~ors 
- ~"~ L ( l~ 'Y  • I~ir conditioning 
. . . .  ~ '~" - -~ 0~24,995. , . - , .  
~;~ ~e~ • nM/m/tO,te,eo sptem 
; .C  ,..~r~ m Z U Y • Standard uo, air bn9s . . . .  
~ ; ~ . ~  O ~cu,tr a,po~t • nutornotlc tansmlsslon mmw 289 • AM/FM/CD stereo system 
j , . .~  ~._ . . , . .~- , -  - $ • gir conditl0nin9 
~"~ ,..~,,,m... 0~22,695" , - - - J  
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Nursing shift 
PROVINCIAL APPROVAL of a program to 
train licensed practical nurses at Northwest Com- 
munity College will not just address the need to 
overcome amedical personnel shortage. 
It's part of a plan to reduce the overall budge- 
tary strain of delivering health care in British Co- 
lumbia. The numbers peak for themselves. Last 
year's provincial health care budget was approx- 
imately $8.4 billion. This year it is listed at $9.4 
billion and, already, provincial officials report 
they are running $400 million in the hole despite 
that $1 billion addition. Clearly, the provincial 
government has no choice but to change the way 
each and every health care dollar is spent. 
What will happen is a replacement of registered 
nurses with licensed practical nurses. Simply put, 
registered nurses are too expensive for the major- 
ity of the tasks they now perform at hospitals and 
other health care facilities. They also take too long 
to train - four years - compared to the 15-month 
training period for a practical nurse. 
Health planning minister Sindi Hawkins put it 
this way at the July 18 open cabinet meeting: 
"We think it makes sense to add more licensed 
practical nurses to acute care so they can use their 
skills to help nurses, and then registered nurses 
can use their skills more effectively with 
patients." 
Doing this won't be easy. For one, this strategy 
reverses one adopted in the early 1990s. Hospi- 
tals around the province, including Mills Memor- 
ial Hospital here in Terrace, laid off practical 
nurses in favour of registered ones. The idea was 
to have the best trained people possible to care for 
~As w'elF'ii~tdnti0ned a~ that m~iy ha~;e been, it 
dtdn't work. An increased rehance on regtstered 
nurses helped create a shortage when they 
couldn't be produced fast enough. Things weren't 
helped when the training regime for registered 
nurses changed. There are no longer diploma re- 
gistered nurses who could be trained in a little 
under three years. The standard now is a four- 
year degree. Thus, it took longer to produce a re- 
gistered nurse. 
An economist would explain it in terms of sup- 
ply and demand. When there isn't enough supply 
to meet demand, the price of the commodity - in 
this case, nurses - goes up. That was clearly the 
case this spring and summer when registered 
nurses used a worldwide demand and shortage as 
leverage in their contract demands. 
Cutting the reliance on registered nurses will 
also help the province restore a balance of power 
which now rests with their union. And that may 
be the the key reason behind the move to use 
more licensed practical nurses. 
No employer wants to have its ability to man- 
age taken away. Boosting the use of practical 
nurses will solve that problem. 
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The h()rr()r then ,: nd h[)rror now 
VICTORIA-  More than 
half a century has passed 
since I was first confronted 
with naked horror. 
It was sometime during 
1943 that Duesseldorf was first 
subjected to carpet bombing. 
The dogs of war had been 
unleashed by Hitler. It also 
was Hitler who initiated the 
bombing of civilian targets by 
laying waste to Coventry. 
From then on, it was strike 
and counterstrike, ver more 
devastating, ever more hop 
rible. 
There was a terrible simi- 
larity between the images I
saw in the aftermath of last 
Tuesday's terrorists attacks on 
New York and Washington 
and what will forever be en- 
graved in my brain of those air 
raids long ago. 
Then I saw hysterical 
women and children trying to 
escape the inferno of a fire- 
storm created by the unim- 
~:;:aginable heat of a ,city,~!P.: 
flames, only to get stuck in 
the broiling asphalt and dying 
as living torches. 
Now I saw Lower Manhat- 
tan in flames, terrified people 
jumping to their death from 
the twin towers of the World 
Trade Center. 
Then I saw women scream- 
ing in horror and pain, as they 
witnessed their children die. 
I -~ :i~l~,~ll: i ll~l:l.,i f _ . l l  
HUBERT BEYER 
Now I saw people scream- 
ing in agony, as they realized 
someone they loved was trap- 
ped and probably dead in the 
rubble. 
Then I saw the once beauti- 
ful city of my birth system- 
atically reduced to ghostly 
ruins. Now I saw the heart of 
America's greatest city take 
• on that same look. 
policies, I can tell them with 
the utmost assurance that they 
have failed. 
Germany's bombing of Cov- 
entry and London and Man- 
chester no more lessened Brit- 
ish resolve than the bombing 
of Germany's cities by the Al- 
lies weakened the German po- 
pulation's resolve. 
In fact, whatever the mis- 
givings of Germany's popula- 
tion may or may not have been 
towards Hitler, they were most 
certainly dispelled by the un- 
ceasing terror of air raids. 
Terrorizing civilians was lu- 
nacy then and it is now, not to 
mention the sheer inhumanity 
of it all. 
I believe that if I had ever 
confronted my tormentors, I 
would have wanted to kill 
them. And I was only eight 
years old. To my horror, the 
darker side of my soul awa- 
kened similar feelings in me, 
as I witnessed the horrific 
,:; ~,T~enJ. 2s~w swarms gf,,bc m. =. ,~f}e,rm~tl~]gf .ugsday,;p:LeTrgr!s} 
bers whose numbers darke~te'~[ attacks . . . . .  . 
the sky approach Duesseldorf, I ~vill not deal: liere with 
as we frantically raced for 
shelter. 
Now I cannot banish from 
my mind's eye the image of 
the two graceful passenger 
liners slicing into the towers. 
If it was the terrorists, aim 
to weaken American resolve 
to support or oppose certain 
questions of politics. This isn't 
about who started what. This 
isn't about whether the Pa- 
lestinians have legitimate 
grievances. They have. This 
also isn't about whether Israel 
has retaliated too harshly to 
Palnstinian attacks. 
This is about an unspeak- 
able horror unleashed by terror- 
ists on innocent people thou- 
sands of miles from the terri- 
tory the dispute over which un- 
derlies the attack. 
Discounting the war of 1812, 
in which Canada invaded the 
United States, marched on 
Washington and burned down 
the White House, there has 
never been an attack on the 
continental U.S. 
The death toll of Tuesday's 
terrorist acts threatens to dwarf 
that of the Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbour, something not 
lost on Americans. 
I am certain that just as 
Pearl Harbour, in the words of 
a Japanese general's warning, 
awakened a sleeping lion, this 
act will have a similar effect. 
I have lived with the terror 
of bombings and I know exact- 
ly how Americans feel today. 
If [ were Osama bin Laden 
or any other terrorist with 
American blood on his hands, I
would no longer ileep SoUnd '.*'" ,, 
Then I was eight. NdW' I  fi' 
66. ':Terror, death and 'destruc- 
tion invade my life now as they 
did then. 
Will it ever end? Not in my 
lifetime, I'm afraid. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
E-mail: hubert@coolcom.com; 
Tel (250) 381-6900; Web 
http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
Tips ¢,n ,:;leaning Ul::, your act  
"COMPUTERS,  KEY- 
BOARDS, phones, fax ma- 
chines and copiers are the 
main spreaders of bacteria nd 
viruses," warns the brochure of 
a local computer cleaning 
company. 
That statement doesn't sur- 
prise me. Think of the grubby 
keyboards you've shared, each 
key gummy with a layer of 
crud, and the phones with 
fingerprints as legible as those 
rolled on an ink pad at RCMP 
headquarters. 
Where might those hands 
have been before imprinting 
on the keyboard or phone 
you're using? 
A week ago, as I began 
typing my column, the %" 
stuck more than usual. It's al- 
ways been a sluggish key, 
Often I had to backspace and 
fit in an "o". but last Wednes- 
day morning the "o" went 
down and refused to spring up. 
In desperation, I polka dotted 
my copy with inked "o"s. 
At 9 a.m. I phoned a type- 
writer repair shop for advice. 
~ i "  I t l s l l [+ l  • I : I  I | s lO l ; l i l+ l  
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
"The key's probably stuck 
from dirt and debris collected 
underneath. 
"You could try blowing out 
the dust with a can of com- 
pressed air. Or you could bring 
the machine in for a checkup, 
$95" 
The $95 made me exhale 
like a can of compressed air. I 
protect his obsolete machine 
with a custom-fitted cover of 
vinyl boat topping. 
The cover keeps out dust, 
splashes if there might be any, 
and straight pins that might 
fall from the pincushion hang- 
ing on the wall above. 
But before this discarded 
Canon came to me, it served 
in a government office. How 
many crullers or Crees drib- 
bled into the keyboard? 
Hauling it to a repair shop 
would be no picnic; it weighs 
46 pounds. Then someone sug- 
gested, "Call a computer 
cleaner." 
One lives in our neighbour- 
hood. Still, it was a novel no- 
tion. 
When I learned typing from 
a correspondence ourse, one 
lesson taught me to dismantle 
the working parts, brush out 
the dust, wipe it with alcohol, 
and oil the carriage. 
But an electric typewriter is
a bit different. I don't know 
how to "pop off" the keys to 
get underneath where dust ga- 
~ers. 
The cleaner I phoned had 
time, hoisted my typewriter as 
though it were featherweight, 
marched it to her truck, and a 
few hours later brought it back 
clean, keys smooth to the 
touch, the "o" responsive as it 
ought o be. 
She also can reassemble the 
parts she removed, a page mis- 
sing from my correspondence 
lesson. 
Her brochure warns that dust 
accumulating inside a compu- 
ter causes overheating, event- 
ual chip burnout and malfunc- 
tioning drives. This in turn can 
lead to data loss. Not good. No 
doubt regular cleaning of a 
computer could save on repair 
bills, reduce down time, and 
consequently increase produc- 
tivity. 
Add the risk of dirty key- 
boards spreading infections 
such as colds, flu, and hepatitis 
C, and regular cleaning of 
shared office equipment be- 
comes economical mainte- 
nance. 
For my "o" difficulty the 
cleaning cost proved to be a 
big saving. 
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Mercer sounds like a 
new Repap, mayor says 
By JEFF NAGEL 
REPORTS describing Mercer 
International as a corporate 
scavenger are cause for alarm 
in the northwest, says Terrace 
mayor Jack Talstra. 
Ttie Swiss-based company is 
considering buying Skeena 
Cellulose and is the only firm 
in an advanced stage of ex- 
amining the entire operations. 
Talstra said suggestions 
Mercer is a scavenger or vul- 
tu re  raises concerns that a sale 
to the company might result in 
a repeat of Skeena Cellulose's 
experience under Repap Enter- 
prises, which bled profits from 
here for ventures elsewhere. 
"To me that sounds like a 
Repap, so I think we have to be 
careful,', Talstra said. 
"We've written letters saying 
never again should we allow our- 
selves to get into a situation 
where a foreign or eastern compa- 
ny comes in and purchases the 
operations, operates it with the 
best interests of their shareholders 
in mind rather than the best inter- 
eats of northern citizens, and then 
disappears into the night when 
things get rough." 
The city as well as northwest 
mayors have commissioned re- 
ports in recent years specifically 
aimed at preventing another 
Repap repeat. 
And in fact, SCI's troubled his- 
tory extends back well beyond 
with this picture." 
Talstra, who last week named 
Aim-Wood Contracting's Justin 
Rigsby to chair a forestry panel 
aimed at uncovering the city's op- 
tions in the SCI crisis, said north- 
westerners are justified in taking a 
close look at whoever might buy 
SCI. 
Repap,s era, which ended in 1997 He said the history and types of 
with the financial meltdown that buyers SCI attracts are cause to 
"It's the same story- 
they all fold their tent at 
some stage and leave. I 
ask myself what's 
wrong with this 
picture." 
led to SCrs bailout under the 
NDP. 
"Columbia Cellulose, BCRIC, 
Westar, Skeena Cel, Repap, back 
to Skeena Cel," Talstra said, re- 
counting some of the history of 
ownership of the forest company. 
"It's the same story - they all 
fold their tent at some stage and 
leave. I ask myself what's wrong 
press the government to "protect 
us from another Repap." 
That may mean placing restric- 
tions or safeguards on the sale or 
it may mean a closer look at put- 
ting the company or parts of the 
company in the hands of north- 
west communities or local opera- 
ta rs ,  
"Maybe there's something 
wrong with this model we have in 
the northwest," Talstra said. 
"Maybe we should look at a dif- 
ferent model." 
,'There has to be a local solu- 
tion to these problems." 
Talstra said he fears if a buyer 
does put money on the table, the 
government will simply cut a 
deal. 
"That's somewhat frustrating," 
he said. 
Loggers 
grill MLA 
Harris 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA MLA Roger Harris took 
the first major heat of his political 
career Saturday morning when he 
met more than 50 loggers who 
want someone to pay SCI's debts. 
Contractors say they were pro- 
mised an orderly shutdown of SCI 
that would see everyone get paid. 
While much of their anger is 
directed at the TD bank - which 
Harris says seized money they 
should have got - many loggers 
hold the goyernment.at least part; 
ly responsiblel ',,': : ...... i "',',.i',~:~ .....
"We've got a handful of, rubbe~. 
cheques and you goddamn well 
better honour them," said contrac- 
tor Bob Middleton. 
Another contractor eminded 
Harris the B.C. Liberals were 
elected on a platform that stressed 
accountability. 
"They have to be accountable 
for actions that have left us the 
victims," she said. 
Others reminded Harris they'd 
helped elect him and asked whe- 
ther he'd quit his party if he can't 
deliver payment. 
" I 'm wondering if you're will- 
ing to stick with a government 
that's going to screw a bunch of 
guys like us," demanded contrac- 
tor Rob Geier. 
"I'd have to think about that," 
From front 
"We have asked the govern- 
ment if another Repap comes 
along we would like to have input 
into that and maybe tie up the 
timber in relation to the mills a 
little better," he said. 
"Maybe a bond should be 
posted so 
contrae tars 
aren't owed 
millions of 
dol lars - 
someth ing  
that would 
protect the 
workers and 
families that 
live here and 
make this 
thing go." 
Jack  Ta ls t ra  The forestry 
panel named 
by Talstra is charged with deter- 
mining what the city should lobby 
for, and in particular whether the 
Terrace sawmill could stand on its 
own.  
The panel is to report within 
two months. 
Talstra said its work is predica- 
ted on the possibility it may take 
the government longer than it 
hopes to sell SCI. 
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Harris said, noting he may be 
more effective within government 
and the latest SCI crisis is only 
beginning to unfold. 
"I don't know if this is the 
ing Skeena Cellulose should first 
be used to pay off the contractors. 
Loggers also made it clear they 
suspect government or company 
officials knew trouble with the TD 
"I'm wondering if you're willing to stick with a 
government that's going to screw a bunch of guys 
like us." 
It also adds to the govern- 
ment's responsibility to the con- 
tractors, they say. 
Harris also noted a range of 
Forest Renewal B.C. projects -
involving watershed restoration, 
silviculture and road deactivation 
- now seems to be on hold, de- 
spite about $2 million being 
available for further work. 
"That's money that could po- 
tentially put people back to 
work," he said. 
FRBC contractors have also 
gone unpaid, even though Harris 
says FRBC money is supposed to 
only be managed by SCI. 
"SCI is supposed to handle that 
money indirectly, it's not theirs." 
issue I'd do it on this early," he 
said. 
Harris did pledge to fight on a 
number of fronts in Victoria to get 
cheques to contractors honoured. 
He said be'l! argue that any 
money the province gets for sell- 
was brewing because they'd 
begun opening accounts ~,ith 
other banks and transferring funds 
in August. 
That, some loggers said, may 
have spooked the TD and to a de- 
gree precipitated the situation. 
Mercer called a scavenger 
Mercer, advised by the Shin-Ha Korean Woods said. "They may have suits. They may Any interest in SCI, particularly from a 
paper group of the opportunity, began looking have ties. But they're buzzards." buyer with B.C. roots, is positive, Thorpe said. 
at the East German paper industry. 
Pulp and paper prices were falling sharply 
due to overcapacity in Europe and North 
America. 
In early 1993, the Treuhand's attempts to 
sell Dresden Papier to French buyers collapsed 
and the agency turned to Mercer. 
A con tract the Times called "generous" was 
drawn up in which the Treuhand agreed to pay 
75 million marks to cover three years worth of 
losses at Dresden. 
It also agreed to pay 90 per cent of the 10 
million mark environmental liability, plus 
Mercer got investment grants worth 24 million 
marks for the Treuhand's investments. 
"We paid one million marks for Dresden 
Papier, and injected 20 million marks as a 
sign of good faith," Mercer president Jimmy 
Lee said in 1993. "We also agreed to guaran- 
tee 490 jobs." 
Dresden's East German paper mills had a 
workforce of 30,800 prior to German unifica- 
tion, the Times said. 
Within a year Mercer went on to buy more 
East German pulp and paper mills, notably the 
Zelistoff und Papierfabrik Rosenthai n the 
eastern state of Thuringia, "with similar fa- 
vourable terms," reported the Times. 
Mercer described the Rosenthal put:chase 
price as "nominal." 
The moves into the European pulp and 
Mercer and other Lee companies in the past 
have traded on the former Vancouver Stock 
Exchange. 
Mercer itself evolved from a prior Vancou- 
ver-based Lee company called Asiamerica 
Equities. 
Woods said Mercer's head office may be in 
Zurich, but people shouldn't be fooled into 
thinking Jimmy Lee is a Swiss banker or Eur- 
opean pulp magnate. 
"These are Howe St. types that went to 
Switzerland," he said. "They're opportunists 
looking to buy assets on the cheap. I don't 
think most people consider them company 
builders." 
"They're scavengers, that's 
what they are. They may have 
suits. They may have ties. But 
they're buzzards." 
"Jimmy Lee lives in Switzerland but he 
was educated in Vancouver," Thorpe said. "I 
think that's positive that he has a great know- 
ledge of B.C." 
"Whether we conclude adeal or not, I think 
it's always important if somebody has roots or 
connections to B.C. and we can get them here 
to have a look, that's very positive." 
"If Mercer International is the company that 
wants to come forward to try to rebuild the 
operation, we should welcome any company 
that wants to come to British Columbia." 
Northwest B.C. mayors have repeatedly said 
they don't want to see Skeena Cellulose once 
again fall into the hands of an owner like 
George Petty, the former chairman of Repap 
Enterprises. 
Petty helped revamp some SCI operations, 
notably the Terrace sawmill, after Repap ac- 
quired the B.C. forest company. 
But ultimately his tendency to engage in 
high-risk finance caught up with him, 
Repap ran into debt trouble and Petty cut 
loose the B.C. operations in 1997, plunging 
SCI into the past four years of chaos. 
Had he reinvested Skeena Cellulose profits 
and not sent them east to finance other ven- 
tures, SCI would not be in its present wea- 
kened position, northwest mayors have said. 
Woods predicts the northwest would be in 
for another wild ride under Mercer, whose goal 
is quick profits and whose reputation is one of 
•,secrecy. 
"I'd be surprised if the government sells to 
vultures like them," WoOds said. "I don't think 
they'd risk it," 
Mercer officials have not responded to re- 
Mercer's web site puts the company's ta- 
lents in a more favourable light. 
"Mercer has been able to acquire underva- 
lued assets in times of over-supply and uncer- 
tainty, divest of assets in times of more fa- 
vourable valuations, take downtime in periods 
of weak prices, obtain financing when terms 
paper market ransformed Mercer, which had were favourable, and recruit top personnel 
no prior paper industry investments. .~ , ,~;., ,~n  ~ ~g~,.~:.9~ri;~nt~rnationa, I c mpetitiors 
: It also resulted in the relocation of=M~r[~e~'~ '  '~l~'~?'~c~'~l~'dfffi~ilities'," its site 
head office from Vancouver to Zurich, Swlt- says. 
zerland. The Standard asked enterprise minister Rick 
One Vancouver observer familiar with Mer- Thorpe, in charge of government efforts to sell 
eer's history is Stockwatch editor John Woods. .S.keena Cellulose, to respond to descriptions of 
"They're scavenger s, !hat's what:they are, '' Mercer as a COrporate scavenger 
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Likes those chickens 
Dear Sir: 
I am writing to comment on the recent write up 
about he chicken clucking at Lakelse Lake. 
As a former resident on Kroyer St. and being a.;, 
friend of the couple who own these birds at the lake, I 
have to speak out on this ridiculous write up. 
The property these birds are living on is directly 
behind and connected to the property on which their 
owners live. They are there every day, feeding and 
taking very good care of the animals. These people 
mind their own business and would do anything for: 
anyone. 
There was a petition that all the people living on" 
these two streets signed to keep the animals and- 
leave these people alone. Why doesn't this count? 
The reason most people live at the lake is to have";" 
the freedom to maybe have a couple horses, goats, 
dogs or some birds. They live 15 minutes from town.. 
for a reason. 
If they wanted to get really picky, people could:. 
start complaining about noisy vehicles and dogs, 
continuously barking after the owners have left their: 
yards or the seaplane making too much noise during 
take off. We could go on. .: 
Most of the children from around here like to go 
see the animals on a regular basis; they enjoy seeing' 
the different birds and I think it is educational for;~ 
them. 
I hope this silliness is soon dismissed because I~ 
think it would really break my son's and this couple's.- 
hearts if they have to get rid of the animals. 
Michelle Owen, Terrace, B.C. 
Purple One 
Dear Sir: :; 
I disagree with Yvonne Moen and others on the 
purple building with the yellow trim. '~ 
Coming into Terrace almost daily from Thornhili,: 
you first see a bright yellow hardware store, a huge. 
bright yellow propane storage tank, then a bright" 
yellow house. All which are similar in shade to the 
yellow trim on purple house. 
Speaking of purple, if you look north down Kalum .~ 
St. from Lakelse Ave. about one block past the purple 
house, you see a large (similar in colour) purples; 
Telus awning. Don't forget the various murals on 
buildings. 
These all add character to our community, so come :
on and let's move on to something less petty. 
Bob Erb, Terrace, B.C. ' 
Purple Two 
Dear Sir: :; 
When I initially read the article on 'The Colour • 
Purple' concerning the budding on the corner o f '  
Lakelse and Emerson, my reaction was one of upset,' 
and annoyance. Upset and annoyed because I rather, 
like the colour purple and I believe it definitely adds" 
some much needed colour to the downtown c0~'#;i,j;,i;[, 
:~.~ .~dHa lp~ ~c?]~.qs ~yo~9~t,~9~q, ~ hg~9,es~,P0t 
• be|leve the coloui" p~rple" adds anything to. tht~,, 
'downtown core, but rather detracts from it. 
Well, you are entitled to your opinion Yvonne, as ;, 
the rest of us are entitled to our. 
I have read several etters regarding the coiour:: 
purple and I wonder if maybe there are more of you ,'. 
out here that initially took my stance- to not bother ~ 
responding to the coiour purple attack. 
Now, after reading the Aug. 29 edition, and'; 
realizing Yvonne is not giving up, I find it necessary ,; 
to state my preference. Leave the colour purple alone 
and allow those who own the house/pay rent for'" 
accommodation, make decisions on whether or not., 
they wish to repaint. "" 
And, by the way Yvonne, I don't know if you have 
ever been to Newfoundland, but, either way - you ; 
should probably stay away or bring a paint crew with 
you. Because if the colour purple in the downtown • 
Terrace core causes you such upset, you truly would;', 
not enjoy the many colours that dot the entire., 
province of Newfoundland, including the downtown "
core of St. John's, ,, 
Cavell Alyward (and eight others), , 
Terrace, B.C. " 
Need to be fair 
Dear Sir: :; 
Instead of all these words of caution being issued ', 
about he proposed referendum on treaty making, why.; 
not wait and see what the referendum contains before" 
criticizing it? .: 
And how about third party recognition in the lank 
claims process? Our proposed amendment to the 
treaty to protect our watershed was recently rejected :,
by Nisga'a government even though its the head 
waters of a salmon spawning stream. It's these types 
of decisions that drive a wedge between ative and 
non-native relations rather than a proposed.; 
referendum that no one knows the content of. 
If there had been third party recognition at the time 
of Nisga'a negotiations with equal pay for third party 
negotiators and automatic ompensation for survival 
issues that could not be successfully negotiated we 
wouldn't be in the predicament we are in today. 
If our watershed is logged and it affects our water 
supply and we are forced to leave, then we have to 
spend our own money fighting for enough 
compensation through the courts in order to relocate. 
If a judge should rule that we made a mistake by 
living here then we have to walk away and leave our 
life's work behind without any money to relocate. 
Having our amendment to save our watershed 
rejected was a big slap in the face to this community. 
It's these kinds of obstinate decisions that create the 
damaging wedge between native and non-native 
relationships. 
Lloyd Bdnson, B,C. Citizens First Society, 
Nass Camp, B.C. " 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our . 
address is 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B,C, V8G 
5R2, You can fax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mall 
us at standard@kermode.net. No attachments, 
please, We need your name, address and 
phone number for verification. Our deadline is 
noon Friday or noon Thursday if it's a long 
weekend. peated requests for an interview. 
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'Hhen do you plan to 
pay us, Mr. Thorpe? 
An Open Letter to Enterprise mini- 
ster R ick  Thorpe: 
I wanted to write to you and tell you 
how disappointed I am with you and your 
comments that made it into print in the 
Sept. 12 Terrace Standard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
You have done a little spin and made 
it look like you are a friend and protector 
of employees and small contractors. 
You said: "There was no way on my 
watch this company was going to be car- 
ried on the backs of the employees and 
small creditors." 
Well, you haven't even come close to 
making payroll and paying the small con- 
tractors who have carried this company. 
I would like to know what you consider 
to be a small contractor. 
Would my company with four employ- 
ees be considered a large contractor? 
Are myself or my employees who are 
out in the rain and muck struggling to 
construct roads that allow access to the 
very product that is the foundation and 
reason for Skeena Cellulose to exist any 
less of an employee than Joe who works 
in the mill or Sally who works in the of- 
fice for the mill? 
As a contractor I simply look after pro- 
curement of equipment and supervising 
for you. it is much less a contractor type 
relationship than you might imagine. 
You have not made sure all the em- 
ployees cheques have been made good on 
your "watch". 
I have, and so have the other small 
contractors working for this government- 
owned company. 
• I have in fact made sure that your em- 
ployees who work for me have been paid 
and now they can pay their bills so 
people who have done work for them 
(food, housing, government services) can 
pay their employees and they can do the 
same. 
Furthermore I have paid my suppliers 
who provide me with necessary items to 
do your work for you. This allows them to 
make their payroll and so on and so forth. 
It looks as though everyone gets paid 
and life goes on. Oh yeah, what about me 
md the other contractors who have done 
#ark for this company, have put in the 
many 20-plus hours per day working under 
high stress and pressure to get things 
done? 
We also have the privilege of ensuring 
that all of our remittances to the various 
government agencies, including Canada 
customs and Revenue, CPP, WCB and 
various others, for we know that if these 
payments are not made, these agencies 
(your agencies) would gladly start taking 
whatever they could away from us. 
There is a whole bunch of employees 
who have not been paid, I am one of 
them. 
Even your new employees, or should I 
say Arthur Andersen lnc.'s employees or 
Fraser Milner Casgrain LLp Barristers 
and Solicitors' employees (who incident- 
ally eat up a lot of cash) will get paid. 
It seems everyone gets paid (even new 
hires) except for the true backbone of the 
company - the "contractor." 
If this company was to be shut down, 
there should have been an orderly, civil- 
ized halt to the work - not the sneaky, 
deceptive lied-filled mess that has taken 
Who is responsible? You 
as the owner/Pay your bills 
just as we have done. 
place. 
Myself and the other contractors 
(employees) were told by the mill, your 
employees, agents, and people in charge 
that we would be paid. 
Who is responsible? You as the owned 
Pay your bills just as we have done. 
Please certify the next cheque you 
send to me. The bank charges for rubber 
cheques (don't even think about saying 
you did not know that they would bounce 
when you wrote them). 
If there is anything in this letter you 
disagree with or think has been misrepre- 
sented please contact me. 
If not contact me anyway and tell me 
when I am going to get my paycheque. 
Scott Milne 
Far-ko Contracting 
Terrace B.C. 
THE FREE & SIMPLE SALE- 
First the simple part... 
..... *g ' ,t,: 
Purchase any piece of 
phoistery furniture 
~:.i/ (on sale of course!) 
,ii Now the FREE part... 
Receive 10% of your upholstery 
urchase amount towards accessories to go along with your new 
rniture. Coffee and end tables, lamps, area carpets, pictures or 
display knick-knacks, il's your choicel It's simple. The more you buy, 
the more free stuff you get. Plus with your good credit, don't pay 
untd March . Nothing down, no payments, no interest. 
It's simple. Save on new upholstery for your home, get 
some free stuff to match it, and enjoy it for years to come. 
Sale Ends Saturday, Sept. 22nd. 
Don't Miss Out! 
RRACE 
UNTEER 
AU 
Community Readers 
& Writers Program 
Would you like to learn to read & write? 
Would you like to upgrades your 
English & Math Skills? 
If you are new to Canada, would you like 
to learn to read & write English? 
For more information, call Sue at 638-1330 
Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
• • , . . 
]I MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
]] Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
1] Monuments  Concerned personal 
!1 Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
11 Terrace Cremator ium since 1946 
|[ 4626 Davis Street ' 
I I  ;- Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
II I^ r , , , . ,=~ Phone 635-2444 • Fax 635-635-2160 
j~/.~ doMn 24 hour pager 
I IIII 
HAWKAIR 
I .  O J ; ( . L I  A tX /M AT1B 
All of us at Hawkair 
would like to thank our 
customeis and travel 
agent partners for their 
understanding during 
last week's cancellations. 
You were great. Thank 
you for helping to get us 
all through the tragic 
events in the U.S. which 
affected many families 
near and far. Our flight 
operations have resumed 
normal operations. 
Hawkair 
HAWKAIR 
• - O £ K . U  A I l / ' I [2"  A l iD  
We're an i ategral part 
nigla te.,:h in B C 
committed to 
doubling the number 
of graduates from 
computer science 
and engineering 
programs, helping 
BC's knowledge 
economy grow faster 
operating and maintaining BC's 
gateway to the Intemet 
preparing knowledge 
workers for all areas 
of high tech 
(a 
- / :  :2 ¸ 
!!- leading the way 
in developing 
innovations that 
improve our 
quality oflife 
diversifying the 
economy through 
real. world research 
and by fostering 
spin-off companies 
that create new 
employment 
opportunities 
combining their teaching 
tprove the quality of life 
of all British Columbians. 
BC's Universities 
creating opportunity together 
;! i~i !!i~!i i!~ii i !i~i~i ! ~: i~i ~, 
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BONUS = 
WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM $100.00 PURCHASE" 
Not va!id a! S, afe .way Liquor Stores., Limit of one bonus offer per visit,, Coupon mus be presen ed at time of purchase., AIR MILES' coupons 
areon.l~,v_aticl on oase AIR MILES' ea!ned., B,ase AIR MILE~ offer- 1 reward mile for every $20 s nt Exc udes tobacco, fuel purchases, 
, ~IH MILI::~  coupons cannot be combinea w m any other oiscount offer or A R M LES' coupon o~erl including Customer Appreciation Day & 
Seniors Day.. Excludes electronics tobacco poslage stamps, r~s t posses, even cke sales, I 
gilt certiticate sales and luel purchases. Pharmacy prescr pt ons now qualifyfor bonus II II II II II II IIIII lllll IIIIIIII I 
AIR MILES ~ reward miles offers. The collection of AIR MILE~ = reward miles for prescription II II II II II II IIIII I I  II I I I I I  II II I 
purposes may vary by province and is govem~ by prey nc a governments, provincial r~jula or/ II II II II II II IIIII I I I I I  I I I I I I  II I 
authorities and thirdparty insuranceolans Coupon effective afall your parlicipating Safeway Stores ]1 II II II II II II1[I I I I I I  I I I I  II I 
Thursday thru Saturday, Seplem~r~O.September22,2001. ' o " "00000 10852""  >1 
. . . . . . . . .  ' - -  Tt=dem~du e~ AJA .V/,Lf~ Inten~lxx,.,d T ~  It  V .  b~ed under 5nmce b f  toy~.~y E~n, lgeme~ Gr~ Czeada ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -  J 
WITH COUPON AND A MINIMUM :$200.00 PURCHASE" 
Not va!id a!.S.aleway Liq.u.o[ S!ore~., Limit. of one ~.nus..o.ffe[.~r visit., Coupon must be presented at time of purchase., AIR MILES = coupons 
areon?~, v...a~ on ease Pu, M I~ ea!neo. * uase ~lH MILl=§ o~er- 1 rewaro m,e or every $20 spent. Excludes tobacco, fuel purchases, 
, ~iM M~L¢b coupons cannel se comnineo with any other oiscoun offer or A R M LES = coupon offer, nc ud ng Cuslomer Appreciation Day & 
Seniors Day,,Excfudeselectronics tobacco posagesamps, rans passes, even cketsales, I i 
gilt certificate sales, and fuel purchases. Pharmacy prescr pt ons now qualify for bonus I II II II II II II IIIII I I  III I II II III I 
AIR MILEP reward miles offers, The collection oIAIR MILES® reward miles for orescription I II II II II II II I I I I I I I I I I  I I I  II III I 
p~!~sesmayv~a.rybyp~vthc~andis~g~ver~nedbyp~vin~ia~g~vernments~pr~v~ncia~re~a~y I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  I 
auinonires ana imro party insurance plans, c;oupon enective at all your participating Sa eway S o es I i i  ii i i  II Iqi l  l l  III I I I I  I Ill I 
Thursday thru Saturday, September 20 • September 22, 2001. ' ] 0 " "~00000"  108  5 711 7 1   "0  08 '" '  7 
~ "~'~""...= ~._"'~ "_'~'_.' =' "_~ 'E._ ~_ _~_~_._~ . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - .  - 
ILucerne IE I I EI 
IMilk itVti 
I Assorted varieties, I~  W ! 
: Including Chocolate, l 
i 4 Litre. FIRST ONE- ~ _ _  ' 
I Combined varieties, I 
I While stocks ast, Coupon effective at v = I 
| your Saleway Stores only, WITH COUPON I 
J ..... Limitone~Coupon per customer, ~ I 
'1 '7, ~. ii . " ~ ,~ ~ 
l~Tr ' "  Coupon effecllve 20 ,o Illlllllllllllllllllllllllll II 
;~ , -~ ~eptemuer~,2001 o oooooqoss8 ~1 
i I I IHI~IIII 
ICampbell's Tomato Soup 
12 x 284 mL. FIRST TWO. 
Each can works out to 
approx. 29¢ ea. 
SAVE at least $9.56 on two 
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT, ' 
REGULAR PRICE APPLIES 
TO OVERLIMIT PURCHASES SAFEWAY CLUB 
FROM SEPT, 16- 22, 2001, ~REMESPEC~LPRICE 
ii ir i /~  m i ~ a ~ i ~ .  / 
g'Chi ke Fryin c n 
Grade A/Utility. Frozen, 
While Supplies Last. ~ I | 
LIMIT FOUR. / ~ | liw 
SAVE at least $1.0011b. ~ 
'HOUSEHOLD'LIMIT: ~ "~" | ~ ~ ~  
REGULAR PRICE APPLIES 
TO OVERLIMIT PURCHASES SAFEWAY CLUB 
FROM SEPT, 16- 22, 2001, ~RE~E SPECIALPRICE 
Mclntosh Apples 
New Crop. 
Product of Canada. 
Canada Fancy Grade. 
213 g. LIMIT TWO FREE. 
*At regular price, get one 
of equal or lesser value free, 
SAVE at least $4.99 
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT- 
REGULAR PRICE APPLIES 
TO OVERLIMIT PURCHASES 
s~,ke~e fi~ ii ~ 
I l (  ' " ' 
Safeway Sockeye Salmon 
BUY ONE* GETONEFREE 
FREE 
Safeway C lubPr ice  - 
SAFEWAY CLUB SAFEWAY CLUB 
~x 
~ t ~ ~  t #! ,~ ,~ '  i 
ABC Laundq, Detergent 
Assorted varieties, 
16 to 25 Loads. FIRST ONE 
- Combined varieties. 
SAVE at least $3.00 
HOUSEHOLD LIMIT. 
REGULAR PRICE APPLIES 
TO OVERLIMIT PURCHASES 
I FROM SEPT, 16-22, 2001, ~E~E SPECIAL PRICE FROM SEPT. 16- 22, 2!!!,; ~REME SPECIAL PRICE 
" J ]1]11 I Jl III I I I i j 
7L :~: I / ; I : :  • 
"New York" Safeway SELECT Ver~ 
. ~, Striploin Steak ~ ~ . .  Rising Crust Pizza 
* r iY~ ~" i~ Boneless. Valu Pack .  ~ ~:.~lre:.~ !4:.~ ~'7 ~D',9.Cc-:~t~ H:~', 
SAVE at least $2,00/Ib. SAVE at least $ 3 , 0 0  
SAFEWAY CLUB 
"" ~EME SPECIAL PRICE 
Safeway. ,]~_, ........ Pepsi 
Tetra Juice Products 
Select varieties. 1 Litre. Plus l i  Assorted varieties. 12 x 355 mL 
deposit and/or enviro levy where Plus deposit and/or enviro levy 
applicable, where applicable. 
I l l/[ 
Fat Free 
Diion Ham 
' ~.: Schneiders. 
.,~li:~ Sliced or Shaved. 
~ 'SA1 i at least 40UI009 
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Student shortfall 
resu l t  o f  economy 
Enrolment decline threatening school budget 
By JENNIFER LANG 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 officials are 
waiting to exhale. 
Fewer students have shown up for 
classes than expected, but more students 
are expected to register before the end of 
the month. 
"We expected worse," acting director 
of instruction Vie Dikaitis said, adding, 
"It's not over yet." 
The Coast Mountains School District 
has budgeted for 6,877 full-time students 
this year. As of Sept. 7, 6,823 students 
were enrolled in classes. That's 54 full- 
time students hort of projections• 
"In all likelihood, within a week or so, 
we will meet the objective," Dikaitis told 
school trustees Sept. 12. 
He's also relieved the decline in enrol- 
ment may be levelling off somewhat. 
"It's stable news, but I wouldn't say 
it's good news," Dikaitis said. 
If those students don't turn up, it could 
mean a budget shortfall of about $400,000 
- which would eat up the district's sur- 
plus, which is about he same size, secre- 
tary treasurer Marcel Georges aid. 
The surplus stems from a number of 
sources, including a special grant the pro- 
vincial government provided school dis- 
triets with last winter, when natural gas 
hikes went into effect. Unfilled vacancies 
and bulk purchasing also contributed. 
The education ministry has told the 
district to expect enrolments to drop an 
average of 250 students each year. 
Five years ago, the district's student 
population was close to 8,000. 
As of two weeks ago, just 6,823 stu- 
dents were enrolled in the district - a 
drop of more than 1,0190 in five years, 
Georges said the decline is expected 
to level offat some point. 
"But what will be the magic number - 
6,000? We don't know." 
Fewer students return to classes across 
the district each year, in part because of 
a nation-wide demographic trend. 
But here in northwestern B.C., the eco- 
nomic downturn has had an impact on 
school enrolments, too. 
Last year, 100 fewer students turned up 
for class last fall than the district had 
conservatively budgeted for. 
Dikaitis hopes the downward slide is 
not as steeply pitched as feared. 
But he cautions the economies in both 
Terrace and Kitimat could have a poten- 
tially adverse impact on future student 
enrolments. 
Teachers edge toward strike 
By JENNIFER LANG 
TEACHERS are getting 
ready for a strike vote ex- 
pected within the next 
three weeks. 
Teachers from across 
the northwest met in Ter- 
race Saturday for an up- 
date on contract negotia- 
tions - and to look at 
what's at stake if they de- 
cide to take job action. 
Hope for a satisfactory 
col lective agreement 
began to wane with their 
employers' latest proposal, 
issued Thursday. 
It strips away a number 
of key provisions that were 
part of previous collective 
agreements, BCTF exec- 
utive member Murray Hel- 
mer told more than 100 
delegates in Terrace. 
Those provisions were 
ones teachers fought format i i
the expense of wage in- 
I . 
creases in prewous agree- 
ments, Helmer said. 
Now that the Liberals 
have made education an 
essential service, B.C.'s 
teachers, school districts, 
and the labour relations 
board could be called to- 
gether to define what es- 
sential service levels 
would mean. 
Teachers, Helmer said, 
don't view education as an 
essential service. 
"Yes, it's important. 
Yes, it's vital," he said. 
"But nobody's ever failed 
a grade" because of a tea- 
ehers strike. 
He warned school dis- 
tricts may be waiting to 
see if the government will 
simply legislate a settle- 
ment as it did with B.C.'s 
nurses this summer. 
Teachers want an 8 per 
cent wage increase in 
each of three years, or 24 
per cent in three years. 
That, said Terrace and 
District Teachers' Union 
president Frank Rowe, is 
going to be a hard sell in 
the north, where unem- 
ployment continues to rise. 
But he and other tea- 
chers here believe a wage 
increase is needed to keep 
teachers and attracting 
new ones to the job. 
"We are in demand all 
over the world, so we don't 
need to apologize for de- 
manding more money." 
DOC'S not 
coming 
IN THE end, Terrace just 
couldn't compete with the 
University of California, 
Los Angeles (UCLA). 
So instead of returning 
to her native Canada, San 
Francisco- trained internist 
Dr. Luana Pillon will stay 
in California to become an 
assistant professor at 
UCLA despite signing an 
agreement towork here. 
She was to .have started 
in Terrace Sept. 4 but 
when she didn't show up, 
Terrace Area Health 
Council chief executive 
officer Dieter Kuntz 
phoned her the next day. 
"She said it was a job 
offer she couldn't refuse," 
said Kuntz, who reminded 
her she had signed an 
agreement to come here. 
Pillon was recruited be- 
cause she has a sub-speci- 
alty in kidney disease and 
treatment - a bonus with 
plans for dialysis here. 
At UCLA Pillon will 
teach and do clinical work 
- and be paid U.S. dollars. 
"She cost us three or 
four months" in recruiting 
time, Kuntz said. "When 
you sign a contract, you 
stop looking." 
The health council has 
found another possible 
candidate but that person 
is only now taking ad- 
vanced training in kidney 
treatment and is American. 
"We've opened com- 
munication. This person 
wouldn't be available until 
June 2002," said Kuntz, 
The search for an inter- 
nist has been on since Dr. 
• : , , -~a i~ ~°  
aft Reporter ' ~*,'~Wt 
.t Saul has little use for a new polii~ 
that about half of G r.eater Vancq~ 
nts are~ having no dffl'~culty.as a~.[:~ 
Nclntyre & Mustel poll of~ *,~" 
• • . ,  ¢~. |e l  
,t May that revealed 47 per.~ 
people contacted said they h~ 
o convenienced atall by the sh'lk&,~ 
.nty-three per cent In ~at polli,~ 
"rike a major inconvenience, whild[ 
"It found it a mod~a e Jnconve~ 
,,~r cent termed it minor. , f  
deatherington, Suzanne Card~ 
~eportem ~.~:. 
e new Liberal govermnent brought~)~ ~ 
st night to try to resolve the !1¢ 
our disputes. 
.t~a r ff H,,~ le '~  
,otters without answerlng-~ 
ow the bill ]night be e.n[orcet], ~
,ntahls no penalty l)rovls!m~s. "~I 
'ink B.C. nurses want to do what's I~ 
air patients," Campbell said• ¢': 
the nurses union says it will 
vhn continue to refuse In ~'*~ 
-r, about Z,000 ntUita.nt nurses .c~ 
~ ~  e(I. clapped and.~I 
" ~ ~ ~  in Vancouver fiPl 
,nar h aud rallyl 
' : ~ ~  Canada Place. fit" 
2001 F-150 SuperCab 
Magnify your 
mortgage savings. 
our Great Rate Mortgage gives you 
1/2% below Prime for the full five-year term. 
THE GREAT RATE Our Great Rate 
Mortgage delivers a 
rate guaranteed to be 
1/2% below Prime 
for the full five-year 
term* That can mean 
thousands of dollars 
in savings! 
With set monthly 
payments you know what your 
payments will be over the mortgage 
term. If interest rates drop, more of 
your set monthly 
MORTGAGE payment isapplied to 
Value: Flexil, ilitv. Contr,)!. the  principa¢ and you  
pay off your mortgage 
I N  ~1 faster! Plus you get the 25  % flexibility to convert o 
a fixed rate mortgage 
at any time. tt 
• The Great Rate 
Mortgage from TD Canada Trust- 
a comfortable way to magnify 
your mortgage savings! 
1-8 O0- 3683 "I : 9:: 0 6 4 : : ii 
i 
i: 
www.tdcanadatrust.com 
. '~.~ ..., ~, ~,.,. ~i. ~,"~ s~i':, ::.i.~i !~ .... 
B Canada Trus t  
TD CANADA TRUST SCHOLARSHIPS : ill For Outstanding Community  Leadership : • .... 
*Subject o meeting "I'D Canada Trust lending cdlefia. Offer expires October 12, 2001 and may be changed, withdrawn or ~tended at any time., without 
notice. Some conditions apply. Not available on renewals or in combination with any other offer or discount. Rstc fluctnates with Prime and may differ 
temporarily from Prime until adjusted monthly to reflect he latest change in Prime. elf rates rise, more of your monthly payment will go toward interest. 
At a certain point you will have options to choose from regarding payment arrangements. "I~Some conditions apply..~This z the interest rate and the annual 
percentage [a~e r (APR) for a purchase mortgage assuming that he interest rate does not vary over the term. Interest rate effective September 1,200t. 
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Finally, a bank built on what people 
really want-  legendary service 
To Our Valued Customers And Employees 
This is my last merger update to you, and I 'm proud to say that the integration of the retail operations of TD Bank and 
Canada Trust is now complete. A merger of this size has never been done in Canada before, and I 'm proud of the women 
and men who have worked so hard to make it such a success. 
The merger has brought ogether hundreds of branches, thousands of employees and millions of customers. 
All our retail branches, our telephone and Internet banking services have been integrated, as have all our products and services. 
Our two operations are now one, from coast to coast. 
The Best Of Both Worlds 
With our integration, the names "TD Bank" and "Canada Trust', will not be passing into history. Instead, they'll anchor our ~ 
new brand name, "TD Canada Trus t " ,  combining the best elements of both organizations and continuing the values and 
practices that have made each of them the financial institution of choice for so many Canadians. 
Our Employees Made The Merger A Success 
When we announced the merger two years ago, we re-committed to treat our employees with dignity, respect, and above all, 
fairness. Since then, they have gone the extra mile, taking extra training and enduring disruptions to their work and lives to 
ensure that any inconvenience to our customers would be kept to an absolute minimum. Our employees are extraordinarily 
skilled, flexible and loyal, and they have earned high praise and thanks from all of us. I personally thank each and 
every one of our employees for their contributions. 
Our Biggest Thanks Goes To You 
I also want to thank you, our valued customer, for your patience and understanding during this first critical phase of our 
merger. We made some mistakes along the way. Any initiative this complex in a country this vast could never be glitch-free. 
But I hope we have resolved any issues quickly, completely - and cheerfully. 
11 :~'~i  ~ t '  f~~ • , '~  * '  " *  ":' . . . .  ' ,  - . ,  , : " ~. ' . J ,  , . - . '~  . . . . . . .  . ,  ~ " 
, " A .~e moveforward ..... ~, . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • ,. m creatln~ the ,best retall bank in Ca~' , .~t~me.sav a~am how much we;appreeiate~:ICigur~b~siness an how,, ,~,:.,, ~ 
' :  : " 'h~d ' f~ ar~ V~6tldhg to kee'i~'it. '~ . . . . . . . . . .  . :, i,,~,, ~,,~0e, .:..~,~,~" . . . . .  .,~,~,... ~':, I~ i~,,, I ,'~, .~,,v~,~,,!  ~ " ~':~'" 
Improving On Business As Usual 
Right from the start of the merger, we made a number of commitments. We extended our hours, expanded our ABM access, 
temporarily froze our fees for some services and eliminated them entirely for others. We did this for the main reason we 
brought our two in stitutions together: to build a bank that would not only look after your money, but look after you as well. 
We made some other promises back in 1999: to keep in touch regularly; to let you know well in advance of any changes to 
your accounts or your branch; and to respect your good standing, ensuring that your banking history will be recognized as 
our two operations became one. 
We also promised that we would minimize the impact of our branch consolidations. Our goal is to deliver the most convenient 
..... access for our customers with the least impact on our employees. To that end, some branches must be consolidated or 
relocated. This process began in March of this year and will continue until 2003. 
We are also going to be opening new branches, including free-standing branches, as well as ones located in retail stores 
across the country. 
Building A Better Bank - The Next Chapter 
We promised you a lot, and I 'm proud to say that we delivered on those promises. We brought ogether two of Canada's ' 
finest financial institutions o that we could move on to the next stage - that is, creating a more comfortable banking 
experience. Part of that experience will find us closing gaps brought about by the merger and offering you products and 
services that just were not available until our two operations had become one. 
You have my commitment that better banking can.become a reality for millions of Canadians who no longer have to believe 
that all banks are the same. 
Thank you again. 
Ed Clark : 
TD Canada Trus t  
k 
i 
1 ,~ 
k 
Canada Trust 
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Terrorism cuts pine 
mushroom prices 
By JENNIFER LANG 
A LACKLUSTRE mush- 
room-picking season in 
Terrace took a turn for the 
worse last week. 
Local depot owners 
were forced to put their 
shipments of freshly- 
picked mushrooms in cold 
storage when air cargo ser- 
vice was halted in the 
wake of terrorist attacks in 
the U.S. 
And as of Friday, depot 
owners were still waiting 
to hear when their ship- 
ments would resume. 
Pine mushrooms bound 
for Vancouver for export o 
Japan are normally ship- 
ped through the Terrace 
airport daily. 
Jackie Penner, owner of 
Jackie's Mushroom Depot, 
was not confident her 
mushrooms, a perishable 
product, would make it out 
of here in time. 
Penner was forced to 
drop her prices last week 
due to shipping problems. 
"The World Trade Cen- 
ter thing af fec ted  
everybody," she said. "It's 
a ripple effect on the 
whole country." 
The price for top-graded 
pine mushrooms, for ex- 
ample, dropped in half 
over the course of the 
week. 
Before Sept. 11, top 
ERICA MORRISON,  a young assistant at Jackie's 
Mushroom Depot, handles a basket of perishable 
pine mushrooms. JENNIFER LANG PHOTO 
grade pine mushrooms fet- 
ched $25 per pound, but 
fell as low as $8 per pound 
over the course of the 
week. 
Pickers, for the most 
part, took the news well. 
"Some are totally un- 
derstanding," she said. 
"They still want to 
pick, because if they don't 
they'll just rot." 
Normally, mushrooms 
harvested hero are shipped 
by air to Vancouver, where 
they're sorted and regraded 
for export. 
Penner said she hasn't 
seen a lot of volume 
through her depot this 
year, despite dealing with 
as many as 300 different 
pickers. 
"It isn't a really good 
season - yet/' Penner said. 
"You can't predict it until 
it happens." 
Mail delivery delayed, not stopped 
DESPITE grounded air- impact  has been routing the flight mail onto 
planes and restricted ac- minimal," said Joanne the trucks," said Purser. 
tivity at US-Canada bor- Purser, Canada Post's area Flight delivery was 
ders last week, Terrace re- manager for this region, cancelled Sept. 11 and 
sidents are still getting The only items that are was toresume Monday. 
their mail and for the most delivered to Terrace by air "It's certainly caused 
part it has been on time. are Priority Courier and some delays but we're 
"Everything was imme- Expresspost items, said minimizing that and pro- 
diately captured and put Purser. cessing things as quickly 
on highway surfaces o the "It was just a matter of as we can," she said. 
i 
HOUSE OF COMMONS 
Andy Burton 
Member of parliament 
for Skeena 
Constituency Office 
4654 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $6 
Phone: (250} 635-1601 
Fax: (250) 635-4109 
Toll Free: 1-800-661-2208 
E-mail: andy@andyburton.ca 
Website: www.and~burton.ca 
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AOention Hunters! 
. CommemaJ, ~e~ideaSa], 
u^tomoti~e Locbm~r~ 
. Sd=. Sa~= &Service 
. Emer~em~ Openings 
. ~on~ &~u~ 
, ASSA~ lWAl~gh Se~udty lu.ks 
4624A GREIG AV]~UE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1M9 
PHONE (250) 68~-5549 • Toll Free 1-888-~60-5549 
• • 
g, going... 
~ " , ~  200'I Camry CE Plus 
~ ~ . ~  2.2 L, 4-cylinder, 136 HP, VVT-i engine, Ultra 
Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV), automatic 
transmission, fuel economy 10.1/6.8 L/IO0 km 
~ ~  28/42 m pg City/Hwy, Dunlop P205/65R15 tires 
with full-size spare, 60/40 split rear seat, rear seat 
heater ducts, front & rear splash guards, full wheel covers. 
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Remote keyless entry, power 
windows/door locks, AM/FM CD, 4-speakers, air conditioning, cruise 
control, co]our-keyed power remote mirrors. You save $1,230. 
LEASE FOR 
s299' 
PER MO. 
/AR MONTH LEASE 
$),950 DOWN PAYMENT 
OR PURCHASE FOR 
'26,660 
FINANCING FROM 
0.9=  
.~ ;m- , - - .~  2001 H igh lander  
ii.-.~_~c,. FWD 2.4 L, 4 Cylinder, DOHC, 16 Valve 
= . . . . . . . . . . .  -'-!~..r.i!7c~,.~"~.,. VVT-i engine, Low Emission Vehicle (LEV), 
, - . _ :~:~-_  4 speed, ABS, tachometer, carpet mats, 
~ ~ ~  cruise control, driver and front passenger 
~ air bags, digital clock, accessory power 
outlets, keyless entry, engine immobilizer, 
door ajar/low fuel/low washer fluid warnings, rear window defroster with 
timer, colour-keyed bodyside mouldings & bumpers, power doors and 
windows, AM/FM Cassette CD, 6 speakers, air conditioning. 
LEASE FOR 
s399' 
FEE Me. 
f48 MONTH LEASE 
S$.4S3 DOWN 
PAYMEHT 
OR PURCHASI foil 
33,145 
FINANCING FROM 
5.92, 
)01 4Runner *EASE FOR 
3.4 L, V6, 24-valve, DOHC, 183 HP, S .4 /~.  ~ ' ' -  
SM FJ engine, Low Emissions Vehicle 
(LEV), automatic transmission, Pt, .o. 
141 MONTH LEASE 
uel economy 14.4/I 1.4 L/100 km S41S0oL~OWN '''ME"T 
20/25 mpg City/Hwy, cruise contro[ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
driver and front passenger airbags, ABS, centre console box, power 
door locks, power tailgate window, tinted glass, intermittent wipers, ,,.,NC,,~ ,,o. 
% chrome bumpers. 1.9o,, 
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: Tilt steering, aluminium 
alloy wheels, AM/FM CD, 4 speakers, air conditioning, power 
windows/mirrors. You save $2,830.  
~ I ~ ~  2001 RAV4 
~ ~  2.0 L, 4 cylinder, DOHC, 
J~J~.~.-.~-~=--, .>A~ ~' , ' :~  16 vave VVT-i engine, 148 HP, m, mm,  ~/ '.~. . . 
~ 5  speed, dnver and front passenger air 
- %" :~- bags, 50/50 split rear seat, AM/FM CD, 4 
speakers, nero-style halogen headlamps, 
.~ /~t~w~ 2001 Echo 
~ ~ ' ~ . _ . ,  54 mpg highway, automatic transmission, 
~ ~  advanced VVT-i engine, 60/40 split rear seat, tilt 
~ ~ l r  steering, power door locks, intermittent wipers, 
AM/FM CD,'c01our door handles/bumpers. 
.gone LEASE FOR' '31 s* " '  " 
' | !4;0 ~!  ! i "2 !2! ! !  N T 
low emission vehicle, intermittent wipers, styled steel wheels, s27,940_____ ~ , ~  
EXTRA VALUE PACKAGE INCLUDES: A.B.S. brakes, air conditioning, ,,NANC,NG ' ,O .  
power windows/door locks/mirrors, cruise control, keyless entry. 5.9 , 
Last Chance for 2001's 
LEARE FOR 
s19  
PER MO. 
14S MONTH LEASE 
S2.]36 DOWN PAYMENT 
OR PURCHASE FOE 
'16,970 
FINANCIFl~ F( tOM 
YOUR TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
DRIVlETOYOTABC.¢OM .... 
some k ind  of  wonder fu l  " . . . 
Smart Move, Reading The Fine Print: Lease and tinsuco ilers tar qualified retail customers only on new 2001 models sold and delMmd before October 1,2001. Lease payments of $199 for the 2001 Echo BT123P(9) based on 48.month walkaway inase 
with $2,336 down. Total lease obligations ere $11,888. Lease payments of$299 Im the 2001 Ceeny 8022KP(BI based on 48~oeth walkaway lease with $3.950 down. Torel lease o~[~etbns m $18,302. Lease payments of$309 (at 1he 2001 tligldondm % ~'~,~, ,  } 
O GD21AP based on 48.menth walkaway lease with $5.453 down. Total lease obligations are S24.605. Lease payments of $449 for 4Runner HN84RFFB) based on 48-month walkaway lease with $4 5(20 down. Total lease obligations are $28,052. Lease payments 
of $365 par month for the 2001 RAV4 HH20 VM (0) based on a 48 month walkaway lease. Total lease obligations are $2 t460. Financing plan at 0.9~ for Camty Plus end Echo, L9% for 4Runner, 5.9% for Highlander and RAV4 availeble ~m Toyota Cagada, O~C. Lease payments based 
O Q  on e maximum of ~.000 kin. Addilienal chalgas am lOt/kin. Uc~en, insurance, and applicable taxes era exua. tPurchase price inctudes a maximum for height and predolivery inspection el $1095 for Comfy Plus, $945 for Echo, $1245 lot' Highlondm, 4Rennet or RAV4. Other paymenl 
plans available. Deeler mev lease sell for less. Some cenditions apply, and offers may change without notice. See your participating Toyota 0C 0colors f= mote details. 
" " : CASTLEGAR TOYOTA 
. . . . .  713 .17~ Street 
"•4 
ue,,,,v, Aid,, "gYOTA 
Avenue 
p, BC 
1250) 3u2.q.114 
HILLTOP TOYOTA 
2350 Tmna Canada Highway NE 
Ealrnon Ann, BC 
~: (250) 832.9433 
1.888.290.3388 
Go to  www. toyota .ca  fo r  more  in fo  
KELOWNA TOYOTA LTD, NORTH KAMLOOPS TOYOTA PENTICTON TOYOTA IJEISuRELAND 
1200 Laathoad Road BOO Fortune Drive 2405 Skahe Lake Road 
L " Kelmuo, BC Kamloopo, BC Pontiatoo, BC 
~ "L~ : (250) 491"2475 ~ 1250)5546000 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. NELSON 110YOTA LTD. NORTHERN TOYOTA CENTRE TEl 
' P0 Box 570 2005 Redwood Street " 
42 Ymit Road • 
N,Ison, BC 
(250) 352-2235 
VERNON TOYOTA " ' - 
CENTRE LTD. , 
- 4370 • 27th Street r" ~ 
tP 
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dato Llqul r moves In to  Creation Science 
former Co-op buildi" ng 
Crazy Willy's Sem inar 
testing market 
By JEFF NAGEL 
CRAZY WILLY's Buy and 
Sell Ltd. - a Prince Geor- 
ge-based liquidator - has 
set up shop in the old Ter- 
race Co-op building for the 
next couple of months. 
The temporary foray 
into the Terrace market is 
to sell off eight truckloads 
of pet food and pet sup- 
plies the outlet bought 
after a warehouse fire in 
Kelowna, Crazy Willy's 
owner Ben Meisner said. 
Some merchandise, 
which came from a Total 
Pet Supplies store and 
warehouse, is smoke-da- 
maged but most is fine, 
and will be liquidated at 
deep discounts, Crazy 
Willy's officials say. 
The outlet could open 
within a week once mer- 
chandise is organized. 
Crazy Willy's, which 
bought the pet food from 
Total Pet's insurer, was 
not able to sell the skids of 
dog and cat food and other 
supplies in Prince George 
because the pet store also 
has an outlet there. 
Meisner said he has 
long eyed the Terrace 
market, and chose to sell 
the supplies here, rather 
than take them to Alberta. 
" I 've always thought 
Terrrace is a very interest- 
MERCHANDISE was moved into the old Co-op building last week for a tem- 
porary sell-off by a Prince George-based liquidator. 
ing market, a very under- 
rated market," Meisner 
said. 
He said he isn't active- 
ly considering a permanent 
store here, but adds this 
venture is a good way to 
test the market. 
" I 'm going to have a 
sniff look," he said, adding 
it may lead to closer con- 
sideration of a store here. 
The area may have dif- 
ficulty right now, he said, 
but thinks Terrace's long 
term future is a bright one. 
"It's going to be the Ed- 
monton of the Pacific 
northwest," Meisner said. 
"No question about it." 
"It's far too difficult to 
go from Terrace to Prince 
George easily," he said. 
"You're going to have a 
northern service centre in 
the Pacific northwest." 
"It's not going to be Ki- 
timat. It's not going to be 
Prince Rupert. It's not 
going to be Smithers. It's 
going to be Terrace." 
Meisner said even 
Costco officials he's 
talked to are intrigued by 
the Terrace market. 
The arrival of a convoy 
of trueks bearing merchan- 
dise at the Co-op last 
Wednesday instantly 
fuelled incorrect rumours 
that Staples office supply 
depot was moving in. 
Staples officials had 
previously confirmed they 
were examining property 
in Terrace, believed to be 
the Co-op. site. 
However officials with 
Don Hull and Sons Con- 
tracting, which owns the 
Co-op site, say there have 
been no recent talks with 
the prospective t nant. 
Meanwhile, the move 
toward building a Cana- 
dian Tire store in Prince 
Rupert may be on hold. 
The Prince Rupert Daily 
News reports developers 
want to delay a deal on 
land there because of un- 
certainty from the Skeena 
Cellulose crisis. 
: ...... 
with Zoologist 
Frank J. Sherwin, III 
of the Institute for Creation Research, Santee, California 
Saturday, September 22nd 
9:30 AM,,to, 2:30 PM 
• Creation~Evolution: Worlduiews in Conflict 
• Fossils: the Testimony of the Rocks 
• The  Flood and Dinosaurs 
7:30 PM 
• The Scientific Evidence for Creation i 
• Questions and answer session 
At Evangelical Free Church 
4640 Park Ave., Terrace BC 
Cost: no entrance fee - please come prepared with a 
free will offerings to help cover the expenses 
- bring a bag lunch for the daytime session 
Sponsored by Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
Sunday Services: 10:30 AM at Centennial Christian School, 
3608 Sparks Street - for information please call, 638-8384 
Out & 
About 
Cable firm to 
spend $2.5m 
MONARCH Cablesystems 
officials say they're spend- 
ing $2.5 million in Terrace 
this year on a major tech- 
nical upgrade to the cable 
system here. 
The upgrade follows 
Monarch's purchase, com- 
pleted in March, 'of the 
OKS Cable, or Skeena 
Cablevision system here. 
"We believe this is a 
growth opportunity up 
here," Monarch operations 
manager Janice Gillies 
said. 
Much of the work in- 
volves new equipment and 
• electronics being installed 
at the new cable office on 
South Kalum St. 
The upgrade will allow 
Monarch to offer digital 
cable TV, music and pay 
per view channels in the 
months ahead, .Gillies said. 
The cable industry is 
adding new channels to 
stem incursions into its 
market from satellite TV. 
Monarch has also 
switched to a new model 
of cable modem here, say- 
ing it Will improve high 
speed Intemet access. 
Overwaitea 
work to start 
CONSTRUCTION is ex- 
pected to start as early as 
this week on the major re- 
novation and expansion of 
Overwaitea's grocery store. 
Paul Gipps, the city's 
director of regulatory ser- 
vices, said he expected to 
issue the building permit 
for the project early this 
week and work could 
begin anytime after that. 
Plans call for a nearly 
11,000 square foot expan- 
sion of Overwaitea. 
That includes an 8,000 
square foot expansion out- 
wards to the east edge of .  
the mall parking lot, plus 
expansion into the mall. 
A new front facade, a 
pharmacy, photo centre, 
and a Changes recycling 
centre are in the plans. 
About 36 mall parking 
spaces will be deleted. 
~.~ ~ . '~  
k • • • 
We're teaching kids about road safety. 
all, kids are the"future; And we're going to help get them there. For more information, visit your Autoplan broker, 
3- . , . "  
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. ~ CHEVROLET 
CAVALIER 
CHEVROLET 
MALIBU 
ALERO BY 
OLDSMOBILE 
~CHEVROLET 
VENTURE VAN 
~ PONTIAC 
SUNFIRE 
~_~ BUICK 
CENTURY 
'•PONTIAC GRAND AM
~ PONTIAC 
MONTANA 
CHEVY ~ CHEVY 
BLAZER SILVER,DO 
CHEVROLET 
Oldsmobile 
PONTIAC 
BUICK 
GMC 
GiMC JIMMY DIIM I :  SIERRA 
L 
FOR A LIMITED TIME. ONLY AT YOUR BC LOCAL CHEVROLET" OLDSMOBILE ' PONTIAC " BUICK & GMC DEALERS. 
tFInanclng on approved GMAC credit only for remaining 2001 Chevrolet Otdsrnobt~s and Pontiac Buick GMC vehicles. Example: $10,000 at 0.9% APR, the monthly payment is $212,18 for 48 months. Cost of borrow- 
Ing Is $184.64. Total obligation Is$10,184.64. Down payment/trade and/or security deposit may be required. Monthly payment and cost of borrowing will very depending on amount borrowed end down payment/trade. 
Offers apply to new or demonstrator 2001 models and applies to qualified retail customers In the BC Dealer Marketing Association area only, Dealer trade may be necessary. Urnlted time offer which may not be corn- 
Yukon, Yukon XI., Denall, Dana, XL, Cad i l lac ,  . . . .  V cldo-'- 
. . . .  2 : , 
;r j ,i 
Natural 
gas rate 
to drop 
MORE RELIEF for homeowners 
paying high natural gas prices will 
arrive on Oct.l. 
Pacific Northern Gas will drop its 
gas commodity charges by 15 per 
• cent next month, according to docu- 
ments filed with the B.C. Utilities 
Commission. 
That should translate into a drop 
of about 10 per cent in a typical re- 
: sidential bill, or annual savings of 
!: $180 per year. 
Based on average annual use of 
132 gigajoules, the commission esti- 
mates the average home's gas costs 
will drop from $1,807 per year to 
$1,627. 
Small business users should also 
notice a drop of about 10 per cent in 
gas bills starting in October, 
amounting to savings of $614 per 
year for the average user of 460 
gigajoules per year. 
The commission has directed uti- 
lities to review gas commodity costs 
IPNG rate changes 1998-2001 
.... i I  ~-~ . . . . .  [ i  ...... i i : i l  " :1  ..... i i ~1' -~1 '~ 
.............. i ..il ....... !iii :{ ..... L I i ...... :
[ t 
' ' Feb 
quarterly in an attempt o quickly 
moderate charges if high gas costs 
ease. 
Part of the cost reduction is the 
elimination of a rate rider placed on 
PNG rates in February as a catch-up 
measure to recoup money for gas 
consumed last year when gas costs 
were high. 
Most bills came down about hree 
per cent in Ju ly. .  
The October decrease marks a 
continued unravelling of the 42 per 
cent increase in gas charges that 
took effect in the winter. 
The increases had been approved 
this spring by the commission over 
objections that the prices were caus- 
ing northwesterners to abandon gas 
for other methods of heating. 
But PNG and the commission 
said then it appeared natural gas 
costs were peaking and would begin 
to come down. 
i~  i w 
Dr. P. A, Okimi Housing General Dentislry, 0flhod0ntics,/MJ 
comp e - -  - - - ' - x  i 200"4619 Park Ave 
to break ' Terrace, B.C.V8G1V5 
~n.  Thurs 8:00 a.rn. - 4:30 p.m. (250) 635-7611 
ground 
CONSTRUCTION of a 22- 
unit seniors supportive 
h'0using complex next to 
'Eerraceview Lodge is to 
begin Oct. 1, says B.C. 
Housing's chief executive 
officer. 
Shane Ramsay said the 
contract o build the pro- ~'C 'E  TERSE 
ject has been awarded to TAER 
Dueck Construction of ~ ~  Q(~O~ 
Lanceville on Vancouver www.terraceautomall.com 
Island. 
Dueck was the low bid- 
der at $2.325 million. Total 
project costs are estimated 
at $2.76 million, Ramsay 
said. 
There were a total of 
five bidders. 
Wayne Watson Con- 
struction was the only 
local bidder for the work. 
"We're glad to see it 
reach this point," Ramsay 
said. "Construction is ex- 
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pected to commence Oct. 
Interfor lays off loggers here ' "  
Multiple woes 
cited for long 
shutdown 
By JEFF NAGEL 
UP TO 100 contract log- 
gers for Interfor have been 
told they won't work any 
more this year. 
Most of Bear Creek 
Contracting's Terrace- 
based iworkforce - about 
80 to 100 people at peak 
operations - have been 
laid off, Interfor area man- 
ager Peter Scharf said. 
"We are down for the 
rest of the year," he said, 
adding all logging and 
road-building halted Sept. 
3. "Hopefully we will re- 
start sometime in the 
spring." -, 
Interfor has also laid off 
about a third of its own 
staff. 
Scharf said two direct 
employees and up to 10 
contracted consultants and 
field workers have been let 
go. 
An unprecedented num- 
ber of factors are stacked 
against he viability of the 
northwest forest industry 
right now, he said. 
Softwood lumber tariffs 
imposed by the U.S., re- 
cord low lumber and pulp 
prices, the regulatory bur- 
den, the lack of stumpage 
reform and land-use uncer- 
tainty are all hammering 
the company, he said. 
"It's worse than '98, it's 
worse than the early '80s 
by far," Scharf said. "It's 
looking to be a cold 
winter." 
Interfor was one of the 
companies hardejit hit 
early this year wlibn the 
province, aboriginal and 
CHRISTIAI~ PARTI DE 
HERITAGE .'HERITAGE 
PARTY ~ CHRETIEN 
/ 
Natlona, Leader Ron Gray COMMUNIQIJE 
Suite 200 Heritage Place, 155 Queen Street, Ottawa, ON K1P 6L1 
Ph (819)669-0673 Fax (819)669-6498 
Email: edchp@netcom.ca Website: www.chp.ca 
This Communiqu6 may be copied 
New Brunswick's Referendum on VLTs 
Shows How Polls Can Be Manipulated 
by Massive Ad Campaigns 
New Brunswick's Referendum on 
VLTs Shows How Polls Can Be 
Manipulated by Massive Ad 
Campaigns 
A dramatic example of the futility 
of referenda s a means of deciding 
social policy was New Brunswick's 
poll on video lottery terminals. 
Voters there narrowly approved 
retaining VLTs - sometimes called 
'the crack cocaine of the gambling 
industry' - after a massive 
advertising campaign by the 
gambling industry threatened them 
with "increased taxes if VLTs are 
outlawed." 
What the voters apparently didn't 
understand (because it was not in 
the gambling industry's interest to 
inform them) is that: 
(a) money taken out of the 
economy by gambling IS a hidden 
tax; 
(b) to get the amount of money 
that goes to hospitals from gambling, 
that 'tax' has to be much more than 
twice as large as a direct tax would 
be tO pay for those services ; 
(c) a large part of the money that 
the economy loses to gambling oes 
out of the province and out of the 
country, to foreign operators of the 
industry i(and some major gambling 
businesses are alleged to have Mafia 
connections); 
(d) the social cost in ruined lives, 
broken homes, and bankruptcies that 
• can be directly attributed to 
;gambling must be borne by all 
taxpayers i much more costly, both 
i i i i i  i i i i ] i i 
in money and in human terms, than 
simply paying the tax bill for 
medical, educational nd sports 
facilities. 
Quebec is still reeling from the 
news that 3 i suicides last year were 
directly attributable tocasino 
gambling and yet the provincial 
government there is pouring $200 
million of taxpayers' money into the 
expansion of the Hull casino! 
Do you know who's really 
addicted to gambling? Our 
governments! They're so hooked on 
having a source of revenue that 
doesn't LOOK like taxes (even 
though the money really comes out 
of taxpayers' pockets and 
impoverishes the economy), that 
even deaths can't persuade them to 
kick the habit! 
In cases like this, where a moral 
issue is at stake, referenda which can 
so easily be distorted by massive 
media campaigns are probably the 
WORST possible way of deciding. 
There was a good reason why 
Germany, which had citizen-initiated 
referenda in the Weimar Republic 
from 1919, scrapped the idea: they 
had seen how demagogues can 
inflame public opinion and 
manipulate the outcome, and 
referenda had played a significant 
role in the Nazis rise to power, 
On some issues, the long- 
established principles of right and 
wrongbequeathed to our culture by 
its Christian origins are the only 
reliable guide to public policy. 
environmental groups un- 
veiled the beginnings of a 
land-use plan for the coast 
expected to dramatically 
reduce logging there. 
"We want some resolu- 
tion, some certainty," 
Scharf said. "Where we 
can operate, where we 
can't. Where the parks "are 
going to be, where the 
working forests are going 
to be," 
"We're in limbo. 
There's too much uncer- 
tainty out there right now," 
On top of it all, he said, 
the provincial government 
is poised to raise stumpage 
rates by about 20 per cent 
on Oct. 1. 
"On all our fronts we're 
reeling," Scharf said. 
The combination of fac- 
tors are hitting Interfor 
company-wide, Scharf Smile and Whitening 
Your website/email address 
could be here! 
Contact us at 638-7283 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti 
20 years of mercury-~'ee dentistry 
Founding member and treasurer 
of the Western Canadian Academy 
of Cosmetic Dentistry 
General Practitioner 
Providing services in: 
Mercury-free white fillings 
Teeth Whitening 
Porcelain Veneers and Crowns 
Microabrasion Dentistry 
(No drilling, no freezing) 
Hygiene and Preventive Care 
Intra-oral camera assisted Diagnosis 
For your comfort, we have 
overhead televisions and headsets. 
noted. By Dr. Zucchiatti 
, Interfor~:has.,elosed a We Welcome All New Patients 
major, sawmilL-.in ~southern Phone: 635-2552 
B.C. and has permanently ~ 
closed its Beila Coola oe- 4623 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace V/S/It" 
perations. Mon-Fri = 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
The Terrace Concert S0ciety 
The 
presents 
A,  li¢~:: • ,,: ,= .  .;.¢.,v . .¢,, 
~i:" -~i 
~ Concerts .~g 
Seascn  
A full season of exciting 
performances including the 
immaculately unique violin style 
of Judy Kang, the exuberant 
young jazz trio from 
Whitehorse, Peters Drury Trio 
and a mixed-up love story as poignant as it is 
funny in Hockey Mom, Hockey Dad. Just a few of 
this season's spectacular line-up of entertainment. 
SAVE OVER 25% BY PURCHASING THE 
i( 
Tickets available now at Erwin's House ='c 
of Fine Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. ACCEPTED 
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'We will not take 
no for an answer' 
there," says Ken Houlden, 
spokesman for affected 
contractors. "On the 31st, 
the TD reached out and 
grabbed whatever it 
could." 
Contractors are now left 
holding cheques that can- 
not be cashed. 
"There are some very 
angry people who feel 
they've been lied to and 
cheated," Houlden said. 
"Once again a hand has 
reached across from east- 
ern Canada and picked 
their pockets - only the 
coiours are TD green this 
time instead of Repap 
purple." 
That anger reached the 
boiling point Saturday. 
Terrace Pro-cut owner 
Me Takhar says he won't• 
release SCI lumber being 
dried in his kilns until he's 
paid. 
'TI I  go to jail before I
load that lumber," said 
Takhar, whose business 
employs 30 workers. 
Some contractors are 
also urging other citizens 
to boycott he bank. 
'Tve closed all my ac- 
counts at the TD bank," 
said Marie Da Costa, of 
Da Costa Logging.  
School 
rebuild 
delayed 
By JENNIFER LANG 
THE SCHOOL district is 
hoping to go out to tender 
on the Skeena replace- 
ment school this month. 
The project suffered a 
delay over the summer 
while some additional 
changes to the design were 
made, maintenance super- 
intendent Robert Gilfillan 
said. 
"We haven't been able 
to get t O working drawings 
yet," he said. 
Gilfillan had hoped to 
include teachers in order 
to make minor adjustments 
in the final design on how 
specific classrooms will be 
constructed in the new ju- 
nior high school. 
Instead, Gilfillan and 
the project's architects 
went over the final revi- 
sions in July. 
The adjustments were 
necessary before working 
drawings could be comple- 
ted, he said. 
The final plan won't 
look much different from 
the one staff and the pub- 
lic had a chance to look at 
earlier this year, when 
Skeena had the plans on 
view. 
"It's little things," he I- 
said. 
For example, some 
classroom equipment will 
be making the move from 
Skeena to the new school. 
That equipment had to 
be included in the final 
design plan in order to 
come up with accurate 
budget figures. 
Depending on the 
weather, construction may 
not begin until spring. 
News that the province 
has halted construction on 
$9 million NWCC campus 
in Prince Rupert pending a 
core services review hasn't 
worried school district offi- 
cials that a similar freeze 
could be announced for the 
Skeena replacement pro- 
ject. 
"I have tremendous 
faith," Skeena Junior Sec- 
ondary's principal Rob 
Greenwood said. 
"If  there was any 
change in plans, we would 
have received notice by 
now," School district se- 
cretary treasurer Marcel 
George said. 
He's confident he Lib- 
erals will honour the finan- 
cial approval given to the 
project by the NDP in the 
final hours of their man- 
date, 
But he admitted the 
new government has the 
power to change that, if it 
so chooses, 
"Victoria can very well 
decide 'to' Stop any con- 
struction that hasn't started )" 
yet." 
"Anyone who wants to 
assist us could pull their 
accounts out of the TD 
bank." 
TD Bank officials have 
refused all requests for 
comment on Skeena Cel- 
lulose, saying they never 
comment on matters invol- 
ving a client. 
Some loggers want a 
bank official to come up 
and answer to them. 
"I want to talk to the 
TD, because they've got 
my money," said Houlden, 
who is also vies-president 
of the Northwest Loggers 
Association. 
Houlden, who suggested 
time be given for the gov- 
ernment and the bank to 
pay up before taking ac- 
tion, also vowed he will 
"go and extract from that 
yard the value of wood 
that I'm owed." 
• A total of $20 million is 
owed unsecured creditors - 
which include large credi- 
tors like PNG. 
Skeena MLA Roger 
Harris estimates around $2 
million of that is owed to 
Terrace area contractors. 
: Contractors stress 
they're not looking for SCI 
to be bailed out, kept 
BRYAN HALBAUER parked his two loaders in 
front of the TD bank Saturday. JEFF NAGEL PHOTO 
open, or even protected 
from bankruptcy. They just 
want to be paid money 
they were promised. 
Harris pledged to fight 
to have any proceeds from 
a sale of SCI used to first 
pay off the contrctors. 
But some loggers and 
even the MLA weren't 
confident, that would be 
happen as it would require 
the Liberal government 
agreeing to do that and not 
use the money to help re- 
coup the taxpayers' losses 
on SCI. 
One logger asked Harris 
his sense of his support 
among other MLAs on 
Skeena Cellulose. 
"It's not broad," he re- 
plied, noting many other 
parts of the province have 
their own crises. "We have 
the support of the three 
guys in the north." 
Houlden also says pay- 
ment of SCI payroll che- 
ques'wasn't required under 
the bankruptcy protection 
provisions. 
Those cheques: were 
paid, he noted, and so 
should the contractors 
bills. 
"Give us the damn 
money." Houlden said. 
"We will not take no for 
an answer." 
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ONLY 10% DOWN 
L&Y°&W Y 
WRAP UP ON EARLY SAVINGS 
Reg. $5989.95 
A ladles' dream ,4799  9 
come true SALE 
1•00 Carat 
Solitaire 
Diamond 
4 karat yellow or 
white gold 
ONL Y$480 DOWN. 
Diamond Stud Earrings 
Our lay-away plan is 
designed to fit any budget. 
This Is Ill The sale you've been waiting for. 
Those beautifully designed iamond stud 
esrdngs with a total weight of 0.50 carats on 
sale at • price to fit your budget. Present her 
with this most exquisite pair ot diamond 
eardngs this Christmas. 
•. >7". 
yT' . .~- '  
14 karat gold, Reg. $1349.95 
0.50 carat TW SALE $7~9 99 
ONL Y$80 DOWN. NO INTEREST 
i i i 
Betty Campbell would like 
to thank all those who came 
out and voted. Your support 
was greatly appreciated. _~ 
C ott ilf 
!4 
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l//[ oweK 
ale right now at Weight Watchers. 
Funny thing about willpower: you have a 
lot more of it on a full stomach than an 
empty one, That's why Winning Points is 
so effective: you get to eat the foods you 
like, so you stay satisfied, stay with the 
program, and lose. It's that I ~t~a~a~ 0m~av. I ~t~ 9 ~t~r, simple. This special offer I 
won't last, so join now! 
Sarah, Duchess of  York 
Join now and pay onl.y $14. 
011 for more information. 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm 
www.weightwatch era.corn 
Valid in British Columbia For a limited time only. Subsequent weekly Fees apply. GST included. 
©2001 Weight Watchers International, Inc. Owner of the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark. All rights reserved. 
LAY°AW&Y 
WRAP UP ON EARLY SAVINGS 
Attractively Styled ~;i;~i 
Gent's 0.25 Carat 
Diamond Solitaire 
' Rin~ 
-~o, -~-~ --~ =iR~.~7 ~99:95 
ye"ow and whlto gold SALE  ~79999 
OF THE 
DECADE! 
Take an 
addit ional  
10% off with 
your Carters' 
Credit Card! 
Attractive 
Engagement and 
Wedding Band Set 
With 0.50 carats TW of 
round brilliant diamonds 
set In 14 karat yellow gold 
Complete Set Reg. $1739.95 
SALE $1 1 9999 
Diamond 
Eternity Ring ~ 
We're proud of this rlngl 
A perfect time of year to 
give her something she'll 
cherish foreverl Reg. 
0.25 carat total weight of 
round,~,,lantd=amor~s $681 95 
set in 14 karat yellow gold - -  ' 
! SALE *37999 
ONL Y$38 DOWN. NO INTEREST 
q .Love You, ~Mom 
Family ~Iii~!ii:::::~i,;~i i; ;:~ '
Rings ~':: : : :~'  
The perfect ' hank-you" ~ 
{or all her years of love 
anddevotlon, tier now for 
Exquisitely created 
Family Rings set with Christmas and 
the birthstone ofeach receive 25% 
child or grandchild, offl 
FOR CHRIS TMA S! 
Layaway or 
Credit Terms Available ' 
EAY=AWAY 
WRAP UP EARLY SAVINGS 
Cultured Pearl 
Necklace and 
Earrings 
Find the prettiest 
pearls for her this 
Christmas. 
Lavish 18" strands of 
sophisticated designs. 
6.5-7 mm pearls. ~q .~(~g9 
~,~-,,,,ow ~o, SALE 
Chd~tmes 
ONLY $100 DOWN, NO INTEREST 
".: 4 ~Y 
Reg. $1500.00 
10 karat i 
gold 
Genuine Blue Sapphires 
Surrounded with Round 
Brilliant Diamonds 
Set in 
14 karat gold 
Reg. 
$'800.°OsALE,99999 
Quality Swiss 
Mil itary 
Backpack with 
the purchase 
of any Swiss Military Ladies 
or Gents Watch 
A BeautifulAddition ~,~. ~!:" 
to A t O, Wedding Set! ~ ...... 
Three Stone 
Diamond Ring 
0,25 caratTW of 
round brilliantdiamonds Reg. $724.95 
in 14 karat gold SALE,3999  
Mini Diamond Rings 
• :~ i  ~ 
: on all 
Wittnauer 
Watches ! 
IF While stocks tasl 
1-888-847-9766 .... . ~e,er Card. Ioterect 
Visa Mastercard Amex 
Corne see us 0n the Web at ~ L ~  : j L . . i , .  "~b, .~ JL~. l id . . , / . LK .~ l=,~, , , t  ,10% Down Layaway Plan 
www.carfersjewellers.c0m ~ ~L!~! . . . . .  J,L ~ ,, , Credit Terms Available 
• 7-day Money Back Guarantee 
sales@carlersJSwellers.Com " *30-day Full Exchange Program 
II|llllrll II II [11 II [ I I I  I 
Smlthere Shopping Centre P~C~entr~ ~ "~ ~ ~S~eebg Mall West Park Mall 
Box 2059 Unit 132, 3~M~lmey~Dr.~, 320:4741"Lakelse Ave. 155 Malcolm St. Suite 3 
Smlthers, BC Prince George, BU! ~ 4@Terrace, BC Ouesnel, BC 
V0J 2N0 V2N 289~%':;~ /~IL ~" V8G 1R5 V2J 31(2 
Ph. (250) 847-9~'66 Ph. (250) 614-0191~/.¢ # Ph. (250) 635-9000 Ph. (250) 991"0129 
Fax (250) 847.2664 Fax (250) 614-9197~'~ 'r Fax (250) 635-2727 Fax (250) 991-0159 
| 
Buy one Gent's or 
Ladles' Cardinal i 
Watch for the , 
reduced 
price of i 
and receive another 
one absolutely FREE[ 
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MY POINT  OF 'V IEW 
ARON STRUMECKI 
A new reality dawns 
T 
HE NIGHT before I had a long night 
at the computer and I had stayed up 
far too late for a good night's rest. I 
had a silent resolution to keep my eye s closed 
as long as possible, but as soon as the radio 
came on that morning, my eyes opened with 
shock. 
Two planes had struck the World Trade 
Center in New York, apparently comman- 
deered by terrorists. A third plane had crashed 
into the Pentagon. 
Thousands were feared dead. 
It seemed far too strange to be true. 
It was all too insane - too crazy to be real- 
ity. This was something out of a movie. This 
couldn't possibly be real. Could it? 
I immediately got out of l~ed, dressed and 
then turned on the 'IV, only to see the shock- 
ing footage of an airliner slamming and explo- 
ding into the side of a building. Again, the an- 
nouncer epeated the words that I stubbornly 
now knew to be true, and at that moment knew 
my life, and the world around me, would be 
forever changed. 
Moments later the first tower collapsed in a 
heap of dust and clatter. I had thought, as a 
someone fed on the breast of the media ma- 
chine, there was nothing that could shock me 
anymore. I thought I had seen it all. 
It too, left me shaking, wondering about all 
the questions that inevitably follow. What 
would happen ext? I needed to understand. 
Glimpses of Saving Private Ryan flashed in 
my head, along with all the documentaries I'd 
seen on Nostradamus. Would our world leaders 
~follow.madness-with madness, or follow terror 
with terror? 
I guess in many ways my mind has not left 
the pre-millennial madness around Y2K. I was 
working at Canadian Tire in Kelowna at the 
time, and I can remember with great clarity 
the large amounts of people buying supplies 
for the end of the world. 
Although it was not spoken to at the time it 
seemed there was an underwritten attitude that 
the anticipated end of the world was an expec- 
ted judgment on the way we lived our lives. 
'l had thought there was noth- 
ing that could shock me any- 
more. I thought I had seen it all.' 
Today, that same attitude seems to be ex- 
pressing itself in the sometimes silent, some- 
times vocal, condemnation of American for- 
eign policy, culture, and corporate dominance 
at the expense of others. 
If we in Canada have any immunity from 
similar terrorist acts, it's only because we've 
haven't been as successful, but it's not for the 
lack of trying. 
For the other side of the equation we have 
to look at religion, and the fundamentalists 
that inevitably seem to follow. Religious into- 
lerance, whatever creed it belongs to, whether 
Christian or Muslim, seems to have no purpose 
in life except o breed war. 
In the past we had events like the Spanish 
Inquisition or the Crusades; today we have 
constant conflict in places like Israel, Ireland 
or Serbia. Always, it seems, creating nothing 
but pain and suffering for everyone involved. 
In the end, the utter hell unleashed last 
week reveals one essential fact that I think 
we, as a human people, have overlooked for 
far too long, an idea whose time has come. 
To me, this horror forces us to realize two 
essential facts; we are one world now, and one 
human race. Any other assumption, division, or 
philosophy, I believe, will lead us down the 
garden path to ruin and destruction, 
We, as a human race, must strive for truth, 
justice, and equality for all. 
If we do not succeed friends, I believe we 
will see acts that will make last week's pale 
in comparison. 
We must seek democracy for all; strive to 
understand what that means, and how we must 
get there. ' 
We must accept the fact that our actions 
here, in Terrace or otherwise, has an affect on 
others, and act in like manner. 
If there is anything positive that is to come 
out of this horrendous act, maybe it will be 
that people will start to recognize this new 
reality, 
Maybe now people will realize that talks 
about racism in Durban South Africa does af- 
fect us, Maybe people will realize that pollu- 
tion is a global issue, Maybe corporations and 
companies will realize that their behaviour 
makes a difference too. 
Maybe when you read the newspaper to- 
morrow you'll realize that the rest of the world 
is watching what you do too, ~ . . . . .  
<i 
,.4", 
LOCAL FIREFIGHTERS pause for a minute's silence to recall the victims of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre and the 
Pentagon. Emergency personnel here gathered to remember the sacrifices made by their U.S. colleagues. 
'Our lives have changed forever' 
Terrace tries to comprehend 'A terrible day in the history of the world.' 
By JENNIFER LANG People sang both the American "Thousands of lives have been sembly pastor Jim Barber said. 
TRAFFIC IN front of city hall and the Canadian national an- lost," he said. "Hopefully, the loss "We really want to involve a 
came to a standstill Friday. thems before observing one rain- of their lives will not be the end, wide diversity of people," Barber 
A national day of mourning said. 
event bremember Victims-of-lastS.,." ........ ,. . . . . . .  , . .  ............. L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . .  Nearly 0ne-dozen pastors and 
week's terrorist attacks on the "None o f  us is feeling as safe as we once did." church leaders intended to take 
U.S. drew so many people the . . . . . .  ,.part. 
crowd spilled out onto ih~ street. . . . . .  "It's just a time Of being in 
Skeena MP Andy Burton 
called it a horrendous action that 
has left people feeling outraged. 
"Our lives have changed 
forever," Burton said. "Our hearts 
and minds are with our neighbours 
to the south as North America re- 
covers from this terrible tragedy." 
Local firefighters, ambulance 
personnel, search and rescue vo- 
lunteers, RCMP constables, dig- 
nitaries - and members of the 
public solemnly gathered for the 
event, one of many across Canada 
and the U.S. and Europe. 
"We just simply want to ex- 
press our solidarity with our 
neighbours to the south," city 
councillor Val George said. 
Skeena MLA Roger Harris was 
about o board a plane in Vancou- 
ver when he saw the news on an 
airport TV screen. 
He called the events a sense- 
less act of terrorism that's beyond 
comprehension. 
"Our world will never be the 
same after Sept. I I," he said. 
Members of the Royal Cana- 
dian Legion laid a wreath at the 
Cenotaph in remembrance. 
ute of silence. 
Although separated by a conti- 
nent, .emergency responders in 
Terrace wanted to take time to 
mourn their colleagues, those men 
and women who lost their lives 
when they tried to rescue office 
workers in New York City 
The massive twin towers of the 
World Trade Centre collapsed 
into mountains of rubble in the 
Sept. 11 attack. 
As rescue efforts continued 
around the clock in New York - 
and at the Pentagon, emergency 
crews here "wish we were with 
them" to assist, said Carl Was- 
sink, chief of the B.C. Ambulance 
station in Terrace. 
Dave Jephson of the Terrace 
Fire Department said emergency 
crews in New York gave their 
lives in service of their commun- 
ity. 
He asked people to pray for the 
lives of the pilots, the rescue 
crews, and the families of the vic- 
tims. 
"It's a terrible day in the his- 
tory of the world," RCMP Insp. 
Doug Wheler said. 
but it will be the beginning of the each others' presence and ack- 
end of terrorism in the world." 
Northwest Community College 
president Stephanie Forsyth, who 
had been stranded in Victoria, 
said everyone can identify with 
the attack on the U.S. 
"We know, as Canadians, 
these hijacked planes could just 
as easily happened over Canadian 
skies," she said. "None of us is 
feeling as safe as we once did." 
Forsyth said people here share 
a deep sense of communal oss 
and stressed our response should 
be one of compassion, ot hatred 
and racism. 
ununmnun 
The community gathered in 
prayer Sunday afternoon tostand 
before God and contemplate the 
tragic events of Sept. 11. 
Terrace's church leaders and 
pastors held a non-denominational 
prayer session at the Terrace Pen- 
tecostal Assembly that was open 
to anyone who wanted to attend. 
Readings from scripture, hymns 
and prayer were planned, but no 
formal sermon, Pentecostal as- 
nowledging our dependence on 
God," he said. 
The community call to prayer 
was organized in response to the 
terrorist attacks on the U.S. after 
local church leaders held a joint 
prayer session of their own. 
They met at St. Matthew's An- 
glican church Tuesday, after 
learning of the attacks. 
nmunuu 
Skeena Junior instructors Mary 
Papais and Greer Kaiser orga- 
nized a gathering for staff and stu- 
dents outside on the school's field 
Friday to mark the tragedy. 
"The world has turned upside 
down for us since Tuesday," Kai- 
ser said. 
The events "fit in eerily" with 
what students were being taught 
in her class, she said. 
"Now, here we are in the mid- 
dle of chaos in North America, 
and the kids want to talk about 
it," she said. 
We're a global community 
now," 
Viewers may be traumatized, expert says 
Terrorist attacks didn't 
happen here. But you 
may feel like they did. 
By JENNIFER LANG 
If you're feeling more irritable than normal, 
and you're finding it hard to sleep, you might 
blame the news. 
Jan LcFrancois, coordinator of the Terrace 
Victim's Assistance Program, says shocking 
and traumatic events victimize the people who 
witness them - even if it's only because they 
watched 'IV or read coverage in a newspaper. 
In a world where live TV news channels are 
a staple on the dial, cameras have captured 
shocking and traumatic events as they took 
place before. 
For example, the world was watching when 
the space shuttle Challenger exploded just 
seconds after liftoff in 1986, 
But we've never seen anything like the ter- 
rorist attack on the U.S., she says, 
"This is much more traumatic," LeFraneois 
said. 
"People are witnessing that plan hiring that 
building," she said, referring to the jet that hi- 
jackers flew straight into the second tower of 
the World Trade Centre in Manhattan on their 
terrorist mission, 
"There isn't anybody I've talked to that 
isn't personally impacted- just because they 
knew it could be them, and it could be 
anywhere," she said. 
"Those were just people who were getting 
up in the morning and going to work and think- 
ing it's going to be another day at the office." 
Victim support workers, like those who vo- 
lunteer for TVAP, routinely assist people who 
have witnessed fatal traffic accidents and 
other shocking events. 
Witnesses often go through a type of post- 
traumatic stress disorder called critical inci- 
dent stress. 
It's the body's way of dealing with a psy- 
chological jolt to the system. 
And on Sept. 11, we had a doozy. Tuesday, 
she said, was "just a day of shock and horror." 
Even though people here weren't directly 
involved, there may be l~ople who experience 
some of the symptoms of post-incident s ress 
ripple effect on the world, just seeing those 
pictures and just imagining in your mind what 
happened." 
LcFrancois aid it may take people here a 
few weeks to get over the shock of what 
they've seen and resume a normal routine. 
In the meantime, she advises people to 
allow themselves time to feel the emotions of 
shock, sadness, or anxiety they're experien- 
cing. 
She suggests people talk about how they 
feel with people they care about. 
She also recommends people ensure they 
make use of any of the regular coping skills 
they have to deal with more routine kinds of 
stress. 
"Crying is OK," she said. "Shedding a tear 
for humankind is just being human." 
Some of the warning signs of critical inci- 
dent stress are: irritability, being more with- 
drawn than normal, or even a change in nor- 
"It has a ripple effect on the world, Just seeing those pictures and 
Just Imagining in your mind what happened." 
just the same. 
"A lot of us are working in an adrenalin 
mold," she added. 
"There are a lot of casualties here. It has a 
real eating habits or sleeping habits. 
"We need to be patient, we need to listen, 
and we need to not diminish people's feelings 
about what happened here." 
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GATOR'S PUB: Sept. 17 to 22, Wildlife, a six-piece 
band that plays pop and reck, Enjoy the top hits of 
today and the classics of yesterday. Thursday night is 
Ladies Night. Win jewellery or a beauty package. Sa- 
turday is Student Appreciation Night, Once a month 
we will give away a cash scholarship of $300 to a lucky 
student, 
Tim Terrace Standanl Is n o w ~  N n  l i n e  ...... , , .  
' : .~,!:~;~f:t i" ,:::':,.~,:::~,,:':r.~ 
www.lerracestandard.c0m 
Che~k out  our  ~lte  o t  fa l l  638 .7283 fo r  e ' ! /e r t l s lng  In fo rmal lon  
I I 
Vex Polaris, a vibrant community choir, is seeking an BAR SCENE energetic and motivated irector to lead us in our 
2001/02 season. For details contact Kelly at 798- 
2535 or Maurie at 615-5802. 
BEASLEY'S MIX: A place where good friends meet 
to enjoy good times. Usten to Traci and Tasha playing 
the smooth soulful sounds of today's pop and counW 
hits, Watch the game. Check out the great specials 
and try the Picasso Burger. 
GEORGE'S PUB: Semi.Chronic, appeanng live 
Sept. 20 to 29. 
HANKY PANKY'S: Your weekend party destina- 
tion, the northwest's largest dance night club, No 
cover. Join us Fdday and Saturday nights for great 
times. Kareoke on Sunday and Monday nights, 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION: Hosting the Fall 
Zone Meeting Hard Times Dance, featuring live music, 
Sept, 22. 
COMEDY 
Terrace Little Theatre presents Yuk Yuk's On 
Tour. Featuring Kevin McGrath and Con] Mack.- ~'o 
headliners - Sept, 28 and 29 at the Best Western 
Classicai violinist Judy Kang 
Terrace Inn. Showtime 9:30 p.m. Tickets available at 
Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. 
MUSIC 
Judy Kang, one of Canada's rising virtuoso viol- 
ists, appears at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre Sept. 22 at 8 
p.m. Presented by the Terrace Concert Society. 
"~ckets at Erwin's Jewellers in the Skeena Mall. 
Terrace Community Band wishes to Invite all in- 
terested adults with previous wind or percussion ex- 
perience to join their active organization. Rehearsals 
every Tuesday evening from 7 to 9 p,m. at the Caledo- 
nia band room. For info, call Wayne at 635.4294. 
CINEMA 
Pacific Cinemateque travelling picture show, fall 
2001 tour. On alternate Mondays at the "Sllicum Twin" 
Theatres in Terrace. New show time - 7:15 p.m. 
Monday, Oct.1, Parsley Days, directed (and written, 
produced, and filmed) by Canadian Andrea Dorfman, : 
This is a story about modem-day relationship woes in 
the artistic community of downtown Halifax, This 
quirky drama is cenlred on Kate, a bicycle maintenance 
instructor, who is in a relationship with a seemingly 
perfect boyfriend, Clime, "The Contraception King'. 
VISUAL ARTS 
NWCC Student Art Exhibition at the Terrace Art 
Gallery to Sept, 30. Featuring the works of art and 
painting students in Terrace and the Hazeitons. The 
show includes the latest works by Edward Epp, who 
was their instructor. Gallery hours: Wed. to Sat, from 
noon to 4 p.m., Friday from noon to 6 p.m. and Sunday 
from 1 to 4. p.m. Drop in Drawing Sept. 19. 
Pu6 
: Ei n ed For  GoodT imes"  
IDon 't Urinkk ., .  THE COLD BEER'  Drive J & WINE STORE| ~'~;~" '~~ L, OPEN 9 A.M. WEEKENDS ,)  
(STOP IN AT THE 
I THORNHILL  PUB 
]S i t  back and relax on our pa f io . J l~ J~ I I 
]The only, LOG CABIN PUB IN THE NORTHWEST. 
~Check Out Our New Menu! ~ ~ 1 1  
Terr c , B 
Ph: 635-6375 
fun?" starts Sept,,19. No previous bibleknow. - and 11;. Join the :fun in this popular ~ ~Nestern- 
i ~lg.~. expected, at the Terrace C~ri{itLa q .Re- style fqndralserl Call Marianne at 635-2942 to 
formed Church, 3602 Sparks St, Call Lucy at find out more. 
635-9610, 
PUBLIC SERVICE THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 20 
DATE CHANCEl Northwest B.C. Metla As- ANNOUNCEMENTS 
so¢iation meets at Interconnect, room 205, at Fishy volunteer opportunltyl The Eby St, 
7 p,m, For info call Shelley at 635-0772, All hatchery is looking for community members who 
members are urged to attend, are Interested in becoming involved in hatchery 
activities, No experience required, just some 
~ LICENSED1 SMOKING PATIO : 
GREAT MENU 
POOL TABLE FReE EVERYDAY, :ii 
~,.r..,.'e ,. ,i .f. rEVER.GR.EEN ~ ~,- :toy in N gn T1NTI~T,k, / 
* All the comforts of IIJ.M J.~l'~* / 
home at low rated =~.~=~.~;j!~w~=.=j 
Upcoming Events at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
September  
Sat, 22 ~ -Awe Inspiring Violinist 
, •"JUDY KANG" - 
October 
i 
Frl. 5 = - The Cuban Sounds Of The 
"PUENTES BROTHERS" 
Winners Of The West Coast 
Music Awards And Nominated 
ForThs 2001 Junos 
Terrace Little 
Theatre Tickets 
Available at 
gniglobe Courtesy 
Travel 
Terrace Concert 
Society Tickets 
Available at 
Erwin'e House of 
Fine Jewellery 
in the Skeena Mall 
Learn the skills to cope. Family to Family Edu- 
cation Course presented by the B.C. Schizo- 
phrenia Society. For families of persons with se- 
vere depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, 
panic disorder and obsessive.compulsive disor- 
der.Course starts Sept, 20 for 12 weeks at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse at 7 p.m, to 9:30 
p.m, If interested, contact Eileen Callanan at 
635.3620. Seating is limited. 
Fall Zone Meeting, Royal Canadian Legion, 
Hosted by Branch 13 in Terrace. Delegates can 
register Friday evening and Saturday morning 
before the meeting, at the legion, 4425 Legion 
Ave,, Call 635-5625, 
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 25 
The Terrace Writers' Guild meets at Ground- 
works Cafe at 7:30 p,m, Informal get-together 
for sharing info and positive encouragement, 
Drop.ins welcome, Call Chantal: 638-7976, 
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 26 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre In- 
vites all members and interested women to our 
annual general meeting, starting at 6:30 p,m, at 
the Coast Inn of the West banquet room, Have a 
voice in all the exciting things that are happen: 
ing. Food, fun, and sisterhood. Call 636-0228. 
Starting today: One Step, a women's drop. 
In group, From 1:30 to 3 p,m, at Ksan House 
Society, 4724 Lazelle Ave, For information or to 
arrange childcare subsidy call 635-2373, 
SUNDAY. SEPTEMBER 30 
A Uttle Walk for a Big Cause, 1 p.m. at the 
Grand Trunk Pathway, starting at the rail car 
museum, September is Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters Month, Please come out and raise aware. 
ness and money for our program, We currently 
have 20 children looking for big brothers and 
big sisters, Pledge forms at Misty River Books 
or by calling 635-4232, 
Skeena River Players hosts First Nations 
playwright and President of Playwrights Union 
Canada Yvette Nolan for a week of acting, read. 
ings and play-creation workshops at NWCC, For 
more information and to register call Marianne 
at 635-2942, 
TUESDAY, OCT.~BER 2 
Breaaffeedlng Support Group for morns and 
morns.to-be, Information, sharing and a snack, 
meets at the Vera Henry Education Room at 
Mills Memorial Hospital at 7:30 p.m. Topic: the 
Breasffeeding Challenge Oct, 6, For informs-, 
spare time and interest in fish, For information 
call Brenda at 638-8436, 
t ;  
An Aboriginal Foster Children's Feast Din- ! '  
ner and Awareness March is scheduled for 
Oct, 27 at the Kitsumkalum Community Hall and 
Terrace, Call Brian, youth and family advocate, 
at 638-8558 for more information, 
The Terrace RCMP would like to remind 
people who require criminal record searches 
for employment purposes or to serve as com. 
reunify volunteers that the process now takes a 
minimum of six to eight weeks to complete, Cri. 
minal record searches and fingerprinting take 
place only on Thursdays between 1:30 and 4:30 
p,m. at the detachment (no other times). For in- 
formation call 638-7400, 
Guineas Book of World Records challenge, 
October 1-7 is World Breasffeeding Week, To 
celebrate, British Columbia is entering the chal- 
lenge to break the record for the most mothers 
breasffeeding at the same time in the same gee. 
graphic location - the province of British Co- 
lumbia. The Breastfeeding Challenge will be held 
Oct. 6 at 10:30 a,m, Here in Terrace, it takes 
place at the North West Health Unit Auditori- 
um. Information, refreshments, activities for 
children and door prizes will be available. All 
women who are' breastfeedlng or want to know 
more about breasffeeding are invited. Call the 
NW Health Unit at 636-2200, . 
Rosewood Music Jamboree logo contest. 
Deadline, March 1, 2002 for the sixth annual 
event, Open to all ages, Please submit entries on 
white poster paper no larger than 11 by 17 
inches, Logo contest voicemall: 635.6806, Mall 
to Rosewood Community Association Box 921, 
Rosewood, B,C,, V8G 4R1. 
Regular meetings of the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival me held on the second Tuesday 
of each month, at 8 p,m, downstairs in the e art 
room at the Terrace Public Library, 4610 Park 
Ave, Everyone welcomel Call Jo Anne at 635- 
4231, 
Terrace Community Band wishes to Invite 
ell Interested adults with previous wind or 
percussion experience to join their active organi- 
zation, Rehearsals every Tuesday evening from 7 
to 9 p.m, at the Caledonia band room, For infor- 
mation, call Wayne at 635.4294. 
Youth Opportunities Odd Job Registry has 
many people who are looking for odd jobs. Do you 
need casual help? Call 635.3812, 
MISTY VER BOOKS 
~ . - .  - .  ~ - -7 -  7 , 
t 1134710 Lazelle Ave. :.~ ::;., 635-4428 e.maih mlstybooks~kermode.net Proud sponsor of 
x, September Proclamations t 
"Big Brothers & Sisters Month" 
* sept.,9 Terry Fox Run 
• s pt. 2, World Alzheimers Day A ' I  
• AIDS Walk Canada 
F%R MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT S ACV 0R311 
MARK AT THE TE CE SJ_ OA. .U.'63_ 8-728 ,, 
• % ' " " ' w -  
Baby's Name: 
Emily Beth 
Date & 'time of Birth: 
July 8, 2001 10:26 p.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 8 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Brad & Anita Harrison 
Baby's Name: 
Meghan Annette Eisner 
Date &Ttme of Birth: 
August 4, 2001 at 12:45 p.m. 
Weight: 7[bs, 11 oz. Sex: FeRl~e 
Parents: Karl Eisner & Kelly Bowlea 
Baby's Name: 
JeremyJoe 
Date & Time of Bh'th: 
August 13, 2001 at 10:38 p.m. 
Weight: 6lbs. 5 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Joe &Jerri Caetano 
Baby's Name: 
Milchell Tanner 
Date & Time of Birdl: 
August 24, 2001 al 8:41 a.m. 
Weight: 8lbs. 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Ke~n & Deanna Hangan 
~ig sister nail, 
# 
Baby's Nmne: 
Ferron X#e 
Date & lime of Birth: 
August 26, 2001 at 10:37 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 4 V?, oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Mum)' Minchln 
& Kathy 0uwehand 
e ab)'s Name: 
Anthon),James 
Date &'lime of Birth: 
August 28, 20OI 
Weight: 10 Ibs. 8 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: rick T Anderson 
& Tony De2Musa 
O 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE, B.C.. 
. .m i i iii i ii i i i i m 
-, Something to celebrate 
CITY COUNCILLOR Lynne Christiansen reads out a letter from c!ty coun- 
cil congratulating Floyd Frank, right, on his 97th birthday. Frank s family 
and friends gathered at Terraceview Lodge Sept. 13 to mark the occa- 
sion. His nephew Donald from Toronto was able to attend, as was wife Ai- 
leen, son Norman and daughter-in-law Linda, and his sister Mildred. 
Gallery gives creative 
types somewhere to go 
WHEN IT comes to artists, 
you know how the stereo- 
type goes. 
They work alone.Prefer- 
ably high up in a garret 
somewhere. Or a cold, 
draughty attic. 
But artists, like any- 
body else, crave a little 
support and inspiration 
from their peers - and a 
little constructive criti- 
cism. 
The Terrace Art G~illery: 
can ,;help. Last week '• it 
began offering somethifig" 
very new on the local art 
scene: an artist's circle. 
And tonight there's a 
drop-in drawing session. 
The artist's circles and 
drop-in drawing sessions 
take place at the Terrace 
Art Gallery on alternating 
Wednesdays at7 p.m. 
Gallery coordinator 
Aron Strumecki says artist 
circles are a chance for 
creative types to bring in 
whatever projects they've 
been working on for feed- 
back lfrom other people. 
Anything from painting 
to poetry is ~'elcome. 
Call it a fresh beginning 
for September. 
This month the gallery 
also launches its first-ever 
coffeehouse event. 
It's an open call for 
anyone who would like to 
participate. 
There will be a micro- 
phone there, just in case 
anyone wants to turn it on. 
You can read poetry, 
tell stories, sing a song, or 
even tell a joke or two. 
.~ It's for all ages. Come 
.to~disten:~,.or get ~on, up, 
~there and strut YOUr stuff. 
The first coffeehouse 
takes place Friday, Sept. 
28 at 7 p.m. 
, ~ ~ .  , -~t~r~_- -  .~~- . - -  
Varadero - .  l ' : : l l Varadero  : F : = l l ~ . ' Huatu lco  l IF l l : 
Forum to feature panel 
of breast cancer experts 
THE LATEST in prevention, risks, treat- 
ment and breast reconstruction top the 
agenda t a free breast cancer forum in 
Terrace. 
The forum, presented by Vancouver 
Hospital's Health and Sciences Centre, 
and Scotiabank, gets underway at 7 p.m. 
at the Coast Inn of the West on Sept. 25. 
The program is presented in an inter- 
active format hat includes brief presenta- 
tions and a question and answer session. 
Five experts are featured, including 
local surgeon Dr. Warwick Evans. Joining 
him are an oncologist from the B.C. Can- 
cer Agency, a physiotherapist and survi- 
vor, a plastic surgeon from VGH, and a 
nutritionist from the B.C. Cancer Agency. 
This is the eighth forum being presen- 
ted around the province by the two spon- 
sors, along with the B.C.-Yukon Alliance 
for Breast Cancer Information and Sup- 
port. Organizers hope women and their fa- 
milies will be able to gain greater insight 
into the disease and the diagnostic, pre- 
vention and treatment options available. 
To reserve a seat, call 1-866-943-5222. 
Terrace Little Theatre Presents 
Kevin McGrath &" Cory Mack 
:: [ [P  
Ftiday, Selg 28 & , 29 
Skeena Room - Terrace Inn 
'Tickets $15 each at UNIGLOBE 
COURTESY TRAVEL 
4718A Lazelle Ave. Terrace 
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LEARN TO FLYIH ~ / 
Ground School Course 
For Pilots License Starting 
October I, 2001 
Cost: $299.00 (plus hooks) 
To register, or for more information call: 
635-1852 or visit us at ~ . tka i r . com.  
Stop Dreaming and Start Flying/ 
TKAir Charters Ltd. 
I I  VOLUNTEER 
F BUREAU 
Community Readers & Writers Program 
FALL TUTOR TRAINING 
When: Monday evenings for 6 weeks 
September 24th 
October 1, 15, 22, 29 
November 5 
6:00 - 9:00 p,m. 
Where: Terrace Volunteer Bureau 
For more information, call Sue at 636-1330 
e smithers Community Services Association 
Phone (250) 847-9515 • Fax (250) 847-3712 
E-mail to: ~¢neral@~¢sa.ca 
PARENTI NG AFTER 
SEPARATION 
Parenting after Separation in a one-night workshop that Is 
divided into three sections. The first section will be with a 
judge or a judge's video. The judge will tell you about their 
role in family court, ways you can solve your problem, and 
about the court process in general. The Judge will not be able 
to answer qdestions specific to your case but can answer 
general questions. Second, a family justice counsellor will 
talk about the services they offer, options to attending court 
and the child support guidelines. The final section will involve 
two counsellors who will discuss how you can help yourself 
and your children through separation. 
WORKSHOP DATES: 
Terrace - Oct. 1, 2001, 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
Prince Rupert-  Oct. 1, 2001, 9 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
Smithers - Oct. 22, 2001,6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
Hazelton - Oct. 23, 2001,6:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
This workshop is free, however, participants must pre- 
register. 
To register call AIdea or Debbie at 1-888-355-6222 or 
847-9515 or fax 1-250-847-3712 
Peace of Mind 
Hand-p icked  F i r s t  Cho ice  Vacat ion  C lub  packages  leave  noth ing  
to  chance .  Over  1000 wor ry - f ree  vacat ions  to  choose  f rom.  
Enjoy your vacation/ 
BOOK A F IRST  CHOICE 
VACATION & SAVE 
V A C A I 0 N $ 
Club Viva Vallarta 
Hotel Room 
All-Inclusive/ 
Nov. 3 - Dec. 15 
7 Nights 
'1339 
Grand Marival 
Super Savor 
Af t - Inc lus ive /  
Nov. 3 - Dec. 15 
7 Nights 
'1459 
Royal Solaris Caribe 
Hotel Room 
AI l - lnc lus ive l  
Nov. 3 - Dec. 8 
7 Nights 
'1819 
Iberostar- Paralso Del Mar 
Hotel Room 
AI l - lndus ive l  
Nov, 3 - Dec. 8 
7 Nights 
'1639 
Beaches Varadero 
Garden View Junior Suite 
AI l - lnc lus ive l  
Nov. 11 - Dec. 2 
7 Nights 
*1949 
Sol Elite Palmeras 
Hotel Room 
Ai r  & Hote l  
. Includes breakfast & dinner daily 
. . . . . . .  Nov..4 - -  Dec. 9 
• . " _ 7,Nights 
s1419 
Gala Resort Huatulco 
Hotel Room 
All-lndusivel ~ ~'~ ~cv~Un~S ~ 
Jan. 6 -  20 ~ of $200 p~,r ,5 
7 Nights 
*1839 
,ue~)_]=_u:w~.~u . v).n~arer~.R~eo.as ~a~o..ano~alka~el~lxx~lngsmadebetweenAugu~. 18.De¢emt~r 1 2001,fortravelbetweenSeptembect.Apdl30 2002(0rendofSup~lersea~on) 
e~¢epcfom ay app~',Asx your Lanson wagonll ~ravei~mur[ant~r~uudeta~F~rfu~erm~and~ndrti~ns~eae.e~efer~$~GNATUR~VA~ATK)N$~2A~nd~vebt~d~Jre~ . .  
Cal l  today  fo r  deta i l s :  
Suile 2 - 4736 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
635-2277 
OPEN SATURDAY 
R# 3504-4 
~! ii)/ 
: L 
I I 
l '~ L IFE  ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
- Herbal Tea, Aromatheropy Oil, Clay Poultice, 
Applied Heat/Cold, Diet/Environmental Changes , [ i  
Natural Therapies - 
MASSAGE 
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY 
EAR REFLEXOLOGY 
EAR CANDLING 
SPIRITUAL HEALING 
N at  u ro pat  h I c ~ Do:eta  r;~ 
Naturopathio Doctors ,el, I"dividu~is ~ig~te~i~ai! ~ '
health, vibrant energy and joy of living, uslngnatural 
therapies and gentle techniques including: 
• Aflergy Testing • Vitamin/Herbal Medicine 
• Preventative Medicine • Homeopathic Medicine 
• Acupuncture • I.V. Treatments 
• Nutritional, Lifestyle and Attitudinal Consultations 
ZT ALL BEGZN5 WT_ TH WATER/ 
It Is a critical component of human Ilfell 
Tap water that Is healthy and great tasting ,,ILL A 
is increasingly rare these days. Since 
1933, EVERPURE has been turning ~t~l l l~~ 
ordinary tap water Into sparking, great ~ I ra'  
tasting, healthy water. Your authorized q "  
J EVERPURE dealer is 
SURETECH SYSTEMS & SOLUTIONS 
Call 25o-635-7410 now for more Informationl 
OBLIS F~ ~l l  
Sed~ ~1~b 
from 
NORTHERN HEALTHcARE 
Also SAVE $10.OO on Obus Cuslom 
Air Back - while quantities last 
Phone us at 615-5151 
Out of town 1-800-665-9953 
Offer expires September 30, 2001 
at the PARK AVENUE MEDICAL CLINIC, TERRACE 
VIVA CLINIC 
Frances Birdsell, Natural Health Practitioner 
4506 Lakelse • 635-2194 
Holistic Healing - Environmental Sensitivity Specialist 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Herbal Tea, Aromatherapy Oil, Clay Poultice, Applied 
Heat/Cold, Diet/Environmental Changes, Natural Therapies 
MASSAGE, FOOT or EAR REFLEXOLOGY, 
EAR CANDLING, SPIRITUAL HEALING 
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The little festival ,.that could 
Rosswood 
keeps on  
jamming 
By JENNIFER LANG 
LINING UP a full slate of 
performers for an annual 
music festival is a compli- 
cated prospect at best. 
Acts have to be booked 
months in advance. 
But what if you're cut 
off from some of the most 
basic methods of commu- 
nication - no phones, fax 
machines, or even email? 
That's a big wrinkle. 
But it's all part of the 
charm - and appeal - of 
living in Rosswood, a 
community of about 150 
souls that have played host 
to the annual Rosswood 
Music Jamboree for five 
summers running. 
It turns out, it helps to 
have a little help from 
your friends, according to 
Patty Scullion, one of the 
organizers. 
Scullion used the com- 
munity Internet service at 
the Terrace Public Library 
to correspond with interna- 
tionally-known slide gui- 
tarist and singer/songwriter 
David Essig, who got in 
touch with jamboree orga- 
nizers via email back in 
January. 
He was planning a gui- 
tar workshop in Smithers 
and wondered if he could 
arrange an appearance at 
Rosswood around the same 
time. 
Essig, a recording art- 
ists whose career spans 
three decades, was intri- 
gued by the scope of the 
Rosswood Music Jambor- 
T E R'R A C E 
DON PHILPOTT (far left) at the microphone during the festivities at the Ross- 
wood Music Jamboree in August. 
ee.  
The true roots of music 
lie in these little festivals, 
he wrote. 
Other performers, many 
of them local, were lined 
up and confirmed through 
the assistance of a Terra- 
ce-based helper, Don Phil- 
pott of the Terrace Musi- 
c ians'  Assoc iat ion ,  
"because he has the 
telephone." 
The musicians associa- 
tion has also been instru- 
mental in offering assis- 
tance and support. 
The Bulkley Valley 
Folk Music Society, re- 
sponsible for the older, 
bigger Midsummer Festi- 
val in Smithers, have also 
been a big source of sup- 
port over the years. 
For example, the 
BVFMS provided the 
fledgling jamboree with 
$1,500 in its first year, a 
financial boost that meant 
organizers were able to 
build a children's stage 
from plywood. 
And Smithers' own 
Mark Perry has appeared 
at Rosswood twice - once 
by surprise. 
While the list of past 
out-of-towners who have 
made appearances at the 
jamboree is impressive - 
Essig, Perry, fiddler Daniel 
Lapp, to name a few - it's 
the dozens of Terrace 
bands, musicians and 
singers that really get a 
chance to shine at Ross- 
wood. 
"It's a venue for all the 
talent that's right here," 
she says. "I'm glad to be 
a part of the opportunity to 
offer this venue." 
Even Rosswood kids 
have been brave enough to 
enter the limelight at the 
children's tage. 
Finally, it's been the 
community of Rosswood 
itself that may be the jam- 
boree's greatest rength. 
The community asso- 
ciation holds pancake 
breakfasts and coffee- 
.houses as fundraising 
events throughout the year 
in support of the jamboree. 
And on the day of the 
jamboree, nearly everyone 
comes out to lend a hand, 
ensuring neighb0urs re- 
unite on site. 
"It's that meeting place 
where we all get together." 
Now, as work for next 
year begins, there's just 
one little thing to work 
out: 
"We're starting to won- 
der if anybody believes us 
at all that the weather is 
different in Rosswood." 
SCHOOL MEAL PROGRAM 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 
82 will be holding:an, information •meeting 
on Tuesdaw aeotember' 25;: 2001: at' 1:00.  
pro;. ~ ~ alscuss me Tenaering, spectficahons 
and operat ion of a School Meal  Program 
for approximately  175 students in the City 
of Terrace. 
Meeting Location: School Board Office 
321 1 Kenney Street 
Terrace, BC 
vraanizations or persons interested in submitting 
mnae MUST attend Ibis meeting. • 
For additional information contact: 
ItAindi Ganson, Assistant Secretary Treasurer 
63S-4931, Local 234 
!1r1  !3  
Get in. Be moved. 
, ,200 ,1 . :~  TRIBUTE AL l  'WHEEL DRIVE 
Privacy Glass, CD Player 
2001 ~ PROTEGE 
: IAL  
MONEY! 
LEARN SORE " 
[ESPONSIBILITY! 
¢ 
(Offer expires Sept, 30/01) 
2001 ~ MPV 
! 
"1 
The Terrace Standard 
Circulation Department 
• is looking for 
Backup 
!Carriers 
• ffyou are a hard working, 
individual that likes walking, we 
ne.~d youl 
•q 
i 
TERRACE 
i 
STANDARD 
Call Terri, CirculaSon Manager 
638.1283 (Tuesday toFriday)or Fax 638-'8432 
or apply in person Io: 32!0 Clint~ Slreet, 
I I II 
2001 ~ B4000 4X4 PICK-UP'S 
-~i~ 
i TA DAR  | Photo?  , -  . . . . .  = 
Did you see a photo in the 
you want a copy of?. The Te 
Standard along with 
Northern Photo Ltd. 
now provides this service. 
Come into our office locate, 
at 3210 Clinton Street and i, 
the photo of your choice ar 
'4"x6" 5"x7" ' 
s8.00 ~12.50 a~ 
All photographs are copyrighted to the Tent 
(Nolo: 80% oF Fhotos token are digital photos 
of high qualily peg, Black and white Ixlnls 
al~o available from black and white negatives.) 
northern photo 
"Your Headquarters .For Digital 
Cameras And Digital Inmgjng Services" 
4-4736 Lokdse Avenue 
STANDARD 
Ph: 638"7283 Fax: 638"8432 
CITY  OF  TERRACE 
2001 TAX SALE 
Pursuant to section 403 of the Municipal Act, on the 24th day of 
September 2001 in the Council Chambers of the City of Terrace, at the 
hour of ten o clock in the forenoon, there shall be offered for sale by 
public auction each and every parcel of the real properly including 
improvements, upon which any taxes are delinquent. The following 
properties have delinquent taxes as of September 7, 2001: 
Folio # Address: 
01145.00 3407 Kalum St. 
0140&000 3402 Sparks St• 
01503.000 3502EbySt. 
05370.000 . 45324534 Greig Ave. 
05373.000 4540-4542 Greig Ave. 
05377.000 4552 Greig Ave. 
05435.000 4553 Greig Ave. 
05465.000 4426 Legion Ave. 
05467.000 4426 Legion Ave. 
05468.000 4428 Legion Ave. 
05558.000 4554 Greig Ave. 
05581.000 3111 Atwood St. 
10067.004 105-4530 Scott Ave. 
11145.000 4834 Dairy Ave. 
dy D Ju egerness 
.- Director, o ,F , mance ; iV : ; . . ,  ,~ i  ' ,~ .~ ( ' ;3~: J~ J ; ' ,  JO  ~ . , 
legal Description: Upset Price: 
Plan 3198, Lot 2, DL 361 $22,474•03 
Plan 3523, Lot 12, DL 361 $ 7,608.47 
Plan 3693, Lot 16, DL 361 $ 3,102.81 
Plan 972, Lot 12-13, DL 369 $ 7,716.37 
Plan 972, Lot 16-17, DL 369 $ 7,382.57 
Plan 972, Lot 18-22, DL 369 $39,915.88 
Plan 972, Block 12, 0L 369 $88,699.51 
Plan 3094, Lot 7-8, DL 369 $22,863.61 
Plan 3094, Lot 9, DL 369 $ 5,396.91 
Plan 3094, Lot10, DL 369 $ 5,718.71 
Plan PRP13764, Lot A, DL 369 $47,335.18 
Plan PRP41903, Lot 6, DL 369 $15,036.94 
Plan SP33, Lot $16, DL 838 $ 2,851.42 
Plan 4926, Lot 5, DL 977 $10,215.54 
~,  = i !  ' ; 
n i 
You, se THE Juooe 
Drunk Driver or Unlucky Overdose? 
Stan placed his purchases on the 
counter. 
The cashier smiled• =Hi Stant" 
Stan just stared ahead blankly. ~ t l  ,Judge 
The cashier tallied everything up. =Asp- 
kin, sleeping pills, cold medicine, spring 
water. Well, I hope this stuff makes you r~'¢ CLA][~[. ('IERN~TEIN 
feel better," 
Stan gave her a slight smile, "Yes," 
The cashier watched Stan walk out in a 
daze. She turned to the other cashier. 
"Hope he's okay." 
Back inside his car, Stan leaned against 
the head rest. "This is it. It's time." 
He turned the key in his ignition and 
played some calming music. 
With shaking hands, he opened the bet- 
ties of medicine and the water bottle. As if 
in a trance, he swallowed every pill. 
Then he sat back and waited to die. "1 
hope everyone will understand. I just can't 
go on like this ..." 
But Stan didn't die. Half an hour later, 
drugged out of his mind, Start started the 
car and drove off. 
Stan was oblivious to the danger he was 
creating. But the surrounding drivers and 
pedestdans wers terrified. 
The police were bombarded by calls. 
"A crazy driver is weaving from lane to 
lane." 
=Some idiot just sideswiped the parked 
cam on my streetl" 
Stan swerved into the oncoming traffic 
and hit a car. He slammed into the curb. 
The police arrived at the scene. Stan 
had gotten out of the car, and was limping 
around, stumbling and muttering• 
=1 need to wear my T.V. to cook the 
hourglass," he babbled incoherently. 
The officer put him in the squad car. 
=Looks like you're on a bad trip." 
The only thing Stan remembered was 
waking up the next day in the hospital. 
"Nooooo .... I was supposed to die. 
What a nightmare...just like the last time 
when the damn pills didn't work." 
The nurse held his hand. "Maybe 
you're meant to live..." 
Stan rubbed his eyes. "1 want to go 
home."~ 
A voice boomed from the doorway. 
"You're not going anywhere." 
It was the police officer. "You're under 
arrest for impaired driving." 
In court, Stan fought the charge. "Your 
Honour, I never meant to drive. I was try- 
ing to kill myself. I was in such an 
extreme state of intoxication that my 
actions were involuntary." 
The prosecutor was firm. "Your Honour, 
he can't use self-induced intoxication as 
a defence. That's the crime itselfl" 
Is Stan guilty of impaired driving? Youl 
Be the Judge. Then look below for the 
decision. 
SPONSORED BY 
WRIGHT & MARDIROS 
TRIAL LAWYERS 
Serving the Pactflc Northwest 
TERENCE WRIGHT 15 years experience DAVID MARDIROS 
Cr imina l  and  Fami ly  Law Civi l  L i t igat ion Abor ig ina l  Law 
Free Initial Interview for I.C.B.C. and 
Personal Injury Claims 
4730 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1T2 
Phone: 638-0354 Fax: 635-2919 
YOgi BE THE JUK~E- ~ "Ston is pllty," held Judge Smanne. "He was voluntarily hl~lred. It'o 
no defence to ea~ he didn't Intend to drive, i'm elmpMhdk: to Sto~ but he chose to lake his coddail of 
drop while h ~ ddve~ sea~ wllh the.key h rite IpIHelh ~ he Mtould hmre Imown ~ tlth suicide 
attempt mlsht fill like the last one dM." 
Today's colmn is based on a ease from Onts~o. Ifyou I~  a slnd!u pr~olem, please consull Wd~t & Mard~ in Ten'a~, B.C. We 
are proud to bflng you some d the cun'elt eBaJ Issues [mm across me coun~ 19r dlscusdon and debate. To provide compelling ent- 
rainment, we have (ktlonallted the nsmes, tile ~ and ~ scell~(~ Inthe ease, My resemblance to ieal people Is putdy eoth. 
ctdental. Inthe Intent dclad~ and btt'd~ the legal Issues In the case nave ~ pearly rMtged and simplified. Claire BemstSn Isa 
I,t~,r and nationally s,#tdlcatd coltmtnlsL Colqrl~t 200 tltz~a Et~te.~rises. CZ8.5 
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638-7283 
~KEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Les Mouches de Mai 
O h my gawd! You guys are about to 
hook onto a lot of steelhead!" 
Jean the Radiologist cocks his head, 
obviously confused. He looks at his 
colleague, Guy the Gynecologist, 
who displays the international shrug of intern- 
prehension. 
Drs. Jean and Guy know about a dozen words 
of English on a day when they're particularly 
alert. Despite the most excellent tutelage I re- 
ceived in grades eight and nine from the endur- 
ingly patient Monsieur McLean (par example, 
M. McLean: "Repetez. Je suis un garcon." Moi: 
"Wee, wee, just sweeze oon garkon.") I'm 
equally inept at French. 
The language barrier between the Frenchmen 
and me is considerable and creates all sorts of 
knotty problems. I find myself uttering idiotic 
pidgin French like, "Non, non, don't get out of 
that side of the bateau!" or "Ne wadez pus too 
deep!" Finally, I'm forced to stand within reach 
of one of them, and pray to the river gods that 
the other doesn't have a mishap. 
I point down from the bluff overlooking the 
Red Rock Pool, "Mouche du Mail" I exclaim, 
doing my best impression of the large charcoal 
mayflies with my hands as they shed their 
shucks, float around on the surface of the river 
in the cool damp air, at the mercy of the cur- 
rents as their wings dry before lift off. 
I've seen this phenomena a few times; only 
someone who spends a lot of time on the river is 
likely to. For all the Frenchmen know, it is an 
everyday occurrence, which is why they are 
confused - and probably a little::conc~rhed,,by~ 
the wild-eyed enthusiasm o f  their :guide:over-the: 
fact that some bugs are popping out of the water 
and swirling around in the back eddies next to 
the steep bank of shot rock below them. 
Bait fishers dig around in compost piles for 
worms. Fly fishers dig around in entomological 
tomes for pictures to guide in the construction of
flies. These bugs, I found out after a lot of dig- 
ging, belong to order Ephemeroptera, creatures 
as ephemeral, delicate, and as fleeting as the 
random thoughts of which daydreams are made. 
This particular genus is part of the ephemeridae 
family. It belongs to the ephemera clan and 
goes by the species name Ephemera simulans. 
Ephemera simulans and his close relations, 
are usually about five-eights of an inch, which 
is large by mayfly standards, and the Copper 
River variety (Ephemera simulans, Zymoetz?) is
even larger than that. Their wings are half the 
width of cigarette paper and look like miniature 
stained glass windows with half of the panels 
stained a translucent gray. 
In their nymphal stage, these flies use their 
mandibular tusks to tunnel into and under the 
fine sand behind boulders. At night, they emerge 
from the catacombs to prey upon smaller insects 
and other creatures maller than they. After a 
year or two of this behaviour, E. simulans leave 
home and make for the surface. This usually 
happens at night, but in the case of the Ephe- 
mera simulans of the Copper River, a gray sky 
and a windless period stimulates the emergers. 
The swim to the top is a short and troubled 
adolescence. Attracted by their undulant, eel- 
like movements, fish feed upon the emergent 
nymphs heavily. In the surface film, the emer- 
gers struggle to break free of the exoskeleton 
they wore as nymphs. When that is successfully 
achieved, a lucky emerger will find it has hat- 
ched on a warm, dry day and take off after a 
few seconds. A damp day means a perilous float 
as its wings dry. The .shucking and the floating 
are as dangerous for the may flies as the swim 
from the bottom. 
In the Copper, a few char will take 
the hapless mayflies; so will steelhead. Scient- 
ists will tell you that steelhead on't feed. For 
the most part, they are right, but when E. Simu- 
lans are on the move, they are wrong. 
"Voilal" I shout, pointing to a large bulge in 
the tail of the pool. "SeeP' I enthuse, as another 
steelhead breaks water to take a mayfly dun 
moments later. 
Now Jean and Guy are interested. I dig into 
my vest and pluck a pair of small gray surface 
flies and hand the doctors one each. 
"Zymo-mays," I tell them as they knot my 
caricatures of E. Simulans onto their ten pound 
test tippet with the special oop knot I'd taught 
them the day before. 
Guy, who is first to cast, h.as four different 
fish boil at his fly before he hooks one. As I 
goad him to play the fish vigorously, Jean hooks 
another. When Guy's fish is free, I move over to 
help Jean clambering over the red rocks like an 
A new definition of 
normal 
A year and a half after becoming a quadriplegic Alexis Ahrens is on the 
road to recovery and hitting the hiking trails in the process. 
BY SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
ALEXIS AHRENS knows normal isn't what it 
used to be. 
The 32-year-old former Terrace resident was 
paralyzed from the neck down in a car acci- 
dent in Venezuela Feb. 18, 2000 and her life 
hasn't been the same since. 
An avid hiker and outdoors person, Alexis 
thrived on getting out into the mountains• 
Before the accident, her husband Rolf and 
their two friends, Troy and Nadene Butler, 
would hike and camp together every chance 
they got. 
"We first moved to Terrace four years ago 
and we met up with them and used to go hik- 
ing with them all around Terrace," recalls 
Troy Butler. 
But that was cut short when Alexis and Rolf 
moved to Vancouver so they could recover 
from their injuries and Alexis could learn to 
live her life as a quadriplegic. 
It seemed like the group's hiking days were 
over. 
That is until about six months ago, when 
Alexis heard about an event called the Access 
Challenge while at a rehabilitation centre. 
The Access Challenge, in its third year, is 
an opportunity for able-bodied people to team 
up with wheelchair-bound people and get into 
the mountains in a hiking race. 
"It's like a mini coo-challenge," says 
Alexis Ahrens. 
The Challenge is put on by an organization 
called B.C. Mobility Opportunities Society, 
that works to enable disabled people to get out 
ALEXIS AHRENS is all smiles during the Access Challenge in Garibaldi Park Aug. 24- 
25. Shown above are Roll Ahrens (top left) Roger Chicoine, Troy Butler (bottom left) 
Alexis Ahrens and Nadene Butler. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO. 
Ahrens' team packed all their food, gear, 
camping stove and supplies on their backs 
from the bottom up. 
Meanwhile other teams opted to have their 
gear brought in to the half way point up the 
"As people are getting aches and pains and 
sore muscles it's sort of because of me. It's me 
sitting in the chair thinking, 'Oh my God I'm 
sorry, all the time.' But they are all saying 
'We're having fun, shut up!'" 
into the wilderness. , ~ trail . . . . . . .  Alexis:quicklyrstopped~:feeling badly and: 
.......... _The society, own s .eigh! .specially: designed, i "Those.teams were just.kickingil, our as'ses i. adopted,the,role:of team.motivator...! . ... , . . 
97tieelctiafff'~llt~tl Tfiflr'RTd'ers that are sturd on the wa u there and we thou ht z " ' ' ' . . . . .  ! -  r!" - ! Y Y P g :Igee , " You d0n t'know(h'o~;-tdl,/~et 'be~'4usg it s; 
enougla to negotmte reeky and root-infested we're never going to keep up with them! But not ~0rraaland ~;0uean~ asl~ t'oo ha~Jch'i": sine 
trails, then they picked up their packs and we flew says. "You feel that talking is the only way 
past them," she recalls laughing. you feel like you are contributing. 
"You don't know how to act because it's not normal and you 
can't ask too much." 
This year's challenge saw seven teams from 
throughout British Columbia converge on Dia- 
mond Head Mountain in Garibaldi Provincial 
Park Aug. 24 and 25. 
The teams consisted of four-able bodied 
people and one disabled person. 
The goal: descend an I1 kilometre hiking 
trail in the fastest ime possible. 
Troy and Nadene didn't need to be asked 
twice. They arranged for the time off, packed 
up their gear and headed south for the chal- 
lenge. 
"This was kind of neat because it was the 
first time since the accident hat we've been 
able to get out and do the things we used to 
do," says Troy Butler. 
Alexis' father, Roger Chicoine, was the 
fourth able bodied team member. 
But before the race down could start the 
group had to get to the top of the trail where 
they would spend a night camping with the 
other 31 competitors. 
The l lkm slog up the trail presented a
gruelling challenge for the motley crew. 
"It was a fairly wide trail but very bumpy, 
lots of little logs, tons of rocks," says Troy. 
"But it was wide enough to have one person 
on either side of the chair." 
It took the team five hours to get to the top 
of the trail. 
Gathered in camp, Alexis was aware of the 
toll the hike had taken on her partners. 
Because Alexis is in a wheelchair her 
teammates had to pack not only their own gear 
but hers as well - not to mention hauling her 
up the mountain. 
"As you're hiking up the trail you don't 
worry about the weight on your back because 
your legs are burning so much from pushing 
the wheel chair up the trail," said Butler. 
"When we finished, I was the most drained 
I've ever felt after any hike." 
Despite the thrill of being in a mountain en- 
vironment again with her friends, Alexis con- 
cedes the experience was bittersweet. Feeling 
dependent on others is not her forte. 
"A year and a half ago I would have been 
walking but now I'm just sitting in the chair," 
she says. 
As Ahrens starts telling the story of the race 
down, her competitive streak shines through. 
"We were going to pass a team and my dad 
was getting tired and I had to hold myself back 
and I was like, 'Come on please pass them,'" 
she says. 
And her teammates say her cheers, good 
spirits and encouragement was key to keeping 
them going at a good pace. 
The Terrace contingent made it down the 
trail in two hours and I0 minutes. They placed 
second overall and they have every intention 
of signing up for next year's race. 
The Access Challenge was more than a 
hiking trip. 
It was a big step toward a new definition of 
normal. One that includes doing the things 
Alexis used to love, just doing them different- 
ly. 
"I know I have to get to a new understand- 
ing of what normal is now," she says. 
Heinricks 
goes 
global 
LOCAL arm wrestler Alan 
Heinricks is getting eared 
up for some exciting inter- 
national competition. 
That's because he's on 
his way to Poland in De- 
cember for the World Arm 
Wrestling championships. 
He participates in the 
Canadian championships 
in Prince Albert, Saskat- 
chewan Sept. 1-2. 
He competed in the 
Disabled, Masters and 
Professional categories. 
Though he didn't place 
in the top three of those 
divisions, he says the ex- 
perience was valuable. 
He advances to the 
Worlds on a default and 
he's looking forward to 
having a broader field of 
disabled athletes to corn- 
Wakeboarder misses out on nationals 
By SARAH A. 
ZIMMERMAN 
TYLER WILSON is look- 
ing at pictures of the in- 
side of his right knee. 
Bits of ligament that 
are supposed to be flat and 
smooth are ragged, crum- 
pled and raw. 
"You hear that term 
'blown knee' and you don't 
really know what that 
means," he says holding 
up the photos. "That's a 
blown knee." 
The 22-year-old wake- 
boarder was trying out a 
new trick early in August 
when he landed it wrong 
and wrenched his knee. 
That was two weeks be- 
fore the national wake- 
boarding championships he 
was pitted to compete in. 
Earlier this summer he 
placed second overall in 
the B.C. Water Sports As- 
sociation's provincial 
championships. 
i ,  I L 
"YLER WILSON in action on his wakeboard before the August.accident' ihat 
tore ligaments in his right knee. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO. 
"I was pretty bummed," 
says Wilson. "Right when 
I was learning the most 
and riding my best - then 
everything went wrong." . 
A month after the accl- 
trying to build up more 
strength in his. knee. 
His goal for this winter 
is to get well enough to 
compete in next year's 
wakeboarding season. 
he calls a "kind of mid-life 
crisis." 
But with the help of a 
knee brace he'll be able to 
snowboard up until his 
surgery - he'll just have to 
old billy goat. When I get to Jean, Guy fastens pete against. 
, "I know I'm good en- 
onto another, The Frenchmen know one thing. 'ou 'h  with a lot more 
cast far. They land six fish and lose that many . g , - .- - 
. . . .  ,,,~,__,L . . . . .  , , .  . training in me next three 
mot©. L, eStDlen, nonl 1 aSK, . . . .  months l know I'll he 
"C'est bienl" "" - ' - - :  . . . . .  . . . . . .  " . . . . .  thuy:a~r~u,: ready,', he said.  
He also competed for 
the first time in the Pro di- 
vision on the tour. 
Things were looking 
good and then came the 
blown knee. 
dent Wilson had micro- 
scopic surgery and is sla- 
ted for another ound of 
surgery this winter, 
Smce the surgery, ~ he 
has been hitting the gym 
At first he was con- 
cerned that he wouldn't be 
able to wakeboard again 
and the thought o f  not 
doing the sport he loves 
made him go through what 
take it easy. And if all 
goes well he'll be on the 
water again next season. 
" I 've dedicated this '  
year to get it back for wa- 
keboarding." 
t t 
i 
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_~ _ ~----~) BC Newspaper Group Over 0 ,000  ads updated  dai ly  
Ig 
ACTION AD RATES 
638,,7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P .M.  
Display,  Word Classif ied and Classif ied D isp lay  
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a star hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. VeG 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE PREPAID by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Maste~card number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
lWe~k (S~ndsrd & Adve~ser) ~t inc , .gs  asTi 
(Standard & Adve~set) .~hZ~(~. r  .75 OST] 
, . .  , , .  
°Additional words (over 20~ 25¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
_~.  per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAYIANNIVERSARWCARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $8.12 c.(n 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $14.56 per column inch 
BARGAIN CORNER ADS Sale Items $50 or less advertised In 
the Terrace standard only. No on account charges, cash only, no 
phone calls. $4.67 (+.33GST) 4weeks (10 words max) 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
Classifications! 
ANNO~VCEMENT$ 616 COMMERCIAL 
10S ANNOJh~EMeqTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I l 0 ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRfff DAYS 640 MISC, FOR RENT 
t 25 CHURCH 644 M(~ILE HOMES 
130 COMING ~S 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDI,~S ACCOMMOOATI(~I 
t 45 N MEMORIAM 66O STORAGE 
$ 91) ~ NO1~CES 668 TOU;~ST 
155 O~'UARIES ACCOMMOOATIOFLS 
160 TB'~DER$ 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PE~ON4L REAl ESTATE 
210 ~USINESS PERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PR(~ERtY 
240 PER~C~IAt5 730 RD~ SAtE aY OWNER 
MBK'HANgd~E 735 HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MO61LE5 
755 OPEN I'fOU~ 
330 COMPUTERS 770 WANTED 
355 FURNmJRE 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMO//~ 
365 MISC, FOR SAtE 810 CARS FOR SAtE 
3801]MeER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 820 VANS r-oR SAIF 
I FA~M RECREA/~ 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 854 AIRCRAR" 
425 LNESTOCK 
435 PETS 858 A'r~$ 
862 BOATS/MARINE 
[NOU~rRY 866 t~kC)IORc'fC~ 
460 EQUIPMENT 870 RW5 CAMPERS 
,d70 tOGGING/TIMBER 874 RV'S 511"( WHEELS 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'5 MOTORP~MES 
EM/~OYMENT 882 RV RENTALS 
St O SUS~ESS 890 SNOWMOd~ES 
OPPORIMqlTIES 
520 CAREERS SERVICES ' ' 
530 EDUCATION 910 BUa.D~NG SER'¢~ES 
540 HELP WANTED 912 CARPENTRY 
570 nJI"(~ING 914 CHILD CARE 
580 WORK WANI1ED 920 CONSTRUCtiON 
RENTAL 932 HANDYMAN 
60=I APARTMENTS 936 JANITORIAL 
608 ~ASEMEN3 SUITE 944 MISC, SEt, VICES 
612 CA0~IS/COTrAGES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right (o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advarflsers that it is against he provincial Human Rlghls Act to discdmlnate on the basis of children, madtal 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard rasarvas the dght o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to tha News 
Service, and to repay the customer tha sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry ol an advedisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
is agreed by lhe advediser requesting space that ha liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as
Isthall be Iim ted to the amount paid by the advadlser for only one Incorract Insertion for the portion of the advartislng space occupied by the h 
omitted item only, and that here shall ba no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone. .Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #~Weekend Adver  
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No. Expiry Date~ 
VISA CI MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
6 
11 
16  
14. '71 
27 .02  
16 .O5 
2B.~,6 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. M8G 5R2 
12 
17  
14 .9e  
"27 .29  
16 .32  
28 .62  
13  
18  
1 5.25  
27 .55  
16 .59  
28 .89  
S 
S DARD 
4 
9 
14  
19  
15 .52  
27 .82  
16 .85  
29 .16  
For Ionaer ad, please use a sepal~l 
Phone F~ 
638-7283 6384 
| ~lbin tb(ee w0eks d ¢ont0ptioe A,~.:~:~. 
I(before your nolher ven knew ,~l~Jl~ 
• |~he ~,ss preg~oot ~!h youl your : ~  
I tiny henri .~.s 01re.say be0ling, :MJW~ " 
[ drluloling blood Ihrou~hnul o syslem seperole 
| from your moll~er's. 
l Twrom Pro-I~ Edua~t;on ~x. 
/~  NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE .............. 
~i!i ii)~!) ~ ~  i~i~i::)~i':i~i~:!~)~i~i: 
  !ii  ii iiiiii iiiiiiiiii!iiiii!i : ;:~4::: ; ;:2.:,.. :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Sfi~.~- Oetails and R~lrat~ at~'e 
'Recover, toDiscov~ 
~URELL BALLARD Mscd. Phd 
AQUA TINTA: A creative water- 
color course starting for begin- 
ners, Fdday September 28. 
7:30pro. Sat September 29 
10:30arn. 10 lessons $95. Sup- 
plies extra. Intermediate: Satur- 
day September 29 1-3pro. For 
more infor call MARION at 250- 
638-0718 or leave message. 
Registration by phone no later 
than September 27th. 
FIONA BAILEY and Scott 
Shannon wish to announce the 
birth of thler daughter Shaun- 
telle Monied May. Born Septem- 
ber 7, 2001 at 11:24, 71b 7oz. 
Proud Grandparents Karen and 
Wade Carper, Chris & Tom 
Shannon, Angle & Russell Bail- 
ey of Ouesnel. Welcome home 
by Aunts Nicole, Amber, Kyra, 
Brittany, Melissa, and Uncle's 
Jeff & Jason, 
I, JOHN Elias Sharyk, would 
like to announce to the whole 
wodd my undying love for Anna 
Made Couglas. Although we are 
apart right now my heart has 
been with you all along. Love 
John. 
PEDEN HILL Community Asso- 
ciation Antiques and Collecti'- 
hies Fair. September 291h. 9 -  
5pm, Sept 30th 1Oo4pm. P.G. 
roller dome $3 adults, $1 stud- 
ants, children and seniors free. 
Weekend pass $5. For more in- 
for call Mary Jane 250-562- 
8221 
- I 
155 OBITUARIES: 
Lyle Gerald Ganley 
Born in East End, Sakalchewan 
May 27, 1933. Raised in 
Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan. 
Married Edna Sawatz~ in July 
1954. Moved to Terrace 19,56. 
Worked as o h'uck driver aed 
hea,q duty mechanic until retir- 
ing in 1993. Lyle enjoyed fish- 
ing, Irm~ling, carpentry, v~siting 
family and friends. 
Predeceased by parents, 
Gerald and Martha; sister Fern 
and broiler Cecil. L,,~a , sur- 
vived by his loving w,e !dna, 
sister Doreen, dau~hlers inda, 
(Ralph}, bert, Christine (Leo- 
nard} and son Larry (b ~el), 
nine grandchildren an two 
great grandchildren, 
After a long tUnes Ly{e 
passed away peacefully inhis 
sleep August 30, 2001, 
Tliank you Io ol our family aed 
f~-ds wk:, hove d~en us supl~ 
and k~gh fis~irne. 
CALLING FOR TENDERS ~sn 
Sealad Tenders tar the |allowing Piantthg contract w[(I be received by the Olstriot 
Manager, Ministry of Forests. Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. 
British Columbia on the dates hown below: ~ B~-tsH NOTICE INVmNG APPUCATION FOR ~,~tr~V ¢ Contract: PLO3DKM-O004 located in tho SBFEP South area and Skeena nd Kitimat 
COLUM81~ r== on 251.2 hectares. 
So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the 
~roblem, contact the B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C." 
newspapers. 
|,C,:PREss COUNCIl 
201-1290 Broad Street, 
Vidoria, B.C. V8W 2A5 
!Ph. 250-384-3344 
Fax: 250-384-3346 
E-rail: council@bq)re~coundLorg 
Web: bq)r~coundl,org 
.... , ~=~ 
Notice to 
Kitselas Band Members 
! 
The Kitselas Band will be holding a Community 
Dinner and Information Meeting at the Kitselas 
Community Hall on the following dates: 
• September 25, 26 and 27, 2001 
• Dinner to start at 5:00 p.m. daily 
All Kitseias Band Members are invited to this 
three-day event. 
i , ,% 
...... 
May 29, 1916 - September 8, 2001 
Ted pa.~st~l away r~tcefidly in his ff7th y~,tr on Sel)tenti*r 
8. 2001 at d~c Rc~'aI Jubilee Hospital in ~h.'tt)ria. 
Ted will lovingly be remembered by his daughters Pat 
Ncwbigging Clln) Blanchard) of Victoria "rod Anne Mardott 
of West Vantx)uver and son John (Sherlyn') of Terrace. 
Brnther Bill of Ot'tawa. 10 gnmdchildren Patdcla. Bill, 
Dc)rothy, Scott, "ry, MlcheUe,:l~l, IIob, Gnmt and Stewart as 
wall v,.,~ 11 ~reat g~andchlldren, Ted was predect.~st:d hy hLs 
~ife Pat (1988), his Father I.kt, rrK>ther Myrtle and sLster Hazel. 
Ted was very active in the comnlnntly. He was an 
Honora~' President of fl~e Terence Jaycecs, a Past President 
cf the q~rmce and DlstdO Chamber nf Commerce, Past 
Ma.ster of Klt,~las large, a judge in the Pacific North',vest 
Music Fe,,,lival and will be remembered for the one hour 
weekly radio progJ-am he wrote, prc<luced and voiced tbr 15 
cedars on CdFW called "Jazz Taylored For You" 
A celehration of 'red's life was held on llaursday at the 
Skecna V,'dley Golf ,'rod Country Club. 
If so desired, donations can be made to the "Dare to 
[)ream Foundation." ~,~ 
locelyn & McGIIIisJ t 
• ! ! i i i • " ..=,~1 
 iii, ::jmj 
TIMBER SALE UCENCE A65011 
Pursuant o Section 20 of the Fo~estAct, a Timber Sale LJcence is beilg offered tar sara. 
Clostng Date: September 27, 2001 at 9:30 a.m. ClaVier: Kalum 
Geographic Location: 31 km Harper FSR 
' Term: One (1) year 
Volume: 15,410 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpago Rste: $14.62 per cubic rostra. 
The upset stumpaga rate was daterrplned by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferoua green sawiog grades. 
Species: Hemlock 75%, Balsam 3%, Spruce 14%, Pine 8% more or less 
Tenders wits only be accepted ffem IndivTduals or corporat~'ts registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category one (1) and/or two (2).. 
Logging System: Ground baced and Cabla (Grapple) 
This licence requires the building of approximately 0,2 kilometres of on-block roads. 
th s b cck s a resale at 33robot Sak~ Lioenoe A43352. It ceeta(.ns • 4 ha. petc.h ot~ 
Io0ged ti~ber: All wood ~'s'ds~l'W~tn the block; . :'~: U':" :~. ":-,r ,~,, ~.~ ~!'i ' 
AppSc~tiona Wit be accepted by the Otstdct Manager, Kalum Forest District, #200-5220 
Keith Avenue, Terrace, British Columbia VeG ILl  until 9:30 a,m. on September 27, 
2001. 
There Is additional matedal which the applicant must consider in their application. 
This material, app$ication forms, and other intormalton about the Small Business 
Program, can be oblained from the above Forest District Offico. Specify Timber 
Sale Licence A65011. 
ii 
Nodhern Escapes Hell tikiing Inc., have made appncanon 
to British Columbia Assels and Land Corporation, for use 
of Crown Land fo develop a hell-skiing operation on unsur- 
veyed Crown Land, Coast Range 5 in the vicinit' of 
Terrace, BC. Mountain ranges that are being propose for 
use include the Bulkley Range, the Nass Range .an¢ the 
Coast Range. An open house will be held in Terrace later 
this fall to obtain l:urther input from the public on' this 
:proposal. 
Comments concerning this application may be made to the 
Commercial Recreation Co-ordinator, Skeeno Region. ~x 
5000, S mithers, B.C., VOJ 2NO Telephone (250) 47- 
7254.  File 6406950. 
Be advised that an X respo, nses to this notice will be consid- 
ered to be part of the public record. For information, con- 
tact a Freedom of Infbrmafion Advisor, British Columbia 
Assets and Land Corporation, Skeena Region, (250) 847- 
7352. 
GING(~( ADMINISTRATION BUILDING KINCOUIH, BC 
TRADE/SUPPLY CONTRACT TENDERS 
Tenders are invited for the Trade & Supply contracts as listed 
below with regards to the above project. Tenders wi(I be received 
at the offices of the Construction Manger, not later than 2:00 PM 
local time, Friday, September 281h, 2001. 
0-6400 Casework 
07300 Asphalt Shingle 
Roofing & Flashings 
08100 Metal Doors & Frames 
08200 Wood Doors 
08520 Vinyl Windows 
08700 Finish Hardware 
08800 Glazing 
09650 Resilient Flooring 
09680 Carpet 
10100 Whffe & Tackboards 
10800 Washroom Accessories 
12505 Horizontal Mini Blinds 
14420 Handicap Lift Plalform 
15000 Mechanical 
16000 Electrical 
Tender documents con be viewed at the office of Ihe Construction 
Manager, Owner and the Construction Association Ran Rooms 
in Prince Rupert, Terrace Kitimat Prince George, Vancouver, and 
Surrey. Sets of documents are avai ab e from Ihe construction 
Manager in exchange for a $100.00 deposit made payable to 
ihe Owner. Deposits will be refunded upon retumlng the docu- 
ments in good condition to the Construction Manager, wilhin 14 
days of Tender closing. 
Consh'u~on: YELLOWRIDGE CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
Manager 84A Moody Slreet 
Pod t~,  BC, V3H 2P5 
Phone: (604] 461-6262 Fax: (604] 461.6244 
Consuhonl: DAVID NAIRNE & ASSOCIATES LTD. 
250- 171 Wml Esplanade 
North Vancouver, BC, V7M 3J9 
Phone: (604] 984-3503 Fax: (6041984-0627 
Owner: GINGOU( VILLAGE GOVERNMENT 
1304 Broad Street 
Kinco[i~, tiC, V0V 1Be 
Phone: [250) 326-4212 Fax: (250] 326-4208 
River areas, within the Kalum Forest Distr., tar planting approximately 220K t~ees 
Viewing dates: October 1 & 2, 2001 leaving Kalum Forest District Office at 8:30 a.m. 
on beth days. 
Viewing ol this sit~ prior to subm~Ing a bid Is mandatory, Viewing access is 4x4 due 
to road deactivation, 
Bidders must: 
1. have successfully completed a planting contract consisting of at least 200k trees 
in 1he pest 2 years, snd 
2. not have had morn than 2 reworks on any silviculture contract in the past 2 years, 
Deadline lot receipt of tenders ~s 3:30 p.m., October 18. 2001, at which time all ten- 
dem will be opened, 
Tenders must be submitted on the terms end in the envek~pe supplied wh~h, w~th the 
particulars, may be obtained at the time of the viewing from the Forest Officer con. 
dueling the viewing trip. Tenders wilt not be considered having any quali(ying clauses 
whatsoever and the lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. The work 
wi be administered by th'e erlt{~,h Coiombla Mintstcy o! ForeeteJ :' ~ ' "  
All inquiries sh0uid be dliecled"to'Pat Smith or Rocky Chan, Forest Technicians-' 
Contract Coerdlnetors, at the sbeve address. Phone (250) 638.5100. 
Contract award is subject to funding being available at the time. 
This solicitation is subject to Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal Trede. 
Invitation to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways Act, Section 23, sealed tenders are invited for 
the following: 
Project No: 56916-4000 
Project Name: Aggregate Production, Crushing, 
Anudol Pit, Kseadin Pit 
Contract ID: . .  441MN0314 
Location: Anudol Pit is located 0.5 km northwest 
of the W.D, McKey Bddge and approxi- 
mately 10 km east of Greenville, on the 
north side of the Nlsga'a Highway No. 
324,. Kseadin Pit Is located approxi- 
mately 8 km east of the W.D. McKay 
Bridge, 1 km south of the Nisga'a 
Highway No. 324. 
Description: Work generally consists of: At Anudol 
Pit - 75 mm Well Graded Base Course 
Aggregate (15,000 m3). At Kseadin Pit 
- 25 mm Well Graded Base Course 
Aggregate (12,000 m3). "IF ANY 
TENDER IS ACCEPTED AND A 
CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT 
ENTERED INTO, THE CONSTRUC- 
TION AGREEMENT WILL NOT BE 
SUBJECT TO THE SKILLS 
DEVELOPMENT AND FAIR WAGE 
ACT". 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender on the forms provided, will be 
received by The Ministry of Transportation at Rm 213, 
1011-4th Avenue, Prince George, BC until 2:00 p.m. 
(local time) on September 27, 2001, when tenders will 
be opened in pu bile. Fax revisions must be sent to (250) 
565-7016. 
A bid security will be required in accordance with the 
Conditions of Tender. 
A pre-tender meeting has not been scheduled. 
All interested parties are required to obtain the consent 
of the designated contact person pdor to conducting any 
on-site investigation. 
Tender documents are available between the hours of 
8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday to Friday, except holidays from the Ministry of 
Transportation at Rm 213, 1011-4th Avenue, Prince 
George, BC, Phone (250) 565-6185. For books $33.00 
Plus 7% GST and 7% PST for a total of $37.62. 
Tender documents may be ordered from all Regional 
and District offices of the Ministry of Transportation. 
Payment for tender documents can be made by cash, 
cheque or money order (Canadian funds only), payable 
to the Minister of Finance. 
To pumhase a tender document package using a ViSA or 
MasterCard, download the order form from the Internet 
htlgY/www.th.oov.bc.~lghwayu'contrecWcontmct.htm. 
Fax the competed order form and payment Information to 
(604) 660-8034. 
All purchases are non-refundable . . . .  
For further InformaUon, contact 
Dave St, Thomas -': --.":: i"' 
4825 Ketth Avenue " ' !:~. 
Terrace,Fax (250)B'C'638-6481V8G IK7 -_. : ~.:.:.,: ~ :~ ..i::-i:. ~ 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be  
accepted, 
~[ .~ Ministry of 
.., H Transportation 
L.OLUMBIA 
i' 
?ii 
l [ T [ NOTIOES I  : 
, ,  ' . . ~ .", 
Ill 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
IN 11-1E STAIE Of 
UONEL WAYNE SEARS 
also known as Lionel W. Sears, a.k,a, 
Uo~el Sears, a.k,a. LW, Sears, 
I~ceasecl LATE OF TERRACE, 
WHO DIED 23 FEBRUARY, 2001 
also regarding 
LW, Sears Auction and Supply 
'TAKE NOTICE that all persons hav- 
ing claims against he estate of ~ne 
above named must file with the 
undersigned Executor by 1 Novem- 
ber, 2001 after whkh data ~ assets 
oF t~e said estate will be distributed 
having regard only ta the claims Ihat 
I~=ve Ihen been received. 
BRIAN L SEARS, Execulor 
RR# 2 Site 38 Comp 87 
Terrace, BC V8G 3Z9 
KERMODE FRIENDSHIP So- 
ciety. Computer Courses are 
available for Beginners aPd In- 
termediates, including introduc- 
Lion to the internee, and Micro- 
soft Office programs. Half day 
course will run on saturdays 
starting on Sept 22/01. Register 
eady as there is limited seating. 
Contact Natasha Cos for more 
Into. 250.635-4906 
;i;;TiJnline 
'~ven,lerraceslanda~l,c0m 
i COURT BAILIFF SALE 
I The Court Bailiff will offer for sale by sealed bid the interest in the 
I following Judgment Debtors: Randy and Larrisa 5utherJand in the 
I following oods and cha,els, purported to be: 
i 1997 Chevrolet Ash'o 7 passenger Van All Wheel Drive, Fully 
Loaded, 
Sold on a "as is", where is basis". Sealed bids will be received at 
~e Court Bailiff's office up to ~e hour of 12:00 noon, October 1, 
2001. 
i Sale may be subject to cancellation without notice. The Court 
Bailiff reserves the right to adiourn the sate without notice and 
apply to the Court for ~urther direction if the need arises. 
Terms of Sale: Each bid must be accompanied by a draft or 
money order for 10% of the bid made payable to Cal~onia Court 
Bailiff Servlces. The 10% deposit may Be waived in special circum- 
stances. The balance of the bid, plus applicable taxes to be paid 
immediately upon acceptance of the bid, failure to do so may result 
in forfeiture o[the deposit. Highest bid not necessarily accepted. 
Please contact he undersigned 
For appointment to view contact he undersigned. 
CALEDONIA COURT BAILIFF SERVICES 
R. Smith, 250-635-7649 
155 OBITUARIES 
BRIGHT YELLOW Hot Rock 
GOWAN, BRENT Cherokee BMX bike stolen from 
In Loving Memory 4814 Warner, on sunday bet- 
of Brent ween 12-5pm. Young man 
who passed away missing his bike terribly. Re- 
September 18, 1988 ward offered. Please call 250- 
635-7115 
Little we knew, when we PRESCRIPTION GLASSES 
awoke thal morning, lost around Sept 8/01 down- 
The sorrows the day town area. Small frame glasses. 
Would bring. Call 250-635-8812 
Your death was sudden, 
The shock severe, 
To part with one, 
We love so dear, CANADA'S BEST 24 HOUR 1 
We think of you in silence. 
We often speak your name. on 1 (18yrs+) 1-888-913-8122 
We have beautiful memories from $2.00/mln. Credit card bill- 
And your picture in a frame, ing. 1-900-870-7647 $3.99/min 
Our hearts still ache, Website: www.discreettalk.com 
Silent ears still flow, INTRODUCTIONS ARE you 
And what it means single? Visit the newest meet- 
To lose you, ing place: www.Dream- 
All your loved ones know. Mates.corn 
Sadl- missed b- WANT TO meet an attractive 
; Dad KareYn Morn ~.Yusse|l j '  ante ligeht~0man? Would you 
; • "" I l mature and a man who loves to 
+ ,,-~B~,vdrle.'andFamil; ,~ J, ,' des~ri6o/~,0i~rseff'..hs "hlonest, 
I cook? I am SF, 33, looking for 
companionship, contact me at 
msrraven@vahoo.com 
WANTED: WITNESSES to an 
automobile accident on Kalum 
Hill at approximately 5:30 am. 
on August 15, 2001. If anybody 
BOOKKEEPING SERVICES: hasany information regarding a 
Set up and maintenance of your pickup truck speeding down the 
small business requirements, hill or anywhere in that area on 
Serving the Northwest for over that day and at that time. 
9 years, Phone 250-635-9592 Please call Ragbir Thandi @ 
COMMITTED TO being debt 250-638-7272. I particularly 
free but can't qualify for a con- want to thank the couple that 
solidation loan? Our Debt Man- helped me that morning. 
agement Program is not a loan. 
It is a partnerslp with you In 
your commitment to be debt 
free. We will negotiate one low- COMPLETE RESORT auction 
er monthly payment to satisfy October 6th, 5kin east of Chase 
you and your creditors. National on T.C.H . Cabins, mobiles, 
Credit Counsellors of Canada boats, docks, cabin contents, 
Inc. For more Into visit our web- Kubota tractor, John Deers 440 
site www.ncoc.ca and/or call 1- crawler, Chev 1-ton. 2nd's Past 
888-777-1747 toll free Canada Auction 250-833-1190 
Wide for the office nearest you. 
PROFESSIONAL STRING 
teacher, Teaches violin and vio- 
la. For beginners and advanced 
students. 250-635-7536 .BUNK BED for sale. In 
excellent condition. Asking 
• $100.00. To view call 638-7222. 
EVANLY.RAYS 
raled best service and m0sl acturale LARGE ONE year old sofa and 
!~it~ In Canada in 1999 +2000 over sized chair, quality made, 
* Career ~ from USA. Scotch Guarded, im- 
maculate condition, sage green. 
= Relationships ~ $800. Phone 2520-635-3179 at- 
• Spouse habits ~ ter 6:00pm. 
• Picking Lotto #'s 
• qt in 2000 
1-900.451-4055 
~14 MRS. $2 .99 /11n  - 184. 
' FLOORING COMPANY needs 
$.75sq/ft: oak pre-finished 
$2.00sqft: birch or maple un-fin- 
Ished $2.00sqff: Cherry un- 
finished $2.99sqft: 6" or 8" 
Your Welcome rustic fir $.80sqft: 5"wide maple 
'$2.99sqff. cak/maplo floating 
Wagon Hostess for 2.99sqft. tons morel 1-800-631- 
Terrace, B.C, is: 3342 
I gaytrlp $50 includ~/~ 
gear, inurunlon fi 
, V/halwveKhlng "" :" 
s d6ln end or miaaa 
Weik ai,n,et ". 
:(ell 
Paul or Gina 
638-1887; 
Sumontha 
635-5129 1= YEAR old thoroughbred 
gelding. Beautiful mover, re- 
quires experienced rider. Call 
If you are new to 250-847-3066 
Terrace or having a 15o BRED heifers for sale. Red 
baby, please call Your and white face, bred to Red 
Welcome Wagon Angus bulls. Call Roger 250- 
567-2682 Vanderhoof, B.C, 
hostess (:or your free CARIBOO SHEEP Breeders 
girls and information. ~ Assoc. 20th Annual Sheep and 
J Small Stock Sale at Williams 
.... Lake Stockyard. Monday Sept 
17, 2001. Into W.L, Stockyards 
250-398-7174 consignments 
welcome. 
FOR SALE meat goats. Boer 
6 MONTH OLD cat grey with . and Spanish bloodllnes. Breed- 
black stripes went missing 4719 Ing males and females available 
Welsh #3. Weadng purple/white and meat sold by the half or the 
collar and black collar w/ball, whole. Contact Margaret Hall at 
Call 250.615-4755. Answers to Ha,tray Farms, 250.567-3063 
Rudy-Pooh ,, Vanderhoof~ B,C, 
.. , .. 
! II 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday, September 22, 2001 
beginning at lh00 a.m. 
at 3675 Alfred Avenue (Corner of King), Smlthers, B.C. 
Former assets of Stamco Construction Ltd. 
Machinery. Tools & Materials 
Rockwell Boaver 9" Table 8each Gdnders Lunchroom Table & 
Saw Wsstcan Eloctdc Heaters Benches 
Hornebulll Shaper Propane Heatem Drafting Table chv Arm 
10-hp Rote Phase Conveder Sodium Joboight Ughls 2 Drat~ing Table Unit 
General 28° Thickness Bondlog Tool ' Floor Safe 
Planer 111e Cutter Caq0enter Tools 
Craftsman 10" RadialArm Bostich Nailers Dq~all Tools 
Saw Rooters & Bits Table Landscape tools 
Dowslt 10" Radial Arm Saw Taps & Dies Invenlon/Nails &Screws 
Dewalt 12" Radial Arm Saw Oxy-Acet, Gauges Pipe Vises 
tndus~at 1"/" Table Saw C Clamps (All Sizes) Glazers Tools 
Homebuilt M0nis & Tenon 1988 Ford 1 -ton 4x4 Flat Glass Installation Tools 
Machine Dock Pallets of Pa[nl 
Ingersol Rand S.hp air 1984 GMC 3/4-ton 4x4 Pickup Toolbox 
Compressor Diesel Pickup Blocks & Taelde 
Target Concrete Saw 14' Fmehauf Semi Trailer c/w 5.ton Hand Winch 
Diamond Blade tb0 amp San.Ice, Office, Light Fixluree & Tubes 
Keron Auto Level & Tdped Tool Storage Sump Pumps 
Air & Eloct~ Hand Tools 15.ft Rat Dock Trailer 2 Drawer Filing Cabinets 
.Huge Inventory. of Buildina Sup!:)lles & Furniture Wood 
Fir, Cedar, Yellow Cedar & Glass & Seated Units Arboudte 
Mahogany Gyproc Coves Counter Tops 
Hardy Planking Electric Supplfes Vanity Tops 
Dff Juniper Logs Pine T&G b 4xS Drawer Hardware 
Cedar Shakes Double T&G Ceramic "file & Grout 
Spindles- 34" & t2" Coo;reta Real'file Dock Railing 
Mouldings - Oek & Mahogany Ceder Panelling Conslructicn Fencing 
Edging - Oak & Took Plywood Ends Steel Post 
8 boxes of Glass SheMng Display Board Tbleposts 
Doors & Windows Rr Plywood Nuts & Bolts 
T-sat Ceiling parts Steel Lockers 
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~ Residential • commercial !~ 
(~  Call the experts for all ~!;i:? 
your lighting needs. ;', 
" /~COASl "  Ph 250 63:~28:  
/A '~  k~ ~:~[~[~[~ Fax: 12501635:1525 
L /  % 
Plus many items too numerous tomention. 
Subject to additions and deletions. 
Terms Cash 
Persons paying for major items with uneertified cheque may be 
required to leave items on the grounds until cheque clears the bank. 
w tnr~r ~ours 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 22, AT 10:00 AM 
GENERAL MERCHANDISE ,  OFF ICE  EQUIPMENT & 
TOOLS 
PREVIEW FRIDAY SEPT, 21 AT 6:00.8:00 PM & SATURDAY SEPT. 22 AT 9:00 TO 10:00 AM 
Couch & matching love seat, dressers, wall unit, coffee & end table, wicker rocker for child, rocking 
chair, lamp, Oak veneer desk & credenza, swivel chairs, stead chairs, reception table & chair, couch, 
arm chair, fireproof cabinet, 4 drawer lateral cabinets, office tables & misc. dividers, 4hp lawn-mower, 
wheel-barrow, splitters, chain saw, 15'xl 5' burgundy rug & underlay, towing rope, horse tack & saddles 
e.g.. halters bddles, home blankets, pads, saddle blankets, lead shanks etc., power tools, hand tools, 
TOOLS & MORE TOOLS 
DUE TO INCREASING COSTS A 10% BUYERS PREMIUM WILL BE APPUED TO ALL PURCHASES 
MUCH,  MUCH MORE 
Sub|ect to additions and deletions i 
3031 Kofoed, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 250-635-9452 
MI TOI  
~ ' '0011~l "~. , • Across town or the country 
~ , n~ ~, ~, • W,~ ass~st or ~oad ror you 
[~ i i -~  ~a!')~ ~ 1 2 , j ~  ~ ,ReasonableRates 
~| . I [] I AOVANCEO BOOKING DrSCOUNI 
NORTHWEST MOBILE R¥ 
SERVICE  & REPAIR 
'We come to gou..." 
Darrell Phillips 
Bonded, Uceneed 
Government Gee Certltled 
E-Mail: ~rthwedmobihrv@osg,net 
Tel: (250) 635-2132 e Fax: (250) 638-2145 
Serving Terrace and the Northwest 
TO BUY OR SELL  
A /on 
Call 638-7969 
or toll free 1-866-718-1895 
and ask far Alma 
SALES, DE. FO. tt 
Double, Do Landscaping 
DREW DELOREY 
635-2548 
KAyA~W' 
www.ker mode.net/blockfi sh 
PRUNING 
POWER RAKING 
REGULAR 
MAINTENANCE 
FENCE INSTALLATION 
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
PRESSURE WASHING 
TOPS 
TREE SERVICE 
638-8811 
Tree & Brush Chipper • Rental 
Danger Tree Removal. Topping - Shaping 
Since 1go0 - Fully Insured 
Terry Morton 
Manager 
• Stump Removal 
Stump Grtnder 
No Excavatlrr,g Below Grormd Level 
Ver~ Little Clean-u~ 
PHONIC638-0153 Ce11:615-6921 
~ Richard Straat ~"~j [
Free Estimates ~ [ 
. Custom Carpentry. Renovations • New Hones,J 
tPHONE:635-4097 CELL:615-7220 
s .W.H.  
Maso~-y  & Const ruct ion  
RREPL4CES, CHIMNEYS, BRICK, STONE, STUCCO, I~IN~NO 
DRYWALL, RENOVATIONS, CARPENTRY, CERAMICS 
O PH/FAX Harly 638-I095 
3254 Ko[oed Dr., 
Terrace, B.C. VgG 3P7 
i i Ul 
r ELECT]ROLUX® 
i Int~ritv in Product and Customer Service 
• i Authorized Dealer 
UNDA V. LAMBERT 
| E-Mail Mambed@telus.net 
i ~250) 635-4767 1-877-600-9589 
FOR QUICK sale: 1994 320 
Cat D.L with hydraulic hood. In 
excellent condition with approx- 
imately 11,000 hours. Well 
maintained, new turbo. New 
saw, worth $11,000 on ultimate 
5300 head with all updates. AI. 
lan Bradley computer. Call 250. 
785.7075 leave messa.qe. 
COOSEMANS P IANOS 
Serving the Northwelt since 1980 
Piano Tuntng 
Complete Rebuilding 
Regulating & Sd~ 
P/ano ~er~-eJ[ecM/clan 
Jo~ Coos=ram 
(230) 635-9275 
II III I III 
FULL BLOOD tarentaise and 
Angus tarentaise cross heifers 
bred red Angus. Will-tier Ranch, 
Drayton Valley AB. 1-780-542- 
6575 
HAY FOR sale. good quality, no 
rain. Square bale $4.00. Round 
bale $35. 250-635-3380 
10 MONTH old, 1001b, white 
male shepherd. Affectionate, 
house trained, c/w 4- lhr train- 
ing sessions, needs running 
room, play mate. 250-635-0177 
WANTED JACK Russell Terder 
stud for breeding. Must be black 
and white, smooth coat and 13" 
at shoulder. 250-635-6429 
YELLOW PURE bred Lab pup- 
pies registered, tattooes, all 
shots. Show and hunting quali- 
ty, serious inquiries only. 250- 
847-5115 or 250-877-9608 
(Breathers) 
1979 KENWORTH self loader, 
NTC 400, 15 speed, 2 speed 
aux, SSHD 44000, excellent 
condition. $39,500, 1986 
Brentwood short log era-axle. 
$5000. Dwain 992-2679, 992- 
7658 
LOOKING TO purchase late 
model excavator. Must have 
bush guard, 2 buckets and 
thumb. 250-963-6931 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH & 
Farm Equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters - Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan (250) 567- 
2607, 6km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, B.C. 
JOHN DEERE 2020 Cat. Hy- 
draulic blade. Good running 
condition, mechanically good. 
Location 2315 Lakelse Lake 
Phone 250-798-2528 leave 
message. 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
firewood for sale. Phone 638- 
7290. 
COFFEE BAR with high volume 
lottery sales. Excellent potential 
sales. Continually growing. 
Phone 250-635-3046 leave 
messa.qe. 
DO YOU have a nose for busi- 
ness.,an eye for a good oppor- 
tunity. Call 1-822-432-6459. 
www.achievefromhome.com 
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITY: 
Pick-a-snack business for sale. 
Territory available. Room for 
.expansion. For more informa- 
tion please call 250-635-7686 
HOME WORKERS neededlll to 
assemble our products, for free 
information send S.A.S.E. to 
Crafts, 8-7777 Keels St. Dept 
#2, Concord, Ontado. L4K 1Y7 
or call 905-866-6095 
MAKE $SO/HR reglazlng, bath- 
tubs, wall tile, sinks and repair- 
Ing & recoloring vinyl & leather. 
Training, equipment & support. 
Call 24hr rec. message, Free 
package 1-800-470-6442. Low 
investment. 
NET $2800 a month secured. 
Pit- no selling. Clientele provid- 
ed. $9995 Investment. For free 
into. 1-800-321,6126 (24 hrs) 
PROMOTIONAL CD'S any 
shape, any size, any cont- 
ent/presentation you have. Fast 
turnaround, professional quality, 
Include video, powerpoint, pic- 
tures, documents, etc. 100% 
branded to you. Packages from 
only$399.00 www.tencrow.com 
1-866-383-3111 
REINVENT YOUR FUTURE. 
For a limited time join Avon's' 
Sales Team and you'll recleve 
an absolutely FREE Starter KR. 
CALL NOW. Toll free 1-866- 
718-1895 
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2002 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have man. 2yrs flatdeck highway 
experience, able and willing to 
run Canada/USA and possess 
good references. Tom or Andre. 
800-663-0099 
WANTED : People to lose 
weight without stress. Earn $'s. 
Eat and live healthy. Call 1-888- 
304-0622. www.yourweightloss- 
now.corn 
WE NEED you to loin Canada's 
fastest growing direct sales 
company. The Pampered Chef. 
SeSng high quality kitchen 
tools, low start costs. Excellenl 
income. 250-563-8826 
WWW, BUSINESS-TRADER.- 
COM 1,300 BC Businesses for 
sale. Cost $.55 per day. View or 
Call 604-533-5577 
Northern Hearing & Safety Training 
WCB OFA Level 1 
Sat., Oct. 20 Fri., Nov. 9 ....................................... $85 
LEVEL ! ADULT CARE 
Thurs., Nov. 8 ............................................................... S95 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Sun., 0ct. 21 ................................................................. $85 
WCB OFA Level 3 c4eereoour, l,.,t.,,or 
Oct., 15-26 Nov. 12-23 ..................................... $659
WHMIS - Anytime via c0mpuler ................................... S50 
Basic Picture Framing $85+gst 
Sept 22-23 ............. Sat~Sun ........................... 9-4 pm 
rntro to Windows 9B $169 
Sept 24-0ct 3 ...... Man~Wed ....................... 7-10 pm 
Medical Terminology (non credit) $250+text 
Sept 24-0ct 29. .  Man~Wed ............... 6:30-9:30 pm 
Intro to Accounting $79 
Sept 25-27 ............ Tues/Thur ........................ 7-10 pm 
Watercolors - Flora & Fauna $65+gst 
Sept 26-0ct 17 ......... Wed ......................... 7-9:30 prn 
OFA Level I c/w Adult Care $99 
Sept27 ..................... Thur .................... 8:30-6:30 pn~ 
Before You Buy A Computer $39 
Sept27 ..................... Thur .................. ; ........ 7.10pro 
Fall Garden Maintenance $39+gst 
Sept 29 ...................... Sot ............................. 12-4 pm 
Meat Cuffing $79+gst 
Sept 29 ...................... Sat, ............ ,,;, .............. 9-5 prn 
Worksafe - Sprains/Strains $99 
Oct 2 ......................... Man ......... ,.......... "8:30-5:30 prn 
Plant Propagation . . $29+gst 
uct 3 ......................... WeCl,,.,,; .................... 6.g prn 
Recreational GPS . . . . . .  $88+gst 
Oct 2-4 ................. Tues/Thur ................ 6:30.9:30 pm 
Mgmt Skllls tar Supervlsors. Part I $459 
Oct 2-5 ................... Tues-Ffl,,, ............... 8:30.4:30 prn 
MS Access 2000 - Level I $169 
Oct 2-I I Tues/Thur ........................ 7-10pro 
~ NO~EST 
ICOMMUNITY  COLLIGI 
I~,/~5-~I 1 
Fx. ~38-5433 
IgowenC~twco.bc.ca 
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We are currently looking for 
additional working partners to Join 
I:]=I=I[41HdI:~:4~:I;II=IH0]=Isl our travel agency. The successful 
IO '~/ t ] ' . j~ l l ] . ' i | Y J " l : L /  applicant must have previous 
in~umatttr, i;[efl:tl~.~Ti,.~,,..Jl,,,~,.,~ n - -  ------- "'-'~=Y experience in the travel Industry, 
We are members of one of 
mN~t~T6.'~=q~.l~;'~r~];ll'~l'~t~ Canada's largest specialty travel 
l i t  [~'= ~ill],'~"l] I I I 1 :k~ l~ I ( =]1 i I ] l l i  [.~ I ~l e l l  ~ t]1i [ f.Il l I 
TERRACE : 
S i TANDARD 
has an opening for a 
SALES 
CONSULTANT 
The successful applicant will manage an 
es tab l i shed account  l ist  and will be 
expected to develop new cl ients.  
This is a challenging position for the r ight 
appl icant and offers an extended range of 
benefits. Must  have vehicle and clean 
drivers licence. 
Please send resumes to: 
Br ian Lindenbach, Sales Manager, 
The Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
~SAAN STORES CANADA 
SMUT Stores Ltd. is now accepting applications for the position: 
MANAGER TRAINEE/MANAGER 
Responsibilities Include: Developing and maintaining effective 
and profitable sales practices, recruitment, scheduling, store 
presentation, coaching and training of staff through our Sales and 
Service Excellence program. 
Qualifications: 
.Retail managerial or supervisory experience preferred 
.Strong interpersonal skills 
.Remits oriented, effective coaching and organizational ski ls 
.Desire to achieve success within a team environment 
• Must he willing to relocate 
We offer good working conditions and company benefits. Please 
forward in strict confidence your esume with salary expectations to:
SAAN STORES LTD., 
4645 Greig Avenue/ 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 5P9 
Atten: Thomas  Ballinger 
We wish to thank all applicants, but only those selected for an 
interview ill be contacted. | 
i " l i ' "  ' i l i l ' " '  ; l l  ~ ' : * "  ' " " . . . . .  " " II 
c I entral interior Mop_~Jngl co,, Ltcl. NOrth  r~ef  D r i v e , ~  D,C ,  V2 J  1 z2  
Forest Technicians 
Full time temporary, could revolve to full time 
position(s). Experience required in probing, layout, 
traversing and cruising and other related skills. 
Wages commensurate with experience. Post 
secondary education (Technical or universily) an asset. 
Silviculture Surveyors 
Experience in stocking and Free-growing is essential. 
Other forestry experience is considered an asset. The 
position is expected to last until the end of November. 
Please mail, fax or Email references to: 
Cenlral interior Mapping Co. Ud. 
535 North Fraser Drive, 
QuesneJ, B.C. . . . . .  
v2J 
cimco@goldcily.net 
Ph:(250) 992-6871 Fax: (25) 992-6891 
Attn: Roland Jarrett 
i 
0"  SUPPORT 
COUNSELLOR 
The Terrace Sexual Assault Centre is a Specialized Victim's 
Assistance Program operated by the Kson House Society. The 
Sexual Assault Centre provides services to victims oF sexual 
assault including adult survivors of chiM sexual abuse, and pro- 
vides ustice related services to assist victims of wife assault and 
child sexual assauh/abuse. Th s ncJudes victims of crime who 
may choose not to be [nvo[ved with the crimlnal justice system. 
Ksan House Sociely is seeking a dedicated and motivated 
individual to fill the position of full time SuppoTt Counsellor. This 
is a unionized position with wages and benefits as per BCGEU 
Collective Agreement. 
QUALIFICATIONS: A degree in social work, counselling or 
extensive related training and experience in crisis management, 
sexual assault, wife assault or child sexual abuse. 
APPUCANT5 SHOULD POSSESS: .- 
- The ability to dellver one on one counselling w;Ihin a feminist 
lromework 
Strong counselling and crisis intervention skills. 
: Knowledge of groupprocess and facilitation techniques. 
• Ski[Is in assessment, he ability to keep current and accurate 
rules, an understanding of statistical moniloring and 
presentation. 
• Excellent communication skills and nbillty to work in a team 
environment. 
i Organizational and time management skills. 
Unc]erstonding of the legal system as it relates to victims. 
Knowledge of community agone|as and ability to work 
effectively with same. 
Employment is conditional pending results of a Criminal 
Record Search and the employee will be required to sign an 
Oath of Confidentiality. 
Only those selected for on interview will be contacted. 
Send resumes, with cover letter, by noon September 27 to: 
Ksan House Society 
4724 I=zelle 
Terrace, BC V8G 1T2 
Altn: Kristi Hanna 
i I , i j~ .  
Hairstylists & Estheticians 
NEEDED IMMEDIMEL¥ 
Full and part time positions available. 
Must be experienced and licensed. 
Please apply in person with resume to: 
4718 B I.azelle Avenue, Terrace 
HAIRSTYrlNG & DAY SPA 
i 
HEALTH COUNCIL  
HOUSEKEEPING/LAUNDRY AIDE 
Casual Housekeeping/Laundry Aide required" to work at 
Terraceview Lodge. Must have the physical ability to carry 
out the duties, of'the position. Ability to work with minimal 
'supervision."(~'alifications are Grade 10 er an equivalent 
combination of education, training and experience. 
Building Service Worker I course would be an asset. 
Qualified applicants to submit a resume in confidence to: 
Human Resources, Terrace & Area Health Council, 4720 
Haugland Avenue, Terrace, B.C., Canada, V8G 2W7 
Phone (250) 638-4026 Fax (250) 635-7639 
e-mail hr@tahc.com 
W/gltg 
store is looking for a self- 
outgoing, team member. 
md interest of fishing/huntlng 
n asset. Wage dependent on 
'lease submit resume with hand 
(alter and references to: 
Box 18 
andard, 3210 Clinton Skeet 
trace, B.C. VSG 5R2. 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family 
& Community Services 
Chi ldren & Fami l ies :  Responsible for recruiting; 
developing and maintaining a range of resources in 
which to place Children in Care. This position moni- 
tors services provided, supports the resource provid- 
ers and liaisons with staff in providing child protection 
servioes. Conducts adoption home studies and mak- 
ing recommendations for approval and liaisons with 
non-residential contract resources, may be required. 
Extensive job description is available on request. 
Qua l i f i cat ions :  Bachelor of Social Worker degree 
or equivalent is required, experience In child welfare 
social work is required. At least one year working 
experience is required working in First Nation's com- 
munities, organizations and families. Must be wilting 
to train and travel is an asset. Applicants subject to a 
criminal record check. 
Preferences wil l  be given to applicants who are 
Aboriginal or visible minoritlee. 
CLOSING DATE: September 28, 2001, 4:30 pm 
LOCATION: Dease Lake Office 
ATTENTION: Sharon Bryant - Executive Assistant 
FAX: (250) 638-8930 
PHONE: (250) 638-O451 Toll Free: 1-888-310-3311 
• COMMERCIAL PILOT 
TRAINEE POSIT ION 
The Skeeno Notive Development Society hot an immediate 
vacancy for 1 Commercial Pilot trainee position through one of 
i~ communily business partners. The position will be located out 
of Terrace and the incumbent will be expeded to be avoilob~e 
from this location. This has been identified as an employment 
equily position for people of First Nations or Inuit descent, living 
w~ .~in Ihe Skeena Native Development Society's ervice area.. 
The Applicant MUST HAVE lhe following qualifications: 
• Grade 12 (Preference given to applicants with higher 
grades especially in English, Math & Physics.) 
• Valid BC Driver's Ucense. 
• Minimum Age of 18 y~ars 
• The Skeena Native Development Society is a corporation 
that services First Nations and Inult People and provides 
" oppodunities for employment and training. 
It will be expeded that the applicant first successfully pass the 
Ministry of Transport Class 1 physical examination. 
Formal training will take approximately 1 year to completion, 
following which the trainee will be exp':tool to take the oilot's 
flight exomlnotion. The trainee will assist" in a "ground-up" 
relationship with the company, including office and maintenance 
routine wflen required. Upon. successful completion of flight 
training and position availability, the successful incumbent w I 
perform routine line pilot duties along with other duties as 
required. 
The applicant must display a professional afllude and 
appearance, wilh strong people and o~ganizational skills. 
Only those people who meet these qualifications will be 
contacted for a subsequent interview. Telephone inquiries may be 
made by calling the SNDS office at (250) 635-8733 and ask for 
John. If you ore seriously interested in pursuing thh exceient 
career opportunity, please apply by submitting a covering lelter, 
resume with references and a copy of your educational 
tran~rlpts to: 
Ms. Diane Lukasser 
Administrative Assistant - Private Sector 
Skeena Native Development Society 
PO Box 410, Terrace, BC, VSG 4B1 
or Fax 250-635-1414 
Deadline for applkatlons ts; October 5, 2001 
i i i i  i i I 
I 
| J  HAIRSTYLIST I |  
I I  REQUIRED I| 
II Experience hairstylist II 
II needed.  ust be I I  
II to work with minima) I I  
II supervision. Apply inll 
I I  person with resume to: II 
I t  4621BLakelseAvenue II 
% NO PHONE CAI.tS PI.F.ASE~41 
SLOCAN 
GROUP 
Slocan Group 
aueanel Division 
Has an opening for a 
Certified Planerman 
Maintenance Technician 1 
Or Certified Millwright 
with Planer experience 
Quesnel produces mainly 2x4 
and Export stock. 
IWA wages and benefits apply. 
Please contact: 
Sfocan Group - Quesnel Division 
1920 Brownmlller Rd. 
Quesnel, B.C. V2J 6S1 
Tel: (250)992-5581 
Fax: (250)992-8520 
IN SMITHERS 
AGGRESSIVELY 
SEEKING 
oAutobody  
Techn ic ian  
• Serv ice  Adv isor  
• 2 r id  YearApprent i ce  
oSa les  Person  
Competitive wages offered. 
To contact Phone 250-847- 
2241, 1-800-663-7765, 
Fax 250-847-4653 
Mail: Hoskins Ford Sales 
Ltd., Box 400, Smithers, 
B,C., V0J 2N0 
EMAIL: 
,. H0sk!ns @ mall.bulkley.net 
Full Time Youth Addictions 
~ F~'s~rc~s  Ltd. Outreach Counsellor 
Seeking qualified and exl~denecd applicants for a full-time position within our 
youth alcohol and drag treatment program (reVision), as Youth 
,~ddictions/Outrcach Counsellor. Successful applicants will possess excellent 
one-to-one and group coanse[ling skills, ouffe~ch experience with youth at risk, 
peer support group development exl~rience, xcellent communication skills 
(including computer skills), reliable vehicle with ability to travel. 
Minimal undergraduate d gree required. Salary commensurate with 
experience. BCGEU membership r~uircd. 
Start date to be negotiated, closing date for cover letters and resumes 
September 28, ZOOL Only short listed applicants will be contacted. 
Applications to: Margaret Clark, Program Manager 
PC Box 6041, Williams Lake, BC V2G 3W2 
Fax: 2~0-392-3109~ ecfr@mldbc.eam 
r POSTING ' 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is accepting 
applications from self-motivated, energetic and creative 
feminists to Deliver A Child And YouH~ Safely Program. This 
12 rnont~ program is designed to promote I~e empowem]ent 
of ch Idren ana youth in particular young women. The Safely 
Awareness Coordinator will work to improve chlJdren ancJ 
youth personal safe~ " awareness and practice. The 
successful applicant will ideally be suited to deliver child and 
youth proflrams from a feminist perspective and have an 
understan~ng of working within a collective framework. 
Responsibilities will include: 
Delivery of safe.ty pr~rams for children and youth 
Coordination of workshops, community events and training 
for children, youth, parents and camgivers 
Networking with rerevant child and Youlh safely programs 
on local, regional, provincial, national and international 
levels 
Researching feminist approaches to child and youth safety 
Administration of child and safety program (budgeting, 
reporting, evaluating) 
The successful applicant must possess: 
Minimum past-secondary c]egree or equivalent work or 
community experience in a related field 
A Feminist perspective 
Knowledge of" and experience with delivery of safety 
programs, self-defense 
Experience with children and youth in individual and 
group settings 
Demonstrated ability to work with community groups 
excellent organizational skills 
Demonstrated research, written and interpersonal 
communication skills 
Ability to work both independently and as a team member 
within o feminist collective framework 
Knowledge of financial accountobilily practices 
g Knowledge of child and youth safety issues and community 
resources 
This is a full-time, 12 month term, (35 hours per week), 
unionized position. Employment is contingent on acceptable 
results of a criminal check. Hourly wage is $18.97. Resume, 
with cover letter, should be addressed to the Hiring 
Committee, Terrace Women's Resource Centre, 4542 Park 
Ave. Inquiries may be directed to Liza at 638-0228. Closing 
dote for applications is September 28, 2001. ., 
The North West Health Authorities are Implementing a vision for health service delvery In the North West 
Region of British Columbia. As a member health authority, the North West Community Haalth Servicas Society 
provides regional programs and integrates these programs with the other health authorities to deriver eglon- 
wlda health services. 
The North West Community Health Services Society Is inviting applleatlons for the positions of Mental Heallh 
Clinicians in the following locations. (Competition #NW01:033 - regular full-time based in Terrace. Salary 
range: dependent on union agreement; Competition #NWO1:OS$- mgutar part-time based In Terrace at 
Birc&wond~ P~tace,,Sata.ry range" ~$21 83 .-. $27 03 J~0r itm~ ,ap~ Co.m,.,~flitton #NWO1:024 - regu ar tulHime"' 
ba ~J In Pdnce lqupert. Salary range::dep~ndent o  5nlon agreement). • . ' : r . . . .  
In all of these positions you will: • provide ongoing intensive Outreach Care to the most sedously mentally Ill 
adults • design, implement, and monitor Individual patient plans to maximize community functioning and reduce 
re-hospitalization • work as a member of a multi-disciplinary community mental health team • act as a consultant 
educator In the area of mental health nursing ° contribute to the development of community mental health 
programs and, • perform other elated uties. 
Qualifications & Experience: (Competition #NW01:024 & Competition #NWOf tO33) - Applications are 
encouraged from Nurses, Social Workers, Occupational Therapists, Recreational Therapists and M.A. level 
Psychologists, with extensive clinical experience providing services to Individuals, groups and families with 
severe mental health Issues. 
Qualifications & Experience: (Competition #NW01:055) - Licensed to practice nursing In the province of 
Bdtlsh Columbia under the Registered Nurses Act with extensive clinical expadenee providing services to 
Individuals, groups and families with severe mental heallh Issues. 
Travel may be required and you may be required to use your own vehicle on Society business. Transportation 
arrangements must meet operational requirements of the Scolety. The successful applicant Is subject to 
satisfactory references including acdmlnal record review. 
A job description may be obtained upon request. Your appllcat!on must cleady Identify how you meet the 
posted qualifications. 
Please direct all Inquldss quoting the appropriate competition #to: Human Resoumee, North West Community 
Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C., V6G 4T2. Tell (250) 636-2220; 
Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-malh human.re~ources@nwch.heet.b¢.ca, alum until suitable candldate~ are hired. 
The Society thanks all applicants for their Interest, however, 
• only those who are se/ected for an Inten4ew vJ//be contacted. 
I I  I I 
,~-~'.!; 
Located halfway between Vancouver, BC and Banff, Alberta, the Okanagan and 
Similkameen Valleys are a picturesque area famous for wineries and fruit growing 
operations. Penticton has a population of 30,000 with the hospital serving a population 
of 80,000. The surrounding area provides great recreational opportunities both in winter 
and summer. For more information on the City of Pentlcton, please visit 
www.city, penticton,bc.ca. 
Full-Time, Part-Time Permanent RN & LPN Positions 
The PenUcton Regional Hospital, which has 129 acute and 130 long-term cam beds, Is 
part of the Okanagan Similkameen Heaith Region. We are dedicated to excellence in 
health care and provide quality health services through a network of acute, extended 
and intermediate care facilities and s host of community service programs. The hospital 
currently has openings In the following areas: 
• Emergency Room • Coronary Care • Ontology , PARR 
• Medical • Obstetrics , Aml3u~atory Care , Surgical 
• Gyr~ocology • Pediatrics • Extended Care • ~ 
• Nursery • Renal/Hemocli~!ysls • Rehabilitation 
We are  a dedicated tesm of professionals, committed to excellence In health c,~re, " 
If you am interested In Joining our organization, please submit your resume tot 
Human Resoumes Service Cent~ Penticton Regional Hospital 
EDUCATIONAL TOYS! Enrich 
your family life with The World 
of JOCUS. Quality educational 
toys, games, & crafts, consult- 
ants needed in YOUR area Joy 
1-800-361-4587 #9484 
TRAIN TO work in the comput- 
er Industryl Network Techni- 
cian, Computer Technician, 
Programmer Analyst, Office Ad- 
ministrator. For program or 
student loan info call our CDI 
College- Abbots/oral Campus- 
toll free 1-888-229-1555 
' ACCESS TO computer? Work 
online. $25-75/hr. Earn up to 
$800-$1500 Part-time $2000- 
$5000+ full time. www.dream. 
extra.corn 1-800-395-8438 
ATrENTION: WORK from 
hemal Earn $450 - $1500/mo. 
Part time or $200 - $4500/mo 
full time. 1-800.211-6276 
www.earnmoney-fromhome 
.com 
AI"rENTION: WORK from 
home. Earn $450 - $1500/m0 
P/t. $2000 $4500 Fit. 
www.Plan500.com or 1-888- 
339-8256 
BREAKFAST DINNER dining 
room cooks required at For- 
eater's Restaurant. Applicants 
should have experience in high 
volume breakfast or dinner lo- 
cation. We offer excellent hourly 
rate, tip pool benefit, extended 
health & dental. Excellent work- 
ing conditions with advance- 
ment opportunities. Watch for 
our Salmon Arm location open- 
ing mid October. Apply 1250 
Rogers Way, Kamloops, B, C. 
Fax 250-372-5370 Atten: Harry 
Passek 
570 TUTORING 
CARETAKER FOR townhous- 
es In Houston, good people 
skills, likes painting and general 
maintenance. Fax resume to 1- 
604-214-2917 
CASUALS REQUIRED- Home 
Suppert Workers. Cadng de- 
pendable individuals who have ' 
a Home Support Worker/Nurses 
Aide certiticate or a nursing' 
background and enjoy working 
with clients in their homes. Ve- i 
hicle required. Apply at Terrace 
Home Support Services, 4720 
Haugland, Terrace, BC 250- 
638-4013 EXPERIENCED CARPENTER 
Richard Thomton Construction. 
Available for renovations, re- 
pairs or new construction. 25 
years experience.Call Richard 
250-638-8526. 
COASTAL BUS Lines requires 
school bus drivers on a casual 
on call,basis. Qualifications: 
minimum class 2 with Air, clean 
ddvers abstract. Your •resume 
and drivers abstract can be 
dropped off at 4904 Hwy 16 W, 
Terrace, B.C.This position Is 
ideally suited for a person look- 
LUCKY GARDEN looking for 
pit delivery person. Must have 
own transportation. Please 
phone 250-638-8897 or come in 
person to 4660B Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace. 
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNI- 
TYI Leading manufacturer look- 
ing for sales representatives for 
B.C. Intedor. Dealership possi- 
bilities for the dght people. 
Send resume to Box 220, Lac la 
Hache, B.C., Vok 1T0 or emall: 
white2blnternet.net 
OWN A computer? Earn online 
$1500 $5000. Log on 
www.earnglobalty.net Toll free: 
888-707-0715. 
TUTOR FOR our correspon- 
dence program at Kermode 
Friendship Society. Qualifica- 
tions: Minimum Grade 12 Aca- 
demic completion, computer 
skills, and experience with as- 
sisting young people. Closing 
date September 20., 2001. 
Contact person: Codnna Mor- 
hart@ 250.635-4906 
WAITRESS, BARMAIDS, 
cooks required for well estab- 
lished restaurants in Alberta. 
Hardworking and upbeat an as- 
set. Excellent advancement op- 
portunities and wages. Please 
call Chef Michael. 780-778- 
8600 
WELCOME WAGON has open- 
ings in the Terrace area for a 
community minded person. This 
position is P/t and requires a 
car and a typewdter/computer. 
Must be self-motivated, team 
player and sales experience an 
asset. Send resume to: Wel- 
come Wagon, Site 7, Comp 81, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R6 
I TUTOR math, physics, and 
engineering for grades 11 and 
12, and post secondary. $15/hr. 
Call Sidney 250-635-2695. Free 
science fair consult for grades 
11 and 12 
PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL 
TUTORING available Monday 
to Friday. math, science, eng- 
lish, history - others if needed. 
Have tutodng certificate. For in- 
quiries 250 635-3790 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
New Freightliner with 32' or 28' 
fully enclosed trailers to protecl 
your goods across town or 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town. Laundry facilities. 
Re/reqd.Available immediately. 
250-615-7665 or 250-635-5653. 
2 BEDRO01~ apartmenti'new 
carpets, paint, storage room 
and laundry facilities. Available 
Oct 1st. $500/mo. 250-638- 
1115 or 250-615-9772 
3 bedroom Ground level. F/S, 
W/D. No pets, no parties, no 
smoking• Available immediately. 
250-635-9684 
BACHELOR SUITE. $375/mo. 
Heat, cable and light included. 
4520 Ll,le Ave. Phone 250-, 
615-9968 
CLEAN LARGE upper 3 bdrm 
apartment in Thornhlll. F/s, w/d, 
no pets. $750/mo. $375 dam 
dep, heat included, not suitable 
for small children. Call 250-635- 
2469 
FOR RENT A new 2 bedroom 
apartment suite. 2 floors, very 
clean & quiet area. Comes with 
fddge, stove, washer & dryer. 
No pets pleasell Available Im- 
mediately. Phone 250-635-4571 
FOR RENT in Thornhill a 2 
bdrmapartment. $400/mo + DD 
& utilities. Fla. No pets. Call 
250-635-6851 
FOR RENT two bedroom 
apartment. Downtown location. 
Available September 1st. Refer- 
ences a must. 250-635-2360 
FRESHLY PAINTED 3 bed- 
room condo fenced backyard, 
f/s. Next to Farmers Market. 
Available Sept 15. No pets. 
Phone 250-635-3042 
HALF MONTHS FREE AVAIL- 
ABLE immediately two bdrm 
apartment. Hot water included. 
Rec facilities on site laundry 
$525. Call 250-638.0404 
NEAR NEW, bdght, spacious 2 
bdrm apt. Onsite caretakers, 5 
appliances, NG fireplace, mini 
storage, NO pets, references 
required. $750/month. 250-635- 
6248 
ONE BEDROOM apartment 
available October 1st. $550/mo 
includes f/s. w/d, secured entra- 
nce, blinds, paved parking. 
Downtown, clean, new. N/s, no 
pets. Damage deposit plus re/ 
req. 250-635-1622 or 250-635- 
2250 
ONE BEDROOM apt. Cable 
and laundry facilities. New man- 
agement on site. No pets 
please. 250-615-5441 
QUIET AND clean 2 bdrm 
ground level apartment. No 
pets. laundry and recreation 
facilities, secudty entrance, re/ 
req. reasonable rent. Available 
October 1/01 Phone 250-635- 
1126 
TWO BEDROOM apartment Al"rENTION:Drlver Training 
In.q for occasional work. across country. Will assist, or available October 1st. $650/mo. 
CO~TgSP.'r ==B==nVU~=M'r load for you. 1 ton Cube van for includes w/d, f/s, gas fireplace, 
O,,,~,,~;nttl~s . k,~,~i,.:~;,i;.~ rbnt for Terrace"m0ves. Rea- ', bllnds~: secured, entrance 'and. 
r~ inn  I::nnin~r Pmf~rr~d~n o~l~blerates. Nowpccepti0g "p =parking; Downtown n 
~ineedng contractors must have ,~VI,S.,A.', .:_Ca!/250-61_5:0002 or new and clean b utidln~...N/sn 2 
,~ = . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . .  ~..= Cellular ;~bU-538-6969. pets. uu plus .re! req. ZbU-f~b- g-,~ yg¢~l~l I, JlU~/GOOl¥O IIIgf=*lll~lll" ~ . . . .  
l ~'z or 250 635 2250 cal engineering experience ape- SMART PAINTING Residential, . " " 
cific to rotating equipment such 
as ddves and the use of hy- 
draulics in an industdal manu- 
facturing enterprise. Famitiadty 
using AutoCAD V14.0 or 2000 
in the draflJng and design of 
Machine Centers, rotating 
Equipment and/or Transfer 
Equipment are definite assets. 
Mechanical Draftspersons: Pre- 
ferred minimum 3-5 years 
• design drafting expedence us- 
ing Auto CAD V14.0 or 2000 in 
the drafting and design of rotat- 
Ing parts of Machine Centers 
and/or Transfer Equipment. At- 
tentlon: CAE Inc., Dwight Guy, 
PC Box 8, Salmon Arm, BC 
V1E 4N2 Tel 250-833-3107 
Fax :  250-804-4015 Email: 
dwlqht.fluy@caenewnes.com 
EXPERIENCED BUTTON top 
operators and experienced 
picker truck operators, for work 
in the Athabasca area. Phone 
780-525-2110 
EXPERIENCED SERVER min 
19 years old. =Serving It Right" 
Certificate Some split shifts.16" 
hrs+/week 250-635-6767 to ar- 
range an interview. 10:00am to 
2:00pm 
EXPERIENCED,' QUALIFIED 
residential sheet metal Installers 
required ASAP. in Vernon, B.C. 
Apply with resume & cover lett- 
er via fax 1-250-549-1115 
GET OUT of the rat race, work 
online. Eam $500 - $2000+ (f/t, 
p/t) www.hugedreams.com. 1- 
888-840-3723 
JUNIOR REPORTER- PHO- 
TOGRAPHER The Calendonia 
Couder in Fort St. James has 
an immediate opening of an ad- 
venturous junior reporter pho- 
tographer. This is a position for . 
a journalism graduate willing to 
learn, in a hands-on environ- 
ment, all there is to learn about 
community newspapers. Duties 
will include covedng police re- 
ports, community and school 
events, politics, entertainment, 
forestry, sports and wdting a 
once weekly column on every- 
day people. Successful applic- 
ants will have their own car and 
camera, and knowledge of 
working In a Macintosh environ- 
ment. Above all, the successful 
applicant must have strong wdt- 
Ing and communication skills 
. and the ability to find news even 
when there isn't any. If you 
think you are the dght person to 
deliver all the news to the his- 
todcal community of Fort St. 
• James, please send your re- 
sume, wdtlng and photography 
samples and a cover letter to: 
Darcy Wiebe, Publisher, Onl- 
meca Express, Caledonia Cour- 
ier, Box 1007, Vanderhoof, B,C. 
V0J 3A0 emalh express 
@hwy16.com Phone 250-567- 
9258 Fax: 250.567-2070 
: : 604 1 ! I I  
APARTMENTs".. .  
608 BASEMENT 
SUITE 
LICENSED HAIR stytilst re- 
quired In Burns Lake. Call days 
1-250-692-8544 or Eves 1-250- 
692.3221 
commercial,  intedor, extedor, [IJ 
experienced painting contractor 
all paint 10% discount from sup. HUNTINGTON 
plier. Seniors 15°/o discount on III APARTMENTS 
labour. Professional quality 
work. Reasonable rates. Free II[ Taking Applications 
able.eStimateS'Call KadReferences250-615-0199avall" ']l]" Now 
Ill for 1 & 2 
iii Ill/ Bedroom suites 
RTMENTs  ill Clean, quiet renovated suites 
5: :i ~ :~ ; : [.Ampleparking 
l ~ e  / '  Laundry facilities on each floor 
Immed. On site management. ' [ .  Close to schools & downtown 
250-635-6929, 250-635-5136 or [ .  On bus route 
635-6428. | .  Security entrance 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On / ° On site management 
site management. Re/ reqd. /°Nopets 
250-635.6428 or 250-638-0015 ! ° References requlred 
or 250-615-0345 To v iew call 
2 BEDROOM apartment in 638-1748 
Thomhill, near transit, re/ req. 
;325/mo. 250-638-0438 
i
- ~ 
~ 
- 35.6, 
r - -  
l 
APARTMENTS-TERRACE I • 
NEWLYRENOVATED2Bedr°°mAptsI' Summit Square 
$500 per month I 
• Free hot water/recreation |
• Close to school and hospital |
• Secudty entrance I 
Call collect (250) 877.-6773 1 
PARK MANOR APTS. 
2 Bedroom Apart., 
$600.00 month, includes 
heat. Close to swimming 
pool & downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Phone 635-3475 
CUNTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING APPUCATIONS 
FOR A BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00  monlh .  
AND ONE BEDROOM APT. 
sSO0.O0 month. 
One bl~ from swimming me. 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
APARTMENTS II 
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. II 
On Sit Managemen! II 
S.ecurily Entrance with II 
Undercover Parking II 
Laundry facilities on I| 
each floor I|" 
On Bus Route II 
• No Pets II 
To View a Clean & Quiet I i 
Building o_nlhe Bench I! 
,638-8554- II 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
• 24hr Video Surveillance 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
A TWO bedroom bachelor su- 
ite available October 1st. Newly 
painted, lots of light, w/d ac- 
cess, hydro included. No smok- 
ing, no pets, no partiesl Good 
references a must. $450/mo 
Appt to view call 250.615-5590 
Prefer students. 
1 BEDROOM suite in new 
home In Thomhlll. F/s, w/d. cov- 
ered parking, ground entrance 
on quite street near golf course, 
utilities included. No pets. N/s 
$525 plus damage deposit. 
Available immediately Phone 
250 635.5413 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT su- 
Ite.$525/mo, Closetotown and 
school. Phone 250-635-1921 or 
250-635.9069 
2 BEDROOM ground level su- 
Ite, Includes f/s, dishwasher, 
w/d &ng fireplace, fenced yard 
ovedooklng the Skeena River, 
$650. Available Oct 1. Call 250- 
638-8093 
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: BUSINESS EDUCATION 
OPPORTUNITIES BE an INTERIOR 
FIND NEW CLIENTSI Use DECORATOR with our 
the most powerful unique home-study course. 
classified system In Call for your Free 
Canada and reach millions brochure. 1-800-267-1829. 
of readers. Intrigued? Sheffield School of 
Contact this newspaper Interior Design. 1304 - 38 
and ask about Network McArthur Ave., Ottawa, 
Classifieds. Or call 604- ON K1L6R2. 
669-9222 ext.3. JOBS WITH ADVENTUREI 
L O V E. . .  C L O T H E S ? if you are ready for a great 
EXTRA Income? Trips? job with challenge and 
Balance Fashions Is one of excitement, applications 
the most successful home- are now being accepted for 
based clothing companies training with Job placement 
In Canadian Fash!onl assistance. Visit ue on the 
Gorgeous clothing plus web or call toll-free today. 
accessories. Askabout our wwW.tourismcollege.com, 
all new Casual Consultant 1-800-668.9301 Canadian 
programl Toll- free Tourism College. 
1 -877-565-5646.  
www.balancefashlons.com EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CONTRACTS NOW 
AVAILABLE for the 2002 
season to grow Echlnacea. 
Guaranteed prices. For 
more Info call Get Real 
Natural Home & Body 
Products, 780-499-7111 or 
780-997-4376. 
SUNSHINE VILLAGE 
SKI Resort, Banff, 
requires enthusiastic, 
well-presented, reliable 
cuslomer service staff for 
all positions. Reply: 
online application form 
www.skibanff.com or fax 
403-762-6513. Emalh 
sunshlnehr@skibanff.com. 
Phone 403-762-5546. 
TIA WEAR FRANCHISE 
opportunity. Home based, 
nylon webbing product 
line, training provided. PRIME STAFFING 
Excellent profit margin, SERVICES. Attention all 
wholesale market. Send trades and skilled workers 
address for In[ormation Jobsavallable In Edmonton 
package. Fax 1-604-898- & Area. Top Wages, No 
1283.tie@look.ca Fees. Phone 780-425- 
GREAT CANADIAN 4868, Fax 780-425-5582, 
Dollar Store franchise emall info@primestaffing.ca 
oppodunltles. Investment THE WEYBURN REVIEW 
based on store size. requires a reporter/ 
Member of CFA, RCC and photographer with two or 
IFA. #302 - 31 Bastion more years experience. 
Square, Vlctoita, BC, V8W Excellent knowledge of 
1J1. Fax 250-388-9763. the English language, 
W e b s I t e : photography skills & 
www.dollarstores.com. Photoshop • a must. 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY Complete benefits & 
RESTAURANT FOR pension package available 
LEASE at busy truck stop with a gas & camera 
In Fort Nelson B.C. Must allowance. Applicant must 
be an experienced have a reliable vehicle for 
operator. For more Info call transportation & must own 
Emil @ (250) 774-7270. a 35mm camera. Wage 
commensurate with 
FREE 128 page "Career experfence & education. 
Opportunities" Guide Send resume to'. Patricla 
shows you how to train at Ward, The Weyburn 
home for top paying jobs. Review, Box 400, Weyburn 
Earn More. Call Granton SK, S4H 2K4, or phone 
Institute today at 1-800- for an appointment 
361-1971 for your free 306-842-7487, e-mall 
guide, dward @weybumrevlew.com 
COMMERCIAL CANARCTIC GRAPHICS, 
PROPERTIES Yellowknife, NT is the 
COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL largest In-house pdnt shop 
& OFFICE rental spaces In In the north. We are 
central Nansimo. Great expanding and seeking 
location, .Island Hwy experienced self-starting 
exposure. From 150 sqft to people who are committed 
5000sqff, ground floor and to quality. We are 
2nd storey. Prices from accepting applications 
$3.85/sqft. Ask for free for the following 
brochure. 604-501-0820, position. Press operator: 
fax 604-501-0900. Responsible for producing 
high quality printing In a 
EDUCATION timely manner. Heavy 
EMPLOYMENT LOANS TRUCKS 
OPPORTUNITIES PAYDAY LOANSI BAD 
MILLWRIGHTS LAFARGE Credit? No Credit? No '0 DOWN O.A,C." 
Canada Exshaw, Alberta Problem. Borrow up to Guaranteed credit 
is hiring temporary 
millwrights for a 4 month $600 until payday. Have a approvals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
term. Inlerprovlnclal or job? Get a loan 
Alberta Certification Guaranteedl 1 hour crew cabs, diesels, sport 
required. Fax resume to: Approval 1-866-3-PAYDAY utilities, cars & vans. 
Human Resources 2 4 h r s / 7 d a y s . 
403-673-3975. www.prldirect.com. Repo's, broken leases, 
AUTOMOTIVE  
TECHNICIAN. Brown's is PAY TELEPHONE SERV. heavy duty equipment. 
a well established C A N A D A ' S Take over payments. Free 
dealership 45 minutes TOP PSYCHICS... Are 
north of Edmonton You Ready to Believe in delivery, Call Lawrence 
with many long Psychics Again? Call Slocla BC'e largest finance 
term employees. The Now, You Won't Be 
successful applicants will 
be expected to be self- Disappolntedl 1-900.451- broker. 1-800-993-3673. 
motivated, conscientious, 
reliable employees, we wlll 
provide good working 
environment, good pay 
plan and employee benefit 
package. Westlock is a 
great community with 
many attributes to raise a 
family. Please fax resume 
to 760-349-6493 or call 
1-886-349.5566 or mail to: 
10011 - 93 Ave., Westlock, 
AB~T7P 2N1. 
MECHANIC/TECHNICIAN 
required to work at busy 
Ford dealership. Excellent 
wages, benefit package, 
moving assistant. Please 
contact Chad or Warren at 
Box 6389, Drayton Valley, 
AB, T7A 1R8. Call 
780-542-4438 or fax 
780-542-5795. 
OPPORTUNITY  
IN ALBERTA. Ford store 
expanding positions 
available. Partsperson, 
I~arts manager, service 
manager, warranty clerk, 
2nd or 3rd year 
technicians, salespeople 
and controller. Excellent 
benefit package and 
great work environment. 
Resume: OlD AWN&, Box 
575, #800, 4445 Calgary 
Trail S, Edmonton, AB, 
T6H 5R7. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4995.00. All 
new Super Lumbermate 
2000, larger capacities, 
more  options. Norwood 
Industries, manufacture of 
sawmills, edgers and 
skldders. Free Information. 
1 -800-566-6899,  
ext. 400.OT. 
$29./MONTHI 30 day 
money back guarantee. 
No money down, 
no payments until 
"December. 800 MHz 
NCDA02 computer. 
Apply online O.A.C.; 
www.lbuckoday.com. Call 
1-888.855-5527, 
HELP WANTED 
A NEW CAREER? Train lifting Involved. Eye tor Programs. Including 
be an Apartment/ detail. Expedencewth18" professional driver TRAVEL. ' 82.5%. Thermostatically 
~uonoom.!nlum~Manager. to 25.5" sing e coour  oassroom Instruction & T MESHAR---~SALES 
~Many .ioosl!uOOpla¢.emen.t.:i':,Heldelberg presse~ 'an::~loadsd molJntaln traln~a; "' ~JX;,a,.,~,.. ~,,.,~,,;z;: =.~' con!rolled. Long bum tlmell 
,ass!srance( _'All-Areas,: asse t, : Submit resum e .to:i:i Funding S~urce; & career -~',C~'_'.'_'°..,EZ'o~.'..'EL'I. ~..'=,.! un to 40 hour-. I=~ . . . . . .  , 
~overnmen! Heglst~red,: .Canarctio Graphics B~dx ~.'' ~counseling;~Job ~lac~fi~e~i'::°tru".lun O race ]utu.,uan '-, : . "~; '" ' , :  . . . . . .  
r'rogram, reformation/ 2758, Yellowknlfe, NT, available. 1-877-763-8040. NOWl uuyers cal 1-800- dealer 250-493-7444. 
brochure (604) 681-5456, X1A 2R1. Fax 867- MJ Bloomfield & 613-7987. Sellers call 
1 -800-665.6339,  920-4371 or emalh Okanagan University 1 -800-201-0864.  Emallvcsales@vlp.netor 
www.rmtl.ca, claude @nnsl.com. t College. www.tlmasharellnk•com, www.blazeklnEl•com ' 
"I070. $2.g5/m nute 18+. 
PERSONALS 
WANTED: 49 people 
to lose weight 
while earning money; 
wv~.~llm erbod)'.ne Un utrlllon plus 
LICENSED PSYCHIC and 
god gilled. Am you having 
bad luck with love, career, 
etc.? One complimentary 
reading by phone. Call 
today, tomorrow may be 
too late. 1-888. 999-5756.. 
ONCOLYN (TM) unique 
anti-cancer botanical 
extract. Cancer Is curable. 
Cancer Is I~revantable. 
Formulated by Dr. Arthur 
H.K. DJang, Contact: 
Inukshuk Herbal Healing 
Group 1-866-662-5596; 
www.oncolyn.net. 
BALEB HELP WANTED 
ADVERTISING SALES 
$50,00O/YEAR 
commission. Travel In 
B.C, required. 30 year 
company. Phone toll free 
1-877-270.8292 
SERVICEB 
CRIMINAL RECORD? 
Canadian pardon seals 
record. U.S. waiver permits 
legal American entry. Why 
dsk employment, licensing, 
travel, arrest, deportation, 
property confiscation? 
Canadlan-U.S. Immigration 
speolalists. 1-800-347. 
2540. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL 
BUILDINGS-  
Durable, Dependable~ Pre- 
engineered All-Steel 
Structures. Custom-made 
to suit your needs and 
requirements. Factory- 
Direct affordable prices. 
Call 1-800.668-5111 ext. 
132 for free brochure. 
Vancouver 604.327-6377. 
A WORKING PERSON'S 
TRUCK/CAR LOT. Are you 
self-employeci (or not)? Is 
no proof of income a 
problem? No down 
payment? Declined by 
your bank of your 
dealership? We can halpl 
Repossession or 
bankrul~tcles acoeptod. We 
will lend you our.money 
from 1,9 for Fords, 
Dodges, GM's. One of 
Canada's only true 
customer service oriented 
dealer groups. We will help 
you make it happenl Call 
now for turther Information, 
Jeanne or Paul 1-800-650- 
4829, 24 hrs 7 daye/wk. 
Guaranteed approval or 
we'll give you $1001, 
www.credlt-klng.com, 
VACATION NOU8E 
RENTALS 
RESPONSIBLE, MIDDLE 
AGED, n/s couple would 
like to house sit/pet sit, 
Oct/Nov, for several 
months. Prefer Quallcum 
Beach. References 250- 
752-1944 
WOOD HEATING 
BLAZE KING WOOD 
STOVES, efflclenclea to 
! N T R O D U C | N G 
WHERE THE POWER 
OF THE CLASSIFIED 
AD MEETS THE 
POWER OF THE 
INTERNET! 
http://www.bcclassifled.com 
http://www.bcclassified.com 
When you place a classified word ad in our newspaper, your ad will automati- 
cally be posted on the Intemet, for the entire duration of the booking. 
STANDARD 
Ph: 250-638-7283 FAX 250-638-8432 
BIO- The 
• : ~ .~,  - 
• 705 
: AcREAG' S/LOTS 
2 BEDROOM rental suite. 
Available imrnediately. Damage 
deposit and references re- 
cluired. 250-635-2932 
3 BEDROOM suite, w/d, firs- 
place, no pets/parties. $650/mo, 
utilities included. Located close 
to hospital. 250-635-5992 
FURNISHED ROOMS or2 bed- 
room furnished basement su- 
ite. utilities, appliances, Cable. 
Suitable for working mature 
adult. New Remo. $300- 
$550/mo, References and de- 
posit . Vehicle a must. 250- 
635-1413. 
LARGE 2 BDRM above ground 
basement suite. F/s, w/d, utili- 
ties and satellite viewing includ- 
ed. Pets negotiable. Call 250- 
638-6291 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite on Straume Ave, fddge, 
stove, washer & dryer, non 
smoking, quiet person only. 
$550 inlcudes utilities.Available 
October 6th. Phone 250-635- 
4672. 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite. Close to schools and town, 
no pets, no smokers. Also 1 
bedroom with kitchen facilities. 
250-635-5893 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- ~" 
ite. Ground level in new house. 
No smoking, no pets. $400+ . 
utilities. Call 250-635-0679 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- • 
ite In thornhill. Close to schools, 
laundry facilities on premises, 
no pets. Recently painted and 
with new appliances. $475/mo. " 
Phone Rob 250-638-7290. 
SMALL OFFICE building Iocat- 
• ed at 4509 Lakelse Ave for rent. 
Rent negotiable. To view call - 
250-638-1678 
Reasonable rates I 
Second Floor 
445 Sq. Ft., 685 Sq. Ft. 
1030 Sq. Ft. 
Tel (250) 63S-7:!,9:1, 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
FOR RENT 
1,600 sq. ft. shop 
including showroom 
and o-~ice with * 
] ,600 sq, .ft. executive 
3 ~edroom suite above. 
$2,000/month. 
Call Nick 638-1755 
before 9:30 p.m. 
3 BEDROOM cedar panabode 
home one block from Uplands 
School. $850/mo. Includes utili- 
ties. 250-638-1713 
3 BEDROOM duplex, close to 
Uplands School. New carpets, 
fenced backyard. F/s, $650+ 
utilities. Ref req. Available im- 
mediately. 250-638-0413 
3 BEDROOM house in Thorn- 
hill. No pets. $600 per month 
plus damage deposit. Phone 
635-9530. 
3 BEDROOM house located on 
one acre. Downtown location. 
Available Nov 1. No pets 
$850/mo. Phone 250-635-2643 
3 BEDROOM HOUSE, large 
fenced yard, shop/garage. New- 
er kitchen and bathroom. W/d, 
f/s. Please call 250-635.2483 
3 BEDROOM rancher, 
$850/mo. f/s. Quiet neighbour- 
hood. Horseshoe, large fenced 
back yard, deck, large shed. 
Phone 250-615-3108 anytime. 
250-635-6767 11:00am to 
2:00pm 
3 BEDROOM townhouse for 
rent f/s, w/d, dishwasher, gas 
fireplace, no smoking 112 block 
for town. Call 250-638-0046 
4 Bedroom lower unit of duplex. 
N/G heat included. No parties, 
no smoking. Written references 
and deposit req. In Terrace. 
Phone 250-798-9554. 
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, house at 
3644 Cottonwood. F/s, w/d 
hookup, storage, fresh paint, 
$700/mo. No smoking or pets. 
250-638-8639 
BRIGHT ATTRACTIVE, Well 
maintained 3 bedroom Thomhill 
duplex. Close to Golf Course 
and school bus. Available now. 
to non-smoker. F/s, w/d hook- 
up, storage, ample parking. Ref 
req. $700/mo. Phone Edka at 
Royal Lepa.qe 250-635-2404 
COZY 3 bedroom house down- 
town (Upper floor) storage and 
laundry hookup in basement. 
$750/mo. Includes heat. Avail- 
able Oct 1st. 250-635-6350. 
EXECUTIVE DUPLEX fu~- 
nlshed/unfrunishod. 3 bed- 
rooms, 2 1/2 baths. 2 n/g fire- 
places, 5 appliances and car- 
port. Available immediately. 
250-638-1885 
IMMEDIATELY. 3 bdrm home, 
big fenced back yard, full base- 
ment, half finished. 
Elec/wood/ngheat. F/s, w/d, 
$700/mo. Call 250-635-0257 
• ~.LAKELSE~COTTAGE, highway 
side. Suitable for couple .,or sin- 
gle person. Available October 
1st. Natural gas. $450/mo. Se- 
curity deposit required. 250- 
847-3738 
LARGE NEAR new 3 bdrm 
condo, carport, n/g, f/s, yard. 
Blinds included. No pets. ReI 
req. Avail Oct 1st. 250-635- 
2932 or 250-638-1053 
745MOBILES! / I  
SPLIT 3 bedroom 1 1/2 bath 
home on quiet crescent In- 
Thornhill. Good condition, large 
fenced yard, 4 appliances 
$700/mo. Ref req. 250-635- 
5510 
VERY NICE 1999 3 bdrm mo- 
bile home with skylight, 5 ap- 
pliances, large 2 bay shop. 
4659 Beaver. No smoking, no 
pets, good rental refs required. 
$750/mo 250-638-8639 
VERY SPACIOUS side by side 
duplex, 4 bathrooms per unit, a 
small shop near Golf Course. 
$800/mo + dd. Available Oct 
1/01. Call 250-638-0410 
2&3 bedroom mobile home in 
Pine Park, washer, dryer, 
fridge, stove, new flooring. 
Fenced yard, very clean, avail- 
able immediately. $500/mo. 
250-635-2126. 
2BEDROOM TRAILER 5 ap- 
'pliances Sunnyhill. DD & ref 
req. No pets, non smoking 
Available now. $550/mo Call 
250-638.0730 
3 BEDROOM mobile with f/s, 
dishwasher, Timberland Trailer 
Park, Queensway Drive, 
"$600/m0. DO req. 250-635- 
' 3173 or 250-698-7688 
~3 BEDROOM trailer In Thorn- 
t hill. Large livingroom with wood 
:fireplace, f/s, w/d dishwasher, 
Central vac., 4 piece bathroom. 
$600/mo plus DD. 250-635- 
9040 
3 BEDROOM trailer, newly ren- 
ovated, 4 fairly new appliances. 
Fenced yard. $575/mo. Avail- 
able immediately or October 
1 st. 250-635.2319 
4-RENT, 3 bedroom double 
wide in Copper River. Fenced 
yard. Wired shop space. 
$650.00/month. After 5 pm. 
250-635-2513. 
AVAILABLE NOW: 2 bedroom, 
2 bath, 14X70 mobile with gas 
furnace and wood stove on 
private 2 acres in Jackpine 
Flats.references required 250- 
638-1476 or 250-615-2693 
FOR SALE or assume mort- 
gage. Monthly payments 
$550/mo. Cheaper than rent. 
Newer SRI manufactured 
home. 2 bdrm, 2 bath, built in 
dishwasher and microwave, f/s, 
w/d, n/g fireplace, built in china 
cabinet, master bedroom has 
large jacuzzl tub and separate 
shower, 6 person hot tub on 
large deck. Shed included, im- 
maculate condition. For more 
into 250-635-6477 
Jack P ine Flats. Very clean 
spacioUs 2 bedroom 14X70 mo- 
bile W/wood and gas heat. F/s, 
w/d and hydro included. 250- 
635-5598 
TRUSTWORTHY FEMALE 
college student wanted. Ref 
req. $450/m0 includes meals. 
Call 250.635-9446 after 5 p.m. 
2 BEDROOM basement suite; 
furnished, f/s, utilities Included. 
$325/mo. Bench area. Avail- 
able immediately. 250-635- 
5869 
TO SHARE: 2 bedroom suite, 
all utilities + cable. Furnished, 
bench area, available Imme- 
diately. $325/mo. 250-635-5869 
2 ACRE lots, Jackpine Flats at 
Old Lakelse & Wo~.ste. Phone 
250-638-8940. 
4 BEDROOM WOOD FRAME 
HOUSE COMPLETELY 
REFURBISHED 
Prime location with views, split level finished up & down. Owner 
anxious to sell Reduced for quick sale, 
First $ 99,000 takes it. 
Make your offer now. 
i! ~ j l l  go to Realtors in two weeks with price increase. 
Call Mark at 250-798-9535 .~ .  I, 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE ON BENCH 
Quiet street in nice neighbourhood near Uplands School. 
Large kitchen; deck, and matching vinyl sided shed, 6 
years old. 1400 sq. ft. 
Asking $142,700 
Call 250-615-6224 for appointment o view 
2315 First Ave. 
Cottage 800 sq. ft. on 44 ft lake frontage. Creek runs 
through property, power and septic system, water. 
View by appointment only 
798-2528 
14X70 TRAILER. w/d, f/s locat- 
ed 10 rain from downtown, off of 
Dover Rd. $620/mo, dd $310. 
250-635-8224 
2 BEDROOM house for rent 
north of Terrace, DD end reI 
req.$550/mo 250-635-2898 or 
250-638-1212 
2 BEDROOM HOUSE with 
small shop and nice yard call 
250-635-9151 
2 BEDROOM newly renovated 
home. F/s, w/d , fenced 
backyard. On quiet street In 
Horseshoe. Ref req. and DD. 
Call 250-635-3555 after 6:00pm 
2 BEDROOM Townhouse in 4- 
plex. Clean, quiet. Fddge/ 
stove. No pets. references re- 
quired.250-635-3796. 
2 BEDROOMS, main floor of 
house, w/w carpet, washing 
facilities, carport & storage, 
clean & comfortable, fireplace, 
fenced yard. No pets, couples 
preferred. 250-635-3546 Writ- 
ten references rsclulred. 
2 UNIQUE 1 bedroom suites 
with view and yard on Queens- 
way. $525 -$450/mo. Garbage 
pickup Included. 250-635-7844 
or 250-635-2837. 
HALL RENTALS. Terrace Kin 
Hut, Capacity 120-160, Kitchen 
and Bar. Ideal for Weddings, 
Anniversaries, Reunions. Day 
and Evening rates. 250-635- 
7777 e-mall klnsmen@osg.net. 
Badending Services Available. 
1A. 2 BEDROOM trailer 
$450/m0. 3 bedroom trailer 
$575/mo. Available Sept. 15/01 
or Oct 1/01. Call 250-635.2319 
2 AND 3 bedroom mobile 
homes In ThornhUl.Nice, clean 
condition. Pdoed from $550/mo. 
250-638-1885 
PENDER ISLE Oceanfront Bed 
& Breakfast. Relax on 10 acres 
in own private deluxe suite with 
hot tub, ensuite bath, fireplace, 
deck. 1-800-663-6962 or 
www.alicesoceanfrontbnb.com 
PUERTO VALLARTA Mexico 
apartment for rent. Economic 
rates, the longer you stay the 
"less you pay. Rates from $70 
per night. Minimum 1 week. Call 
for more Into. 250-635-4783 
Patty. 
SKI SUN peaks BC (45 rain 
from Kamloops) Top of the 
Mountain Accomodation. Fully 
• equipped 1,2,3.& 4 bdrm con- 
dos & chalets, hot tubs, saunas 
& jacuzz(s. Ski In/out or 10 rain 
max (walking) to lifts. Kids 12 & 
under ski free wilh adult full 
pdce ticket. Stay 6 nights and 
get 1st night freel Some restdc- 
tions apply. Lift packages avail- 
able. 1-800-585.8834. www,to- 
• pofthemountain.ca, email: sun- 
peaks@direct.ca 
SKI SUN peaks resort BC Visit 
our website at: 
"www.sunpeaksreservtlons.com 
• or call Sun Peaks Online at 1- 
888-578-8369. Hotels, condos 
& chalets. Ski in/out, hot tubs. 
Great Accommodation. Great 
rates. Great Service 
1 1/2 Storey, 3+ bedroom, 2100 
sqff home. Natural gas heat, 2 
baths located at Lakelse Lake 
on pdvate park like setting. 
Beautifully landscaped on 
75X200' fenced lot. Upstairs: 2 
bedrooms, bathroom, family 
room, sun room with balcony. 
Downstairs: 2 bedrooms, kitch- 
en living room, laundry, bath- 
room. Includes all appliances. 
Workshop: 20X40' fully wired 
and plumbed, Large green- 
house end gazebo. Asking 
$159,900 obo 250.798-2456 
LAKELSE LAKE HIGHWAY SIDE 
First Ave. 2315 
Home 2800 sq. ft. on 72 ftx 1300 ft lake frontage. Has NG heat, hot 
water (new), 2 baths, 2 fireplaces, auna, game room, laundry room, 
new metal roof, raised out of flood zone, new septic system, two car 
garage, workshop, large storage area. 
View by appointment only 798-2528 
Ph (250)  798-2528 (leave message) 
Bring !n A Picture Of Your Home Along With Its Selling Features* I 
.d .o .j, = ,o,, HOME FOR SALE AD I in this pedal REAL ESTATE SECTION of the Terrace Standard, As well, your ad will be fisted as a ~ord ~ed ad in our Weekend Adve~s~r and our 
Inler~et C~as~ http://www, bcclassified,c0m 
'70/ AII this for only week , . 
I 
Ois~0unt f0rmultilYe ~ek~ Yo~r~ isdislnbuted 01h0usands d h0~es inthe G~t~rTerra~ ~ ev~ ~M 
'50 t~$ m~Imm P~ATE SALES 0NI.Y I 
TER'.RACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET, ERRACE, B,C. 
I 
638.7283 FAX MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8100-5:00 i 
'2 STOREY Cottage with electric 
and wood heat located at 
Lakelse Lake on private park- 
like setting. Beautifully land- 
scaped on large 75X200' lot. 
Downstairs: kitchen, diningroom 
and bathroom. Upstairs: master 
bedroom. A great relaxation in 
nature. Asking $65,000. For 
more into call 250-798-2456 
3 BEDROOM mobile home on 
2 private acres. Dead end 
street, Jackpine Flats. Property 
somewhat undeveloped. Wait- 
ing for creative landscapersl It 
does have a large dog kennel, 
log play cabin. 2 out buildings, 
home has 10X12 unfinished ad- 
dition. New vinyl siding/wind- 
ows. Updated throughout. 
$92,000. 250-635-1641 
3 BEDROOM rancher, f/s, quiet 
neighbourhood in Horseshoe, 
large fenced back yard, deck, 
large shed. 250-615-3108 any- 
time. 250-635-6767 11:00am to 
2:00pm 
4 BEDROOMhouse on Bench. 
Quiet street in nice 
neighbourhood near Uplands 
school. Large kitchen, deck and 
matching vinyl sided shed. 6 
years old. 1400sqft. $142,700. 
250-615-6224 
4608 SCOTT Avenue $79,000. 
Two Bedroom house. One stor- 
ey bungalow on a concrete 
foundation. Wood floors in living 
room and both bedrooms. This 
home has many up-dates. The 
backYard has. a s~_d ~pcl,!.~u!!y, 
fenced. We ha~ 5~tgro~/~ i uF' 
house. Make an offerl 250-638- 
7688 www3.te- 
lus.net/lanes/house 
NEWER HOME in Thorn- 
heights. 3 bdrm, split level, 
vaulted ceiling in living room. 
Landscaped, double ddveway. 
Blinds, w/d. dishwasher 
included. 250-638-0014 
NEWLY RENOVATED 3 bed- 
room house with unfinished 
basement on Thomas. F/s w/d, 
dishwasher, hardwood floors, 
new furnace, hotwater tank, 
250-638-8995 or 250.638-0821 
after 6:00pro. Open to offers 
THREE BEDROOM home situ- 
ated on nicely landscaped 
80'X200' property. Large den 
wit h fireplace. 16'X24' shop with 
attached shed. $79,900. 250- 
638-0395 
5.5 ACRE HOBBY Farm in 
Jackpine Flats. 4 bdrm double- 
wide with all appliances, oil & 
wood heat, large deck, wired 
workshop, barn & hayloft and 2 
large greenhouses. Outdoor dd- 
Ing arena & numerous outbuild- 
ings In very private & fenced in 
setting. Asking $139,900 obo. 
For appointment call 250-798- 
2456 
LIVE MAINTENANCE free #8 
Kenney Estates. 1284 sqft. 2 
bdrm, 2 baths on main floor, ga- 
rage, 1/2 basement, reduced 
~159,000 250-635-3653 
Newspapers  
want  to  get  
i t  r ight .  
So if at times they fall 
short, let their editors 
know. 
If they can't solve the. 
problem, contact he B.C. 
Press Council, a 
voluntary body that 
looks into and tries to 
mediate unresolved 
reader complaints about 
news and opinion in B.C. 
newspapers. 
B.C. PRESS COUNCIL 
201-1290 Broad Street, " 
'VidOria, B.C. VSW 2A5: 
Ph. 250-31N-330,4 
Fax: 250-384-3346 
E-mail: (ouncil@~resscounclLorg 
Web: b(pre~coundl.org 
12X68 CRESTWOOD mobile 
home for sale or trade. $8000. 
250-426.8904 
1971 12' wide mobile home. 3 
bedroom, w/d, f/s in quiet park. 
$12,500 obo. 250-635-2126 
1977 12X68 trailer with joey 
shed, 2bdrm, + 1 storage room. 
Includes all appliances as well 
as air conditioner. Located in 
Sunny Hill Trailer Court. Close 
to town & schools. Asking 
$19,900 obo. Call 250-638- 
4491 
Outstanding A ;:#evement 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
John Evans  
0/1 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of August. In recognition of 
this accomplishment, John is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the 
Canadian Red Cross. 
. . . . . . .  ,¢ . . . . : . : : : : :~ :  - , . '~  
Hew Premium Home In Up-Scale Neighbourhood Gt
35 ! 9 Cory Drive 2 Blocks from New School 
Features: 
• oak floorina in living and dining rooms 
* walk-in clos~et in master bedroom 
• ceramic tile floorln¢l n k tchen and entryway 
• exterior flnishina o}'brlck and vinyl 
• oak cabinets in~itchen and baths 
• doubl~"car garage 
• lame deck off kitchen 
• above finishing work a must see 
• ensuite bath 
i ~1 i i i 
Was listed at ~205;ggg Reduced To 
Further Reduced To 
$195,000  + GST 
NOW BELOW BUILDING COST 
For Appointment To View 
STRAAT-A-VARIOUS HOMES LTD. 
' 635-4097 
. , i i i  
1977 2-bedroom mobile in quiet 
park near Thomhill schools. 
New carpet and tino. Large liv- 
ing room and kitchen fenced 
yard. f/s, w/d. $18,000. 250- 
638-0282 
1993 14X70 mobile home 
w/lOX40' finished addition, 4 
bedrooms, office, b/i dishwash- 
er and china cabinet. On a large 
pad w/garden and new 8X10 
shed. $68,000. 250,-635-4730 
or Trey_Rifler @ talus.net 
3 BEDROOM trailer In trailer 
court. C/w f/s, w/d, gas heat, 
$12,500, 2bdrm trailer in trailer 
court-c/w f/s, w/d, gas heat 
$8500. 250-638-8811 
FACTORY DIRECT Chapparal 
modulate, all the features ot a 
conventional homel Your plan 
or oursl Sheldon Custom 
Homes, 3075 Sexemlth, Kelow- 
na. Toll free 1-888-755.8992. 
DL10146. 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
CHRYSLER 
,2000 Chrysler Intrepid 
V6, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Pwr ' 
"Wlnd0ws & Locks, Cassette 
1 Left At $19,995 
2000 Jeep TJ Sport 
6 cyl., 5 Spd, Hardtop & S0ftt0p, 
0nly 15,0.00 km. 
Now ONLY $23,995 
'99 Dodge Ram 1500 SLT 
4x4, Loaded, Leather 
NOW ONLY $29,995. 
'98 Dodge Neon 
4 cyl., Auto, Air & More 
NOW ONLY $13,595 
'98 Dodge Ram 
1500 Quad Cab 
4x4, Laramie SLT, V8, Auto, NC, 
Cruise, Tilt, Power Windows, Power 
Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $25,995 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air Conditioning 
Now ONLY $17,488 
'98 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
4 Dr., 4x4, 6 Cyl.,Air 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'98 Dodge Ram 3/4 Ton 
Quad Cab 4x4 
Air, Cruise, Tilt 
NOW ONLY $29,995 
INCLUDES PLOW/ 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
NC, Auto, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
'96 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Auto, 4 Dr., 4x4,Air, Tilt, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
Was $21,9~5 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'98 Dodge Caravan ES 
V6,Auto, Dual Sliding Doors, 
Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks, Tinted Glass 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
810 CARS FOR 
SALE:  : 
815 TRUCKS FOR' 
: ::S~LEL:,~< 
• ] . ;•',. 
: 8 '10 ;  CARS FOR 
" :i: SALE: :  :.i: i 
FORD: :  
'9g Ford F150 XLT 
XCab, V8, Auto, 4 Door, NC, Power 
Windows & Locks, Tilt, Cruise 
NOW ONLY $26,995 
'97 Ford F150 Xcab 
v8, Auto, 4x4, NC 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
! '96,Ford Cro~ Victoda .:'. 
' 4 Dr.,V8,Auto, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'91 Ford Explorer XLT 
6 Cyl., Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
PowerWindows &Locks 
NOW ONLY $9,995 
GM 
'98 Chev Sonoma 
XCab, 4x4, Air Conditioning, 
Cruise, "flit, Power Windows & 
Locks, AM/FM, Cassette 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'97 GMC Silverado SLE 
Ext. Cab., V8, Auto, 3 Door 
Was $25,995 
NOW ONLY $21,995 
'95 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 
Convertible, 5.7, V8, 6 SIxl., 
Leather, Loaded 
NOW ONLY $19,995 
'95 Chevrolet T~ LT 
NO~,~_.N'~ $25,995 
'91 Chevrolet Cavalier 
4 CyL, Auto, Air Conditioning 
NOW ONLY $5,995 
IMPORT~ 
'98 Toyota Sienna 
Dual Sliding Doors, Air, Cruise, . 
Tilt, Pwr. Windows/Locks & More 
NOW ONLY $18,995 
'97 Mazda Pick-up 
4x4,X-Cab, NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks 
NOW ONLY $17,995 
'94 Mazda 626 ES 
V6, 5 Spd, ,NC, Cruise, Tilt, 
Power Windows & Locks, 
Leather & More 
NOW ONLY $12,995 
' '~  Toyota Camry LE 
4 door, Auto, Air & More 
Was S16,99S 
NOW ONLY $14,995 
'93 Subaru Legacy AWD 
4 Door, Auto 
Was ~a,99S 
HOW ONLY $7,995 
19"89 Jeep Cherokee 
6.cyl., auto, leather, loaded 
NOW ONLY $7,995 
MIS 
TERRAC~ 
Evmiimlm 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 5m 
ww~.terra¢eautomll.com 
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Br ing  In A P ic ture  Of  Your  Home A long  Wi th  I t s  Se l l ing  Features*  
and we w i l l  run  Your HOME FOR SALE  AD co-x...,., 
in th is  special REAL  ESTATE SECT ION of  the  Ter race  Standard .  
As  well ,  your  ad  wi l l  be  l i s ted  as  a word  c lass i f ied  ad  in our  Weekend Adver t i ser  and  our  
• I n ternet  C lass i f ieds  ht tp : / /www.bcc lass i f ied .com . . . .  
. . . . . .  $---- eek70/w AI/ IV" (GST)  . . . .  th i s  fo r  on  + i i 
Discount  fo r  mul t ip le  weeks . 'Your  ad  is d i s t r ibuted  to  thousands  of  homes  in the  Greater  Ter race  area  every  week l  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  *50 words  max imum PRIVATE SALES ONLY ..................................... 
TERRACE STANDARD,  3210 CL INTON STREET,  TERRACE,  B.C.  
638-7283 FAX 638-8432 MONDAY TO FR IDAY 8:OO - 5 :00  
1991 TOYOTA Corolla. 
79,90Okm. Automatic. Asking 
$6500. Call 250-638-8650 
1997 RAV 4, white, 5sp, abe, 
full winter package. 
133,000kms, $14,900. Call 250- 
842-2455 
2000 PONTIAC Grand Prix, 4 
door fully Ioaded.CD player, 2 
years warranty, all service 
records. $20,000 obo. Call 250- 
635-6474 
1986 CHEV Cavalier. 4 door. 
Runs Good. 250-635-1253 
1989 FOR 3/4 ton Lariat 4X4, 
5.0 like, 5 speed. 137,000km, 
power everything, box liner, alu- 
minum running boards, new 
Michelin tires. Well maintained. 
Asking $75,000. obo. Call 260- 
638--8960 . . . . . . . . .  
1992 DODGE Dakota ext. cab, 
automat,c, shift on-the.fly, 4 
wheel ddve, electdc overdrive, 
red and white with deluxe cano- 
py, 318 EFI v-e (225hp) ran-' 
ning boards, brush guard, wind- 
ow vent visors, air, cruise, tilt,• 
power windows and locks, cas- 
~TERRACE '~  
Wants to 
buy your 
"QUALITY 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
TOTEM FORD 
'250-635-4984 
]-800-463-1128 
200 ! Ynmnhn 
Grizzly 
Demo w/winch 
$ 995.00 
:::::::::::::.: . ::.:: .:: 
Hurbercraft 
14' Aluminum Boats 
' 1 ,599 .00  
1991 SECURITY Penthouse 33' 
5th Wheel w/full basement. Full 
winter package. Awning. 2 sky- 
lites. Ceiling fan air conditioner. 
Microwavo. Gas range & fur- 
nace. 2 way ,ridge & freezer. 
w/d, queen bed and fold down 
chesterfield. Base board elec 
furnace. Much more must be 
seen 250-635-6830 leave mes- 
sa.qe. 
1998 25' Deluxe travelalre 5th 
~:<' . .............. "'"':'~"":~"!;!i::::':' "::][~:. .:"'~. :::: ": . . . . . .  .~  
The Terrace Slandal~ils now [ ]  i 
. . . . . . . . .  
terracestandard,co 
Check out our site or caD 638-7283 for advertising InformaUon 
L B=~ ~' J  Dry 
• SERVICES LTD. 
SPECIALISTS IN .CLEANING 
*CHIMNEYS & FURNACES " *SEPTIC TANK & DRAINS 
*AIR DUCTS *SEPTIC FIELD FLUSHING "- 
*BOILERS *CATCH BASIN & SUMP PITS 
*FIREPLACES *REST. GREASE TRAPS 
*ATrlC INSULATION REMOVAL *ELECTRIC SNAKE 
• *AIR CONDrrlON!NG SYSTEMS *FLOOD CLEAN UPS ,: 
*PAINT BOOTHS "VACUUM EXCAVATION 
Industr|al  Vacuum Trucks 635-1132 
setto. Highway driven only, no . . . . . . . . . . .  wheel with slide-out, loaded, ex- *"  
rust, well maintained, (by Ter- cellent condition. Stored under 
race Chrysler) many re- cover every winter. Asking 
palr/servica records. Excellent 1996 DODGE Caravan Sport, 7 $22,000. Phone. 250-842-6810 
condition. $6000 Firm. Phone passenger, 3.3 litre, pearl white. Riverboat Rentals 2000 24, Rustler trailer used 
250-635-3179 after 6:00 pm. Excellent condition, must be Ava i lab le  once. a/c, microwave, cd/tape 
1998 GMC Jimmy SLT. Fully seen. $13,500. Call 250-635- stereo, awning, iv, antenna, . 
loaded, heated leather seats. 5237 front queen island bed, fddge, 
Heated sldemirror, powerwlnd- 862: BoATs/ i NOW| freezer, dual propane. Superb 
owe/locks, c/d, keyless entry. . . . . . . .  , condition. Must sell $18,500. 
Only 45,000km. asking i !MARINE ~ 250-635-3412 
$28 000 Ca,, 260.636-5824 . . . . .  
d::i i ; :Shdf i  ..... :..:. ::::: ..: . : .  : :  
J 
FOR SALE Overload springs 1998 22ft. Marinex Riverboat 
forGM or Chew pick UP $300. 454 Kodiak Marine engine. JUST KIDDIN Pre-School Is 
Ride-on electric scooter for Hamilton 212 Jet, galvanized now accepting registration 
di~izbled'mobllity.'Shdpdder in ' EZ loader trailer. Depth sounder 2001/2001 Program: JuSt' Kid- ': 
like-new condition. $3900. Call and VHF radio. $32,500. 250- din Pre-Sohool Is a new school 
250-638-5034 or 250-635-6244 635-7487 " ~ . 
offering a safe environment for 
TRUCK AND Camper for sale: MUST SELL! Welded 1/8" mar- your child to play end learn that 
1989 GMC Sierra PU, 1991 9' ins aluminum 3 man jet boat. Mercury  is truly second to nonel We are 
Northern Llte Camper and ca-Complete  with tunnel, kicker,  Were There  I nopy. Well maintained. Must and trailer. Brand new 40hp Ya- 9•8 HP  a licensed pre-school, with a 
fully qualified eady childhood 
sea. Asking $16,000 for pack- maha jet. $10,000. Phone 250- Long $hofi educator. Benefits like 5000sqft, 
small class sizes, competitive ~ ~  & W e  Care  a.qe. Phone: 250-635.6791 632-4655 $79  9.00  rates, drop in  available and of 
course the largest indoor soft 
~¢~1"~~ ~7"~' ' ' ` - ` -  1997 Chew 3/4 Ton Silverado play unit the Northwest has to p ~ ~  
offer. We assure you a wide ~ ~  ~ 
WAS $27,995 NOW $25,995 range of acltvitles for your child ' 
~ L / /~~I I~ 1996 Ford Escod whatever the weather. For more IAN | SOCIfT[ 
into please call Just Kiddln at ~ ~ ; ~ ' ~  CER ' I CANADIENNE 
. SOCIETY I DU CANCER NOW $9,995 250.638-1383 -spin Mon-Fd. Please welcome rJ~ 
1995 Ford 4WD Ext Cab 10 am to 8pm Sat/8un. 
2000 GMC K1500 $16,995 SPANISH NANNY Housekeep- your neighbo.urhoqd ( '~ 
er, excellent cook. Seeks full canvassers wnen they 
k 'n~r ,b  ~rs ~m, , , -  ,.I,.~^~ BRITISH COLUMBIA ,~41u~it  U | I  Ut41 UUUh NOW $27,995 1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT time live-in position in Terrace. -Y " AND YUKON DIVISION 
2000 Dodge Ram N0W$5,995 Good references. Call after 6 pro. 250-638-0881 . . . .  
Quad Cab 1993 Buick Century Custom ' :': 
NOW$32,995 $10,995 f -  Looking fo r  ~ ' • ••••••  ee••••••e  •••••••  ••ee••  •••  ••o••  
1999 Volks Golf Wolfsburg 1992 Ford Explorer Child Care? : % 
$19,995 NOW $8,995 Skeena Child Care Res0urce and . Dy ing  to  " 
1992 Mazda MX3 Precedia Referral has information on ~ 
1998 Dodge Caravan child care options and on , . 
$17,995 WAS $8,995 NOW $6,995 ALASKAN CAMPER lOft. low choosing child care. ' bS i , , - ,  IL , ] ~ . . d ?  ' '  
1990 Ford F150 profile, hydraulic system. Com- Drop by The Family Place • ( [ "~F  e= 
1998 Neon WA856,995 NOtN $4,995 pletely refitted, 3 burner stove, at 4553 Park Ave. : * 
1990 Dodge Grand 
Caravan SE 
NOW $7,995 
1990 GMC Jimmy 
NOW $8,995 
1988 Toyota Corolla 
$5,995 
$13,995 
1998 Mere Mystique 
$14,995 
1998 Honda CR-V EX 
$23,995 
1997 Chew 3/4 Ton 4x4 
WAS $24,995 NOW $22,995 
3-way fridge, furnace. Approx 
13001bs. $4000. obo. Call 250- 
638-8960 
IMPORT/SMALL TRUCK 
camper. 1982 model in good 
condition. All appliances in 
working order. Gas and electri- 
cal systems recently upgraded. 
$2500. Includes all mounting 
hardware, and one year storage 
fee. 250-638-1245 
4838 HWY 18 W, TERRACE ew=~z 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
STANDARD 
:' 944:  '~: :ii: 
:ELLANEOUS 
;ERV iCEs :  ::::; 
encourages everyone to help fill the 
FOOD BANK BINS 
, at Safewa~ Overwaitea and the Bargain Shop. 
.? 
At this time ofyear food supplies at ~ 
food banks are extremely low I// 
and need replenishing. ~/ 
or call 638-1113. a 
SkeanaCC,,isapr~mof=e • U d d ]i " 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre : se  a con  om ~ vs ,  
and is funded by the Ministry of Social. • • 
~velopment and Economic L.ecud~ • • e
This isn't about you getting laid. This is about you surviving • 
• I t ' s  s imp le .  Wear  a condom,  use  c •an  need les ,  get  tes ted ,  be  respons ib le .  • t  
• There is no cure[orAlDS, • 
• www:.dmlds,ea r#OOOJH91$ • 
Bathtub  • 
i " S l t ions  O U . ~,.  mm ~,,,~,, (~--==.--'-.. :
Isyour tub e°°ooooe°oee•e••eee•••••••••ee•• ••  e 
the wrong colour, ,,,,,: 
hard to clean, or 
worn out? 
Book now for a great 
deal on re-siliconing 
and clean-up. 
1-888-205-8111 
Managing your 
weight begins with 
taking that# 
first step... 
then :'a = 
se00nd.., 3 
ThBB a ~ •YOU'RE ALREADY STARTING TO Third... ~ UNDER, STAND COLIT IS,  ' '* 
Help us understand how t0 Send your tax deductible 
Key steps: cure it, All of your donation gifl to: BC. CHILD Founds. 
Physics[activity goes to medical -% *~ tion, Suite 1150- ; 
research. For more (~ ~ t j~ ~ i188 West Georgia 
Healthy eating k~'~ information, call St, Vancouver 
Doctor's advice ~J  (604) 736.0645 ................................ B.C. VSE 4A2, 
|NtlISTIN4|, • g|~tl, nllO&DJltL 
Pil;II£1P~tlION ~ ® , .  
W~,vw.por licipodion.com ¢iih~ (~ft al~, M dt.tig~at~i IhrOt~h ~i1~, WAy n~*SlCf~d ¢hrffitl: I~ ~ l  4qPjI flrlfl00 r 
i i 
. . . .  i 
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Sports 
menu 
To get your game, event 
or meeting added to the 
Terrace Standard Sports 
Menu or Sports Scope, 
fax us at 638.8432, or 
you can e-mail us at 
standard@kermode.net 
"TERRACE.  
Sept. 30 
• McBike Cross Country 
mountain bike race. Call 
McBike 635-5225 for de- 
tails. 
Oct. 1 
• Shames Mountain Vo- 
lunteer Ski Patrol infor- 
mation session. Coast 
Inn of the West. 7 p.m. 
Call Richard at 635-1712 
or Mike at 250-524-4940 
for details. 
Oct. 7 
• All Seasons Half 
Marathon. northwest 
series point race. 5 km, 
10 km, 21 km run. North- 
west Community Col- 
lege. Call Jack 638-0751 
for details. 
Dec. 15 
• The Terrace Skating 
Club presents its annual 
Carnival, Two shows: 1 
p.m. and 7 p,m. at the 
Terrace Arena. Every. 
body welcome. 
JUDY STEVENSON and Marcie Pritchard are the newest addit ions to the Ter- 
race Bluebacks swim club coaching staff. SARAH A. ZlMMERMAN PHOTO. 
Bluebacks bring in new coaches 
TWO NEW faces have 
been added to the coach- 
ing staff of the Terrace 
Bluebacks wim club. 
Marcle Pritchard and 
Sports Scope 
On patrol 
SHAMES Mountain volunteer ski patrol is looking for new 
members for the upcoming ski season. 
Anyone interested in donating some of their time on the 
slopes is invited to an introductory meeting Monday, Oct. 1 
at the Coast Inn of the West, 7:00 pro. 
Past first aid experience is recommended. Come out and 
have some fun this winter with returning patrollers and new 
faces. For more information contact Richard Stone at 635 
1712 or Mike Sorensen at 624 4940. 
Judy Stevenson are both 
former Blueback swim- 
mers and are eager to take 
on the role of coaches. 
"It 's a little strange 
being on the other side of 
things now," laughed Mar- 
cie Pritchard. 
Both young women 
agree the challenge of 
coaching is exciting. 
"They both bring in- 
credible enthusiasm," said 
head coach for the club, 
Mike Carlyle. 
They also bring the un- 
derstanding that comes 
with having been part of 
the team themselves. 
Both young ladies 
swam up to the age group 
provincials level as but- 
terfliers. 
Carlyle plans to draw 
on their experience to help 
out the younger develop- 
ment swimmers. 
Pritchard is taking on 
the role of head develop- 
ment coach and Stevenson 
will be assisting her. 
"With Judy being in for 
so many years, competing 
at the different levels, she 
should bring some valu- 
able experience," Carlyle 
said. 
He plans on using Ste- 
venson's experience in 
preparing for the mental 
part of competitive swim- 
ming. 
She had one year under 
the guidance of team 
sports psychologist, Dr. 
Usher, who helps out the 
swimmers with mental 
imagery and goal setting. 
(;illlV|l-." 
, , , , , - , , , ,  635.TIPS ! ~  TERRACE YOUTH ~iOCCER ASSOCIATIOb 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING LADIES Let's Go Bowling i 
BowU.e Party To Promote League BowU.e t~ Christie Park Club Hut 
Tuesday Coffee League Sept. 25- 9:15 a.m. ~ Wednesday, Sept. 19 at 7:30 p.m. 
Also Wednesday Night League Sept. 26 - 7p.m. 
0 COME BOWL 3 GAMES i Everyone Welcome, .~.~~ 
Coffee And Light Snacks No Charge. ~ F you have any concerns, now ':~I ~:- ~)  
TERRACE BOWLING LANES- 635-5911 ~ ~s your chance to voice them. L~. -, 
• :~ ~.., 
@ @ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  While enrollment in soccer is ~~: : i , "  .:: ...~;i~..:: 
• ~,~ ...,..~.~ rising, our Executive is becom- / ~ ! . ,  
ing smaller - -  We need your ~, 
helpl . . q ~~|" '  
~'~i~'~:'..-!.. ~" ; 
Cog Les 615-5445 - 
Gill 635-7613 ::~ I Reasonable Rates • Fenced , 
Lighted * Guard Dog Protected 
Phone: 798"2267 
Dat_j Tim_j Visiting Team HomeTeam 
(Cd®~ Jemp) (Wh~ Je~p) 
(O~e~ng R00~ #1 &2 (~ng Rooms #3&4) 
Friday, Sept. 21 7:00 p.m. Evergreen Pub vs SRD Blues 
Friday, SepL 21 8:30 p.m. Kitimot vs Thornhill Pub 
Friday, Sept. 21 10:00 p.m. Brad's Team vs Subway 
Saturday, Sepl. 22 9:00 a.m, PR Wrinkles vs Chapter One 
Saturday, Sept. 22 10:30 a.m. Timberman vs Subway 
Saturday, Sept. 22 12:00 p.m. SRD Blues vs Killmat 
Salurday, Sept. 22 h3Op.m. Evergreen Pub vs ThornhillPub 
Saturday, Sept. 22 3:00 p.m. Timberman vs PR Wrinkles 
Saturday, Sept. 22 4:30 p.m, Brad's Team vs Chapter One 
Saturday, Sept. 22 6:00 p.m. SRD Blues vs Thornhill Pub 
Saturday, Sept. 22 7:30 p.m. PR Wrinkles vs Subway 
Sunday, Sept. 23 9:00 a.m. l~mberman vs Chapter One 
Sunday, Sept. 23 lO:30a.m. Brad'sTeam vs PRWrinkles 
Sunday, Sept. 23 12:00 p.m, Evergreen Pub vs Kitimat 
Sunday, Sept. 23 1:30 p.m, Subway vs Chapter One 
Sunday, Sept. 23 3:00 p.m, Brad's Team vs Timl:;erman 
Tournament  Format"  Po in t  Sys tem 
The following points will be awarded for each game. 
• The team that wins the first period 2 Points 
• The team who wins the second period 2 Points 
* The team who wins the game 2 Points 
• The team that wins the three shooter shoot-out 2 Points 
(1"o be held between periods) 
• The team with the least amount of penalties 2 Points 
• .ties in any of the above calegories I Point Ea(h 
The winner of each division will be the team with ~ 
the most amount of points. I| tied, the winner will 
be the team with the most points against each 
olher. If still tied, Iha winner will be determined 
I~y the best overall goals for and against. 
i i 
I Subscribe Today 
STANDARD 
3210 Clmlon Street Terrace, B,C. V8G 5R2 (250) 638.7283 Fax {250) 6388432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important o the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
I (0uls~e of ~x~nce) 
USA and Europe ............... $152.34 (per 6 me. 
(+ $10.66 GST) 
/ to"  . . . . .  " 
~"PA~'~'~^DI'~ Terrace Standard every week. 
.~ J.,t"~L ~ l J  l'~l'%Jl.J 
............... ~ . . . . . . . . . .  Enclosed is$ (GST included) for a oneyear subscription, 
3210 Name 
Cl inton St reet  Address. 
Terrace, B.C. Town Postal Code 
V8G 5R2 Phone 
= j 
I l l  I l l U l l l l n l l l l  I n l l l l l l  I l l l l l l n  I I I I n  
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO PALACE 
SEPTEMBER 2001 SEPTEMBER 2001 
/ Secondary 
l School 
J Parent 
l Council 
I 
I Hockey I s 
J Association J 
| Junior I Benevolent 
| Secondary I Terrace Minor I ' Protective 
| School I I Baseball I I OrderofEIks 
l Parent I j #425 i Coup, i I AssociaUon J 
I Elizabeth I Terrace Minor I I rrakce 
I seco~ery I Baseba, I I  G Pe~ics 
~ ~o~a~y ~ Ter~%e~°°~ ~ noOra~;urC'p,e ~ ~w,rnC,ub 
,=oclaUon J J I1"°?:% I 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Wed., Thurs., Fri.& Sat. - Late Night Games 
rer-=,,:Odsh 1 
I Te.~e SkoUng l
I Club / 
- -  Columns Terrace nodian Parents 
#5z4g naceutt I 747 Air I 
sumkalum atreSeci I Cadet Socie v IKermode Friendsh,p 
uks-kum-ol J Kinette Club of J J Terrace J J socm~/ 
erbo°dand I Terrace , , Nisga'a I T M . . . . .  .... 
ers Society I f j Sac ety Isoftea, Association 
I I Terrace Nis' a'a ~ 1 1 5 '  J ~rr, ;e Youth 1 131,.;e~;g 1°,',~:,%"o: I Group Society Kel nod r Friendship I Terrace-KiUmat S ¢iety 
J Association j jAirshowsociety I S°cle~ Is ........ '=°1 
I Group Society ~clet,/ I Royal Canadian I
I K'san House ~ .... ,,uS~U., II I [ Society 
Anti-Poverty ! e Search 
Group Society rlal escue 
Fnendshl Terrace ciety I Salrnon~d 
Enhancement erre :e Minor l 
Society ball tSSoclatio 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m, 
Doors 4:30 p,m. Games 6:15 p,m, 
Doors 9:30 p,m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
(Late Night Bingos Are Now All You Can Play.Main Cards Only- Wed.&Thurs. $8 ea., Fri.& Sat. $10 ea.) 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T.V. MONITORS AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
's BEST BUY 
BC Newspaper (;t0~ I) 
.,'=t prtce 
Place your classified ad in 
THREE REGIONS 
 229' " 
I/a=~um 25 m~k~o,alm~ I 70 ~ 
15 Newspapers 
525,455 
Combined Circulation 
For more information, 
pleasecontact: 
TERRACE"  
STANDARI:) 
3210 CLINTON STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 638-7283 
